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It’s in our DNA... Create yours with Origin

20
YEAR
GUARANTEE

Match the handle colour to the 
frames or choose an elegant 
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Choose from over 150 di�erent colours, 
including a dual colour option

Manufactured in Great 
Britain from a premium 
grade aluminium for a 

secure, visually exquisite and 
maintenance free window
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For your nearest showroom, please call 0800 168 5816
or email info@origin-global.com or visit origin-global.com

Bi-fold Doors BlindsWindows

Upgrade to the revolutionary Aerogel for 
astonishing thermal e�ciency, capable of 

achieving A+ 21 Energy Rating and U-Value of 1.0

Stunningly designed twin flush 
casement, exclusive to Origin
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fashionis

Chic for kitchens,

for halls.couture

for walls.

Inside this tin

The latest colour trends.  The freshest 

combinations.  A truly inspirational 

collection of modern and classic 

tones.  You’ll find it all at Crown.  So 

whether you’re into urban minimalism 

or vintage chic, Crown gives you the 

confidence to truly make your mark.

www.crownpaint.co.uk

MyRoomPainter
Download the app now
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Caron Bronson, 
Editor
@RealHomesEd

YOU CAN FOLLOW REAL HOMES ON

to your November issue.  
This month, as well as 
amazing real home, 
kitchen and bathroom 
projects with stylish 
design features to inspire 
your own transformations, 
there is a fabulous 

decorating special, featuring two of the 
latest colour sensations for autumn – berry 
shades and peacock tones. Take a look at 
how to update your home with one of these 
inviting on-trend palettes, from page 86.

Lighting design is always an important 
consideration when updating a room 
scheme, so if you’re looking for new fl oor 
or table lamps, turn to page 94 to browse 
50 of the latest styles. From modern, classic 
and quirky to industrial, cool and trendy, 
there are plenty to choose from – tweet 
me your favourite @RealHomesEd. 

If you’re struggling to fi nd room in your 
home for everyday stuff  and essentials, 
property journalist Sarah Warwick has the 
answer this month with her feature ‘7 ways 
to create the space you need’ (from page 38).

Plus, for much more inspiration and expert 
advice on your project, visit the new and 
improved realhomesmagazine.co.uk – enjoy!

WELCOME

Subscribe today and save!
SEE PAGE 84

Above Choose from 
a wide selection of 
50 fl oor and table 
lamps to suit any 
scheme, page 94  

Update your 
interior with the 

latest colour 
sensations, berry 

shades and 
peacock tones, 

page 86

NEW 
LOOK

Below Visit our fantastic 
new-look website at 
realhomesmagazine.co.uk 
for all the news, advice and 
inspiration you need. Scroll 
through hundreds of stunning 
images and share your 
favourites on social media

    realhomesmagazine.co.uk  NOVEMBER 2015  7 
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Bespoke glazing solutions
in timber aluminium & composite

Visit our showrooms in London, Cambridgeshire  
and Buckinghamshire, see website for details

Kloeber’s advanced glazing solutions 
are available in bespoke or set 
sizes, with exceptional insulating 
values, multi-point locking and low 
maintenance finishes. View our website 
for further details of our extensive 
product range with solutions for all self 
builders and home improvers.

 folding sliding doors
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 french doors
 single doors
 windows
 shaped glazed screens
 entrance doors
 roof lights

Kloeber’s timber bifold 
doors and FunkyFront 
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Secured by Design. 
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The Velour Collection
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Sneak preview

�

COMPILED BY RACHEL OGDEN

etc

Hertitage shades
Add a shot of capital charm to 

your walls, furniture or floors with 
the 31 paint colours introduced  

to the Colours of London palette 
from Mylands. Inspired by 

London’s most iconic buildings, 
districts and characters, each 

shade is available in a variety of 
finishes. Prices start from £20 for 
one litre of Marble matt emulsion.Floris Circle LineLavender Garden Maugham White

Keep up to date with the latest 
home-improvement trends  
and decorating collections

Proving that British design and 
manufacturing is alive and well  
on the high street, the Velvet Tub 
chair from Oliver Bonas is a stylish 
addition to any room. Handmade 
in Nottinghamshire, the H72.5x 
W72xD72cm chair is upholstered in 
lustrous Varese velvet, and set in a 
solid hardwood frame with beech 
legs. Choose from 14 colours, from 
neutrals to brights, at £445 each.

STATEMENT 
SEATING

NEWS 

Sculptural lightbulbs look striking in 
pendant light fittings or when exposed, 
but they tend to have filaments with a 
short lifespan. Plumen’s 002 is different: 
an eco-friendly 5W LED bulb, it uses 80  
per cent less energy than a traditional 
incandescent bulb and lasts eight times as 
long. Available in Black, Brass, Chrome, 
Copper, Red and White, £26.95 each.

ENERGY-EFFICIENT 
DESIGNER BULBS

002 LED bulbs in 
Copper, Red, Black 
and Chrome

NEWS .indd   11 11/09/2015   19:10
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A HANDLE 
ON HEATING 
AND MORE

realhomesmagazine.co.uk

Bursting with vivid hues, lush fl orals and 
exuberant stripes, Clarke & Clarke’s latest 
fabric and wallpaper collaboration comes 
with character built in. It’s been created in 
conjunction with New York-based bestselling 
artist and designer Kim Parker, with each 
pattern intended to be an independent work 
of art, instead of a mix-and-match approach. 
The Kim Parker Artbook for Clarke & Clarke 
collection comprises 13 designs, such as the 
tumbling fl orals of Ariadne’s Dream, Giselle, 
Isabelle’s Garden and Tatiana, along with 
painterly linear patterns, such as Sunrise 
Stripe. Prices start from £39 per m for 
fabric and £149 per roll for wallpaper.

Fresh colour 
collaboration

Change the look of your bed in an 
instant with the Comoditi modular 
headboard system by designer 
Daniele De Santis. Formed from 
wall-mounted lacquered MDF board 
and shelving, with differently sized 
foam cushions covered in machine-
washable cotton-mix fabric that 
attach to the board with Velcro 
bands, Comoditi can be transformed 
into almost any combination. It’s 
available in sets for single, small-

double or double beds, or you 
can choose your own elements. 
Available at Formabilio, prices start 
from £25 for a single bed board or 
£274 for a single set comprising 
back board, an end unit, a shelf, 
a medium cushion and two small 
cushions (overall dimensions 
H60xW158xD33cm). Cushions are 
available in Goose Beak Orange, 
Grey, Melange White, Charcoal, 
Light Blue and Acid Green.

Versatile bedroom style 

Isabelle’s 
Garden 
linen fabric, 
£39 per m

Caitlin linen 
fabric in 
Raspberry, 
£39 per m

Sunrise Stripe 
linen fabric 
in Multi, 
£39 per m

Penelope’s Muse 
linen fabric, 
£39 per m 

Smart thermostats have been 
steadily making their way into our 
homes, but now one is taking its 
functionality even further. Hive 
Active Heating 2 doesn’t only allow 
you to control your thermostat 
from an app, it also comes with a 
range of complementary products 
that allow you to create a bespoke 
connected home. Options include 
the remote switching on/off of 
plug sockets and lights, monitoring 
motion, and alerts when doors 
and windows are opened. The 
heating controls have also been 
revamped, with a mirrored 
thermostat control box designed 
by Yves Béhar, or frames in 
Dulux colours. Existing Hive 
customers can upgrade for £99 
and a new system costs £249, 
including installation.

ON THE WEB
Have you turned a hobby into 
a career and set up your own 
business? Email realhomes@
centaur.co.uk to get involved 

in the Real People in 
Design series

NEWS .indd   12 11/09/2015   18:37
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Look after outdoor timber before winter starts to bite 
by slicking on a coat of smart stain this autumn. Fasad 
opaque wood stain from Alcro contains a specially 
developed binder combined with linseed oil, which 
ensures the stain adheres quickly and easily to the surface, 
with no need for a separate primer. Available in 72 stylish 
colours, Fasad is ideal for reviving garden sheds, gazebos, 
pergolas, furniture, fences and more, providing resistance 
to wet conditions and UV rays without cracking, peeling 
or discolouring. It looks like paint when dry and lasts 
around fi ve years. Bespoke colours can also be custom 
mixed and shades matched to other paint brands. A 
one-litre tin is priced £22 or a three-litre tub is £64.

Upcycling is about to be overtaken by 
a new trend called ‘up and upcycling’, 
which involves buying new pieces and 

then personalising or adding value. 
Two in fi ve adults have ‘up and 

upcycled’, and a third sold the fi nished 
item for profi t, according to a survey by 
Furniture 123.  The most popular items 
to be improved are bedframes, (68 per 

cent) and wardrobes (51 per cent).

New trend

PROTECT YOUR GARDEN

NEWS .indd   13 11/09/2015   18:37
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High street
vs

designer

CREDIT

Round metal mirror  
with leather strap, 

Dia.53cm, £250, 
Out There Interiors

CASH

Copper-effect mirror, 
Dia.31cm, £18, 

Matalan

Having included such notable designers as 
Christian Lacroix and Tricia Guild, founder  
of Designers Guild, Bemz’s latest addition to  
its 10th anniversary limited-edition designer-
curated collection is close to the brand’s 
Swedish roots. Pythagoras, designed by Sven 
Markelius, is a quintessential 1950s print that 
celebrates the latest trend for geometrics. 
Handprinted onto cotton using a complex 
process of multiple screens, the exclusive  
fabric will be available for purchase across a 
limited selection of sofa covers at Bemz.com 
from 15 October until the end of the year.

Limited-edition 
sofa covers

Klippan sofa cover in Pythagoras Red by  
Sven Markelius for Ljungbergs Factory,  
around £659, H66xW180xD88cm 

If you’re revamping your rooms this 
season, there are few better places to 
head than John Lewis’ Oxford Street 
store. Its brand-new home department 
has the largest range of homeware  
in one place anywhere in the UK,  
allowing you to personalise every  
aspect of your scheme from one shop. 
Covering 94,000 square foot across two 
floors, and displaying everything from 
fitted kitchens and flooring to a Sleep 
Room for bedrooms, the store will  
also have 25 different roomsets on  
show. Visit the Light Room to see 650 
different lighting models, the Fabric  
Room to browse more than 12,500 
furnishing fabrics, or the Living Room  
for 100,000 combinations of sofa shapes 
and fabrics. Plus, if you’re looking to  
really personalise your home, there’s  
even a Rug Gallery, featuring a made- 
to-measure floor covering service.

Above The Light 
Room at John 
Lewis in Oxford 
Street, London

Left Step inside 
the giant 
#HeadOfDesign 
to create a  
mood board

Below A colourful 
cushion wheel

ONE-STOP SHOP

NEWS .indd   14 11/09/2015   18:38
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Pasteless, mess-free and super-speedy, 
Tempaper makes putting up wallpaper 
incredibly simple. The vinyl-coated 
paper is self-adhesive – simply peel 
away the backing and stick it to the 
wall. Tempaper can be repositioned 
during the application process and 
comes in a range of elegant designs 
and shades, from damask and fl ocked 
papers to shimmering metallics. Rolls 
are 52.5cm wide and are priced from 
£77, exclusive to QVC.

Tempaper 
at QVC

DIY IDEA 
OF THE 
MONTH

Edie wallpaper 
in Bronze, £88

Damsal wallpaper 
in Plum (above) and
Oyster (left), both £77

NEWS .indd   15 12/09/2015   09:06
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SAVE THE DATE

No matter what time of year it is, 
the Bloom collection from Lorna 
Syson will make sure it always feels 
like spring. Divided into three new 
designs, Hydrangea, Long Tailed 
Tit and Greenfi nch, as well as two 
fresh colourways, Dusk and Sky, for 
her classic Broom and Bee pattern, 
each has been inspired by nature, 
from tiny orange ladybirds to birds 
in magnolia trees. The patterns are 
available as linen fabric, lampshades 
and cushions, as well as new plant 
pots made from durable tent canvas 
with silicon-sealed seams. Prices 
start from £85 per metre for fabric 
and £140 per roll for wallpaper.

CELEBRATE 
THE BRITISH 
COUNTRYSIDE

WINTER OLYMPIA ART & ANTIQUES 
FAIR, OLYMPIA, HAMMERSMITH 
ROAD, KENSINGTON, LONDON 
W14 8UX  (2–8 NOVEMBER)
Celebrating 25 years of one-off buys and 
unique Christmas gifts, the Winter Olympia 

Art & Antiques Fair returns this year, 
with 120 hand-picked dealers selling 
furniture, 20th-century design, art, 
ceramics, sculpture, silver, mirrors, 
lighting, fossils, clocks, textiles and 
glass. Whether you go to browse or 

seek expert advice, there’s plenty to see 
and do, and around 30,000 pieces for 

sale. Experts have checked every piece 
on show before the fair opens to ensure 
it is authentic, so you can also buy with 
confi dence. Advance tickets cost from 
£15. Visit olympia-antiques.com

Kraka vase 
designed by 

Sven Palmqvist 
for Orrefors, 

circa 1965, H15x
Dia.12.5cm, £425

202 Outstanding House Ideas by 
Brigitte Vranckx and Francesc 
Zamora (Firefl y, £25) A 600-page 
treasure trove of home inspiration 
that you won’t want to put down. 
Houses are presented over several 
spreads that reveal the challenges of 
the site, the owners’ needs and the 
fi nal design, including materials and 
features. The selection includes a 
Swedish townhouse and a ‘hidden’ 
home in London, plus there’s a 
directory of architects and designers.

It’s no mystery why these Wow 
ceramic tiles from The Stone & 
Ceramic Warehouse earned their 
name. A 3D-effect surface not only 
makes them eye-catching, it also 
means the tiles look different at 
varying times of the day, creating 
a stunning look with light and 
shade. The tiles can be used in 
any room, including kitchens 
and bathrooms, come in Ice 
White gloss, Ice White matt, 
Natural matt, Earth matt, 
Ash Grey matt and Graphite 
matt, and they cost from 
£180 per metre square.

Must-read

STYLISH 
COLLECTION

Greenfi nch 
lampshade, made 
from tent canvas 
in medium, H18x
Dia.13cm, £18 
(above), and large, 
H22xDia.20cm, 
£28 (top)

Wow Fiore tiles, 
W12.5xL12.5cm, 

£180 per m2

�

Sneak preview
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When Your Home Matters the Doors are Hörmann
• Widest range of garage and entrance doors in the UK

• Precision German engineering

• Excellent security and outstanding reliability

• Large selection of designs to match every home

Only from Hörmann

ThermoPlus steel entrance door
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Sneak preview

Annie Sloan’s Chalk Paint 
Workbook by Annie Sloan (Cico 
Books, £14.99) This unique and 
beautifully designed workbook is 
a how-to, hands-on guide for 
experienced decorators and novices 
alike. Created as a journal, where 
you can paint, sketch, stick, collect, 
write and refl ect, it’s full of Annie’s 
decorating tips and is divided into six 
chapters of popular styles: Swedish 
& Neoclassical, Bohemian & Vintage, 
French Elegance, Rustic Country, 
Coastal & Modern, and Retro & 
Warehouse. Plus, you’ll fi nd pocketed 
card dividers where you can store 
magazine clippings, paint charts, 
fabric swatches and more. 

There’s perhaps no better way to 
complement classic bedlinen than 
with furniture to match. Dorma’s 
Somersby bedroom collection is 
deliciously decadent, boasting elegant 
curves, decorative mouldings and 
deep proportions. Made from solid 
poplar with cherry wood veneers and 
a subtle lacquer fi nish with hand-
applied distressed features, it exudes 
grandeur. Each piece, except the bed, 
also includes a secret drawer for 
storing jewellery or mementos. Prices 
start from £299.99 for a bedside chest.

Right Somersby king-size bedstead, £999.99; 
chest of drawers, H95xW115xD47cm, £599.99; 
bedside chest, H70xW50xD42cm, £299.99; 
Lavinia king-size cotton quilt cover in Red, 
£64.99; Oxford pillowcases, £12.99 each; cuffed 
pillowcases, £12.99 each; continental pillowcases, 
£19.99 each; bedspread, £149.99, square cushion, 
£14.99; curtains, H228xW168cm, £74.99 per pair

Choosing blinds can be tricky, but the latest online tool makes the process 
easier. Design Space from Apollo Blinds takes the guesswork out of what type 
of blinds would look best, allowing you to try combinations of styles, shades 
and patterns to fi nd one that suits your room. Simply select a similar space 
from a variety of living rooms, dining rooms, offi ces, children’s rooms, 
kitchens and conservatories, try a blind and adapt it to suit. You can change 
the colour, and even hang a different design at each window. Finally, save 
your favourite, request samples or download a PDF to take into store.

Must-readINTERIOR DESIGN YOUR WINDOWS

Above and right 
Apollo’s new 
Design Space 
tool allows you 
to visualise 
how different 
designs will look 
in your home

ELEGANT BEDROOM 
COLLECTION

�
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SURPRISE YOUR HOME THIS CHRISTMAS

*£300 minimum spend. Offer ends 16th November 2015. Offer does not include delivery and cannot be used alongside other offers.

SHOP ONLINE WITH CODE GEM FOR £30 OFF*
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Sneak preview

TERMS AND CONDITIONS 
The free prize draws and offers featured in the 
November issue of Real Homes are: page 25 
Plantation Shutters Direct; page 26 Swan and 
Hoover. The closing date for competitions in 
this issue is 6 November 2015. Simply text 
the unique competition code to 64343 (see 
competition page for codes and rates), or enter 

page 26 A Swan Retro tall larder fridge in 
Cream worth £899.95 and a Swan Retro tall 
larder freezer in Cream worth £999.99 (one 
prize to be won) – the prize will be delivered to 
the winner’s home at a convenient time by 31 
January 2016 and is not guaranteed to be 
delivered in time for Christmas. Installation and 
removal of old appliances is not included in the 

online for free at realhomesmagazine.co.uk/
competitions to be in with a chance of winning.

The prizes and offers consist of: page 25 
A 25 per cent discount at Plantation Shutters 
Direct until 6 November 2015 – call 0845 
164 5070 and quote REALHOMES01 to 
claim. The promotional code cannot be 
used in conjunction with any other offer; 

prize. Delivery to mainland UK only. page 26 
A Wizard Wi-Fi enabled washing machine 
worth £699.99 (two prizes to be won), which 
will be delivered direct to the winners’ homes 
at a convenient time. Installation and removal 
of existing appliances is not included.

Visit realhomesmagazine.co.uk/terms-and-
conditions for the full terms and conditions.

Featuring patterns transported 
from the archives of Wedgwood 
onto luxe upholstery material and 
wallpaper, the latest collection 
from British fabric house 
Blendworth is a match made in 
design heaven. Each has been 
reinterpreted to suit a larger 
format, giving the designs a crisp 
yet classic look. The Wedgwood 
Home – Fabrics & Wallcoverings 
by Blendworth collection includes 
six patterns in various pretty 
colourways. Prices start from 
£40 per m for fabrics and £70 
per roll for wallpaper.  

HANDMADE IN BRITAIN 
15: THE CONTEMPORARY 
CRAFTS & DESIGN FAIR, 
CHELSEA OLD TOWN 
HALL, KING’S ROAD, 
LONDON SW3 5EE 
(13-15 NOVEMBER) 
Discover some of the best 
in British design at this 
annual showcase. Shop for 
ceramics, glass, furniture, 
textiles and silverware with 
makers on hand to explain 
the story behind the items. 
You’ll also be able to 
commission a bespoke 
piece. One-day tickets 
are £8 in advance, or 
£10 on the door. Visit 
handmadeinbritain.co.uk

HANDMADE IN BRITAIN 

SAVE THE DATE

In a world where everything from fur to wood 
are faked, faux fl owers still feel less impactful 

than the real thing. However, Abigail Ahern’s new 
standalone faux fl orist may well change your 

mind. Set within Heal’s Tottenham Court Road 
store, Abigail Ahern Flowers is dedicated to 

artifi cial plants and fl owers, from on-trend cacti 
(above) to bespoke bouquets. You’ll fi nd pretty 

hydrangeas, peonies, roses, blossom, and ferns and 
foliage. Bouquets start at £45 and plants from £10.

Abigail Ahern Flowers

TIMELESS DÉCOR 
WITH A TWIST

Fabled Crane 
Print 1 linen-
mix fabric, 
£40 per m

Renaissance 
Weave 1 viscose-
mix fabric, 
£45 per m

Pashmina 
Embroidery 2 
cotton-mix fabric, 
£70 per m

12-drawer jewellery 
cabinet in a mix of 
oak cluster, fumed oak 
and oak, H95xW64x
D48.5cm, £4,600, 
Jonathan Pearce
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COMPILED BY RACHEL OGDEN

Add an elegant, contemporary focal point 
to any room with these geometric designs

WIREWORK
TREND 
WATCH

Star candle 
holder in brass- 

painted zinc, 
H10xDia.12cm, 
£9.95, MiaFleur

Geometric 
metal pendant 
light, H62x
Dia.50cm, £117, 
Nordic House

Wire side table with solid 
beech top, H45xDia.50cm, 
£850, And Then Design 

Shilling lamp, made 
from steel with a 

vintage bronze fi nish 
and hessian shade, 

H65xDia.36cm, 
£165, Loaf

Umbra large Cubist 
shelf, made from 
powder-coated metal 
with a beechwood 
cup with plastic liner, 
H38xW39xD11.5cm, 
£40, Red Candy

Allure dining table 
with a gold-effect 
iron base and 
bronze glass top, 
H78xDia.182cm, 
£4,950, Koket

New York chair, 
upholstered in 
waterproof suede 
fabric with a leather 
base and painted 
steel frame, H75.5x
W57xD52cm,
£270.50, Calligaris

Wire house 
magazine rack, 
made from 
powder-coated 
iron, H31xW20x 
D21cm, £29, 
Oliver Bonas

   FOR STOCKIST INFORMATION SEE PAGE 151
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This month, Real Homes has 
teamed up with Plantation 
Shutters Direct to offer readers 
an exclusive 25 per cent 
discount on its entire range  

of made-to-measure plantation shutters.
As one of the UK’s leading window 

treatment specialists, Plantation Shutters 
Direct provides elegant, contemporary 
shutters that allow you to control the 
amount of light entering your home. 
Expert manufacturers handcraft all of the 
shutters, using only the finest materials, 
including poplar, basswood and elm.

With a fantastic range of styles and 
colours available, choose from neutral-
toned designs to brighten up a dark room, 
or colourful shades to add real drama. Or 
perhaps you’d prefer to keep things natural 
with wood stains for an earthy feel.

If you’re looking for something 
completely bespoke, Plantation Shutters 
Direct can also colour match any paint or 
pattern you choose. The service, available 

SAVE 25% 
at Plantation 

Shutters Direct 
Invest in beautiful, made-to-measure shutters 
for your home with this exclusive reader offer

nationwide, includes a complimentary 
design consultation to help you find  
the perfect shutters for your space. 

What’s more, you can download  
an Ultimate Buying Guide for free at 
plantationshuttersdirect.co.uk, which 
explains everything you need to know 
about shutters, and which style will  
best suit your home. To speak to an  
expert, call 0845 164 5070.  To take advantage of this 

exclusive offer, simply call  
0845 164 5070 and quote  
code REALHOMES01. This  
promotional code cannot  
be used in conjunction with  
any other offers. This offer 
ends 6 November 2015.

HOW TO CLAIM 
YOUR DISCOUNT

Custom colour 
wooden shutters 
in Russian Velvet, 
from £360 per m2

Bi-fold shutters in 
American Walnut, 
from £360 per m2

Above Christo 
shutters in Soft 
White Cafe, from 
£300 per m2

Below left  
Nexus shutters  
in Argentino,  
from £300 per m2

Exclusive offer

Shutter discount.indd   25 11/09/2015   11:05
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Two winners will each receive a 
Hoover Wizard Wi-Fi enabled 13kg 
washing machine worth £699.99, 
which will be delivered to the winners’ 
homes at a convenient time. 

PRIZE DETAILS

HOW TO ENTER Text RHMAG HOOVER, 
followed by your name, house number 
and postcode to 64343. Texts cost £1 
plus network extras. Service provider: 
Digital Select Ltd, 0330 103 9999. 
Alternatively, you can enter online  
for free at realhomes magazine.co.uk/
competitions. See page 21 for full  
terms and conditions. The closing  
date is 6 November 2015. Good luck!

WIN! A Wi-Fi washing 
machine worth  
£699.99 from

This month, Hoover is offering Real 
Homes readers the chance to win one of 
two Wi-Fi-enabled washing machines 
from its new Hoover Wizard range. Part  
of the UK’s first fully connected collection 
of kitchen appliances controlled remotely 
via an app, the Hoover Wizard Wi-Fi 13kg 
washing machine, H85xW60xD64cm, is 
perfect for managing household chores 
while you’re busy. The technology lets  
you start a wash remotely while you’re  
out, plus you can monitor energy usage 
wherever you are via your smartphone. 
The large 13kg capacity washing maching 
is rated A+++ for energy, and features 
super-silent technology, making it great for 
an open-plan space. An All-in-One wash 
system lets you wash whites and brights at 

One winner will receive an SR11050 Retro 
tall larder fridge, worth £899.95, and an 
SR110140 Retro tall larder freezer, worth 
£999.99, both in cream. The prize will  
be delivered directly to the winner, and 
Expert Logistics will be in touch to 
organise a convenient time. Appliances 
delivered by 31 January 2016, but not in 
time for Christmas 2015. Installation and 
existing appliance removal not included.

PRIZE DETAILS

HOW TO ENTER Text RHMAG SWAN, 
followed by your name, house number 
and postcode to 64343. Texts cost £1 
plus network extras. Service provider: 
Digital Select Ltd, 0330 103 9999. 
Alternatively, you can enter online  
for free at realhomes magazine.co.uk/
competitions. See page 21 for full  
terms and conditions. The closing  
date is 6 November 2015. Good luck!

WIN! A fridge and freezer 
worth £1,899 from 1

PRIZE

Introduce 1950s style into your kitchen 
with the latest side-by-side fridge-freezer 
from Swan. This month, the kitchen 
appliance specialist is offering Real 
Homes readers the chance to win an 
SR11050 Retro tall larder fridge, worth 
£899.95, and an SR110140 Retro tall 
larder freezer, worth £999.99, both in 
stylish cream, measuring H182xW59x
D65cm each. Benefitting from vintage 
charm ideal for both modern and 
traditional-style kitchens, the Retro 
collection features kettles, toasters, a 
stand mixer, microwave, dishwasher 
and fridges and freezers, plus new 
cookware and kitchen accessories.

Available in 1950s-inspired colours 
including sky blue, delicate green, rich 
red, traditional cream and contemporary 
black, go for products in the same shade 
for a cohesive scheme, or mix and 
match complementing colours for a 
more modern, on-trend look.

The tall larder fridge and freezer can 
be placed together to create a side-by-
side design that opens from the centre 
for ease of access. The design is rated 

2
PRIZES

Competitions and offers

A+ for energy efficiency and offers plenty 
of cool and frozen storage space – perfect 
for entertaining. 

For more details, and to view the  
full collection, visit swan-brand.co.uk. 

PRIZE DETAILS

the same time without colours running, 
and the Perfect Rapid 59 minute full- 
load wash cycle means laundry is done  
in less than an hour.

Featuring an oven, hob, cooker  
hood, fridge-freezer, washing machines 
and dishwashers, each appliance in  
the collection can be simultaneously 
controlled through the app. For more 
information, visit hooverwizard.com.  
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QUALITY FEATURES      –       RANGE OF 28 KITCHENS      –       220 SHOWROOMS

THEY DREAMT IT 
WICKES BUILT IT
For more inspiration visit Wickes Kitchen Gallery today 
wickes.co.uk/kitchengallery

Home featured Mr & Mrs W, Warwickshire
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Introducing theEDGE, a stunning, ultra-slim
sliding door system
TheEDGE is one of the most advanced ultra-slim sliding door systems available
at an affordable price. When you’re looking for a slim sightline on a sliding door,
you’ll find it with theEDGE. It provides an ultra-slim profile for the most minimal
of sightlines – just 24mm, but at a more affordable price than its competitors.

For more information and to download our brochure find us at www.idsystems.co.uk

24mm Slim Sightlines
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It took Carol and David Spenser half a decade to 
get permission for their home, but the eco-friendly, 
contemporary design makes it worthwhile
WORDS KATHY HURST PHOTOGRAPHS ERIC ORME STYLING ANNA MORLEY

‘We haven’t had any 
energy bills since 
converting our barn’

THE OWNERS 
Carol Spenser (right), a stylist/
writer/broadcaster and creative 
director of Style Directions 
(styledirections.com), and husband 
David, a market research consultant

THE PROPERTY 
A converted barn dating from  
the 1800s, with four bedrooms

THE LOCATION 
Near Diss, Suffolk

WHAT THEY SPENT 
The project cost around £595,000. 
They already owned the barn,  
recently valued at £900,000.

FACT FILE

BEFORE REDESIGNED 
EXTERIOR
Below The barn was 
weatherboarded 
with larch, which 
was then painted 
black in keeping 
with the local 
vernacular. The 
windows from 
Velfac could only  
be used in existing 
openings, and have 
frames that are 
powder-coated 
aluminium on  
the exterior and 
wood internally

FARM BUILDING
Right Originally,  
the barn, next  
to the Suffolk pink 
farmhouse where 
Carol and David 
used to live, was 
where they kept  
the machinery  
and equipment  
for their vineyard. 
The old concrete 
foundations were 
recycled – put  
into a crushing 
machine and used  
in the landscaping 
of the garden

DOUBLE-HEIGHT 
ENTRANCE HALL
Right Glazing fills 
one wall of the 
impressive porch, 
flooding the space 
with light. Metal 
struts (just seen) 
support the structure, 
without interrupting 
the visual lines. 
Plasterboard provides 
a backdrop to the 
weathered oak 
beams, dating  
from the early-19th 
century, and allows 
them to stand out

u
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Y ears passed between Carol 
and David Spenser’s initial 
plans to convert their barn 
and the day they moved  
into it as their new home. 

‘We’d lived in this village for over a 
decade and battled with planners for five 
years to get planning permission,’ Carol 
says. ‘Our first application, in 2008, was 
dismissed and, after submitting revised 
plans, we were asked by Mid Suffolk Council 
to do various surveys, checking for everything 
from owls and bats to great crested newts. 
Someone even had to sleep in the barn for 
two nights to make sure no bats lived there!’

There were also archaeological digs to see 
if the barn was built on a site of historical 
significance. (It wasn’t, though the couple 
learned that it is a grain barn from the 
time of the Napoleonic Wars, built to meet 
the grain shortages caused by blockades.) 

Carol admits that at times they felt 
disheartened at the drawn-out planning 
process, which cost around £7,000. ‘Halfway 

through it we started to get fed up and 
looked at other options – but all the barn 
conversions we saw were rather twee and 
not to our taste,’ she says. ‘We knew if we 
converted this ourselves we could create  
a modern, stylish and eco-friendly home.’

The couple lived in the adjacent Suffolk 
farmhouse and already owned the barn, 
which housed the tractor and machinery 
for their vineyard. ‘With our children 
grown up, we were using only some of the 
space in the farmhouse, so it made sense 
to sell up and downsize,’ says Carol.

In 2013, with permission granted, the 
Spensers put the construction work out  
to tender. ‘We got quotations from three 
companies and viewed some of their past 
projects,’ says Carol. ‘We chose a family 
firm, Avoncrown, with whom we felt we 
could work, rather than the cheapest.’

The council’s stipulation that the design 
should be as close as possible to its early- 
19th-century origins remained one of the 
greatest challenges. Windows could only 

STYLISH KITCHEN
Above Flat-fronted 
cabinetry, made by 
local kitchen firm 
Ashford & Brooks,  
is complemented by 
Silestone worktops. 
Shelving on one side 
of the island is ideal 
for storing books

DINING AREA
Right Avoncrown’s 
joiner made the 
display cabinet, 
positioned opposite 
the entrance for 
maximum impact. 
Try Farrow & Ball’s 
Charleston Gray  
for a similar shade 
of feature wall. 
Internal windows 
ensure that light 
flows through the 
whole building.  
The limed-oak 
dining table was 
crafted locally and  
the leather chairs 
are from Made
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be fitted in existing openings, and planners 
specified the materials, down to the type 
of brick for the plinth walls. ‘We had no 
say in the materials. The planning officer 
instructed us on brick type – despite the 
fact that the bricks, and the timber cladding, 
were to be covered in tar paint,’ says Carol.

The centuries-old oak frame, much of  
it rotten and not visible in the completed 
building, had to be retained. Permission was 
conditional upon as much of the structure 
as possible staying intact – and the builders, 
anxious that it might fall down, initially 
put straps all around it to keep it rooted.

At the start of the work, the old cracked 
concrete foundations were excavated and 
the building’s footprint extended at one 
end to incorporate the light-filled day room. 
‘One of our neighbours recalled that this 

end had been damaged by fire, and we 
were keen to see the original height 
reinstated. We researched the style and 
shape of similar Suffolk barns, and have 
referenced earlier architectural styles  
in our design,’ Carol explains.

Planners directed the architects to design 
a double-height porch, one of the defining 
features of early-19th-century barns. ‘Its 
height meant we needed strong support 
for the roof, but we didn’t want to go for 
the conventional solution of a horizontal 
beam: it would have spoilt the visual 
impact on entering the house,’ says Carol. 
Instead, the architects suggested four steel 
struts, fanning out from the existing wood 
frame of the barn to buttress the ridge. 

There is also a full-height central section, 
which wasn’t in the first application. ‘The 

planners were adamant about it, and 
although at the time we felt that it might 
compromise the space upstairs, it was the 
right decision. It gives real impact to the 
entrance hall and dining area,’ she adds.

Having lived in draughty period buildings 
for much of their lives, the couple wanted 
a house that was well insulated and  
energy efficient. Celotex insulation was 
laid in the subfloor, and the timber frame 
insulated internally and externally – 
double what was required for building 
regulations – before stud walls were 
erected, the outside clad with larch and 
the roof finished with red pantiles.

Bespoke staircases by a local carpenter 
were then put in place (one for each half 
of the house), and walls plasterboarded to 
throw the timeworn oak beams into relief. 
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Carol and David chose engineered antique 
oak floorboards – brushed and black-oiled 
to enhance knots and splits – for the main 
living space and the bedrooms. ‘We wanted 
something with character, to resonate with 
the features of the barn,’ Carol explains.

To help with energy efficiency, they  
were keen to have a renewable heat source 
for the barn and asked local green energy 
experts Hudsons Electrical for guidance, 
eventually settling on a geothermal 
system, where two small bore holes are 
drilled to a depth of 140 metres. This now 
provides cost-free heating. ‘We weren’t 
keen on air-source heat systems as they  
can be noisy, and were advised against  
a conventional horizontal buried loop 
system: we’ve retained five of our eight 
acres and have plenty of space; we were 

STAIRWAY
Left A bespoke 
staircase, made  
by local carpentry  
firm Weybread 
Woodcraft, frames 
one of the leather 
Multiyork sofas.  
The lower ceiling  
in the family space, 
which is open-plan 
to the dining area,  
creates a cosy feel

DAY ROOM
Below Urban 
Anthracite tiles from 
Topps Tiles ground 
the look of the light 
and airy day room.  
Stonewashed Blue 
by Dulux has been 
used on the feature 
wall. The sofa bed 
and table are from 
John Lewis, and the 
chair is vintage Ercol

FAMILY SPACE
Above Engineered 
black-grain antique 
oak boards from 
Forewood Floors 
were chosen  
for their rustic 
appearance. The 
contemporary Riva 
Studio Edge wood- 
burner is by Stovax. 
Try John Lewis for  
a similar TV unit

Eco-friendly barn conversion
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THE COSTS
Builders’ fees/materials
Architects/consultants

Kitchen
Windows and doors

Electrics
Solar panels

Landscaping and 
garden

Ground-source 
heat pump

Flooring 
Decorating

Staircases
Underfl oor heating

Bathroom sanitaryware
Heat recovery system

Fireplace (wood-burner)
Water services/

general plumbing
TOTAL

£330,000
£90,000
£30,000
£30,000
£25,000
£14,500

£14,000

£13,700
£9,500
£9,000
£7,500
£6,000
£6,000
£4,500
£4,000

£1,300
£595,000

aware that in the future we might want 
to sell that land,’ says Carol.

With 16 solar panels in one of their fi elds 
– generating more electricity than the 
couple consume – and a MVHR (mechanical 
ventilation heat recovery system) to 
circulate warm air throughout the building, 
the barn is self-suffi cient for energy. ‘We 
receive £2,000 per year in Renewable Heat 
Incentive (RHI) payments, and our bills 
come to less than this,’ Carol explains. 
‘The house is always a temperate 23°C.’

For the interior, Carol has used her 
expertise in styling to create a contemporary, 
yet welcoming look. In the kitchen, units 
by local fi rm Ashford & Brooks are paired 
with off-white tiles for a simple, modern 
feel, and an island provides useful seating.

A palette of natural shades creates an 
elegant, understated feel. Flashes of colour 
inform the ambience of each space – from 
a teal feature wall in the day room to the 
warmer-toned living room. The upstairs is 
divided into two wings: a master bedroom, 
bathroom and en suite bedroom in one, 
and two bedrooms and a bathroom in the 
other – all styled with a neutral palette.

Despite the drawn-out planning process, 
neither Carol nor David has any regrets 
about persevering with the conversion. 
‘We use every inch of the house now; it’s 
a fabulous place,’ says Carol. ‘We enjoyed 
the project, but one thing’s for sure: if 
we take on another, next time we’ll be 
building from scratch.’  

BOUTIQUE 
BATHROOM
Below Designed 
for accessibility, 
with Carol’s mother-
in-law in mind, 
the sophisticated 
and sleek downstairs 
bathroom has tiles, 
fi xtures and fi ttings 
from Topps Tiles 
and Bathstore

MASTER 
BEDROOM
Above Muted 
colours and simple 
window dressings 
were chosen for the 
master bedroom, 
creating an elegant, 
relaxed space. The 
frosted windows 
behind and either 
side of the bed 

overlook the central 
dining area. The bed 
and bedside drawers 
are from Dwell, 
while the linen chair 
is from Made. Carol 
kept the mannequin 
– now christened 
Twiggy – from a 
fashion shoot, and 
it makes for a great 
decorative piece
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Architect Patrick Allen & Associates 
01473 620660, patrickallen.org.uk
Surveyor Hyams QS, 01473 833788, 
hyams-qs.co.uk
Structural engineer Adam Power 
Associates, 01953 887539, 
adampower.co.uk
Construction/carpentry Avoncrown, 
01473 271517
Electrics/plumbing/green energy 
Hudsons, 01728 724512, 
hudsonslimited.co.uk
Landscape design Emily Erlam Studio, 
07973 419097, erlamstudio.com
Kitchen Ashford & Brooks
Staircases Weybread Woodcraft
Bathrooms Bathstore 
Flooring Forewood Floors
Tiles Topps Tiles
Windows Velfac 
Bi-fold and sliding doors ID Systems

THE CONTACTS

THE PLANS

GROUND FLOOR AFTER

FIRST FLOOR AFTER

The barn has been converted 
into a luxurious two-storey 
home, with glazing and 
double-height spaces to 
allow plenty of light in

What I’ve learnt 
‘Make sure that you’re on site as 
often as you can be – if you’re only 
visiting from time to time, a lot 
can go wrong in a few weeks.’

My best buy 
‘The limed-oak dining table (right) 
with heavy-duty steel legs, which 
was made locally. It perfectly 
suits the space and it’s beautiful.’

My go-to resources
‘The most useful website for 
inspiration was Houzz.com and 
the two online stores we used 
the most were Made and Dwell. 
Our architect, Patrick Allen, and 
our green energy consultant, 
James Hudson in Framlingham, 
were also indispensable.’

I couldn’t live without...
‘...the ground-source heat pump. The 
house is so warm throughout the 
year that it’s like being on holiday.’

Creative experience
‘After the protracted planning 
process, the build itself was actually 
straightforward. It was interesting 
to discover just how creative the 
building process is – our contractor, 
Avoncrown, was continually 
fi nding imaginative solutions 
to all kinds of tricky problems.’

Carol Spenser talks about 
the redesign experience 
and shares her best buys

Project notes

Funniest memory
‘Our neighbours were intrigued by 
some of the deliveries, such as the 
cages for the gabion walls outside 
(below) – we started a rumour that we 
were opening a cat-breeding business!’

My favourite spot 
‘The entrance porch (above) is a lovely 
place to sit and read – it’s full of light 
and gets great afternoon sunshine.’

If I could do it again... 
‘...I would approach the council 
to get pre-planning advice before 
wading into it blind, which is what 
we did with our fi rst application.’  

Living room

Dining areaPorch

Kitchen

Day room
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Utility

Bedroom

Bedroom

Bedroom
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En 
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En 
suite

En 
suite

Void

Eco-friendly barn conversion
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The home that fitted you perfectly 
on the day you moved is probably 
not the home you need or want 
right now, but there are plenty of 
ways to introduce extra space to 
suit your lifestyle. Converting the 
loft or garage are great options for 
creating extra rooms for teenagers, 
visiting family and friends, or for 
additional accommodation. If you 
have a young family, an extension 
that doubles as play space means 

you can watch over little ones as 
you’re cooking or baking, while  
a kitchen extension can create a 
sociable area to share with older 
children. Many homes also have  
the potential to create a room  
that’s fit for entertaining a crowd  
by making use of a side return to 
boost the size of an extension. And 
when home office space is lacking, 
carving out part of an open-plan 
area is a worthwhile project.  

7WAYS TO 
CREATE  
THE SPACE  
YOU NEED

If your home has become too small  
for your lifestyle, try these ideas to  
maximise your property’s potential 
FEATURE SARAH WARWICK

‘Extending our kitchen  
has created a happy  
family home’
When the Cheevers returned to Northern 
Ireland from New Zealand, they wanted 
to live close to family in Belfast. The 
semi-detached property they bought, 
however, needed work. ‘The couple were 
concerned about the space available on 

BEFORE NARROW ASPECT
Left A utility/store 
room plus a WC 
blocked the view 
from the house to 
the garden, and  
the existing kitchen 
was too small for 
the family 

the ground floor for their three children,’ 
explains Des Ewing, principal of Des 
Ewing Residential Architects.

The solution was a kitchen extension, 
with relocation of the original utility room, 
store and WC from the rear of the house. 
‘The site is narrow and north facing, so 
issues of flow and location of rooms and 
light were concerns,’ says Des.

Although the extension is relatively small 
and flat-roofed, it’s become the most used 
area of the house. A combined kitchen  
and dining space, the new room also has  
a living area grouped around a central gas 
fire, extensive glazing and a large rooflight 
over the kitchen island. The work also 
allowed a rethink of other rooms; the old 
dining room has become a playroom for 
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1 INCREASE 
THE SIZE 

 OF YOUR 
K ITCHEN

GARDEN 
CONNECTION
Above Extending 
the back of the 
house created a 
kitchen/dining/living 
area that linked to 
the garden and 
allowed other rooms 
to be reconfi gured

What to consider before 
extending your kitchen
Space planning Kitchen extensions are on many most-
wanted home-improvement lists. ‘With dining and living 
areas included, the kitchen is now the hub of the house and, 
in most cases, needs enlarging,’ says Des Ewing. ‘A kitchen 
extension also involves a remodelling of the interior. Making 
the new space’s circulation work is vital. The area does not 
need to be big – in fact, the opposite is better, so that you 
don’t have to walk very far to the fridge or table.’
Costs ‘The new-build element may be around £1,600 to 
£2,260 per square metre, using half for remodelling internally.’

Top tips If making use of permitted development (see planning 
portal.gov.uk), consider a certifi cate of lawful development 
via your local authority – useful when you come to sell.
Decide if you want bi-fold or sliding doors early in 
the design process, but don’t forget that you’ll need 
to retain enough wall space for kitchen units.
Think about heating the space. Underfl oor heating may be the 
best solution if there aren’t suffi cient walls to hang radiators.

the children adjacent to the kitchen.The 
Cheevers’ kitchen extension has created 
the downstairs space the couple needed. 
‘They’re relieved it’s a happy family home 
they feel comfortable in,’ says Des.

How much did it cost?
A similar project would cost 
around £168,000.
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BEFORE REAR EXTERIOR
Left The original 
kitchen was small 
and dark, and didn’t 
have any dining or 
play space for the 
family’s needs 

‘Our extension needed  
to provide play space  
for the children’
The Bedfordshire home in which James 
and Alison Baxter live is historic but its 
age did have some drawbacks for the 
couple, who have a young family. The 
house lacked the space they needed,  
plus the interior saw very little daylight. 
Additionally, the existing dining room was 
formal and not conducive to family meals. 
‘We wanted an open-plan extension to 
the kitchen that would bring light into the 
house, provide an informal dining area 
and play space, plus the style of the 
extension had to complement the 
property’s period features,’ explains Alison. 

In order to fulfil their brief, the Baxters 
commissioned David Salisbury to design  
a beautiful orangery. The extension, which 
took around four weeks to install, reflects 
the existing windows of the house, while 
its stone walling is echoed in the dwarf wall.

The added space is a multipurpose area 
for the whole family. ‘We can cook and 
keep an eye on the children while they 
play,’ says Alison, ‘and it has provided an 
informal eating area that makes life easier 
when you have young children. The room 
is large enough for a sofa and for the 
children to spread out their toys and, 
when the weather is warm, we can  
open the doors and enjoy the garden.’

How much did it cost? Around 
£80,000, including all materials,  
glazing, fixtures and fittings, plus  
designs, planning permission, project 
management and installation.

What to consider before extending
Space planning A light-filled room is fabulous for families. 
‘An orangery is the perfect choice for expanding the ground- 
floor space in a property,’ explains David Salisbury, managing 
director of David Salisbury. ‘Most form a natural extension 
of the living space, with around half now incorporating the 
kitchen. A glazed roof and large windows on three sides 
ensure ample natural light all year round, whether cooking, 
dining, relaxing, playing or studying.’
Costs ‘It depends on the design, size and if you use your 
own builder for the internal works, but plan from around 
£35,000,’ says David. ‘Extra costs could arise if planning 
permission fails, and the larger and more elaborate the 
design, the higher the cost will be.’

Top tips Make sure you keep any orangery design in 
proportion to the existing property, but bear in mind that it 
doesn’t have to have a strictly traditional appearance – an 
electronic sliding roof, for example, will give a modern twist.
Choose an orangery to add space that’s open to the 
garden, but not if you want extensive wall storage. 
If planning permission is required, look for companies who 
include the application for you as part of their service.

u

RELAXING ROOM
Above Building an 
orangery onto the 
kitchen has filled 
the space with light 
as well as adding 
the informal family 
area the owners 
desperately wanted. 
There is also direct 
access to the 
children’s outdoor 
play space
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OLD INTERIOR
Left The kitchen was 
a separate room, as 
was the dining room, 
and there was no 
dedicated space  
for a home office

WORK CORNER
Below The area 
where the kitchen 
used to be has been 
transformed into a 
home office as part 
of an open-plan 
extension

BEFORE ‘A home office makes the 
most of the added space’
With a separate kitchen and dining room, 
plus an extension with utility room and  
a dated conservatory, the Bristol house 
Clare Elliott shares with her husband Rick 
and two daughters was in need of an 
update. The couple called in architects 
Dittrich Hudson Vasetti to re-imagine the 
space. ‘The utility room and conservatory 
were demolished and the kitchen and 
dining room opened up into one, with a 
new, larger extension bolted on,’ explains 
architect Federica Vasetti.

During the pre-planning stage, the idea 
of creating a ‘study corner’ emerged. 
‘Although it wasn’t part of the brief, fitting 
in different functions – a home office, utility 
or snug – was suggested to make the most 
of the large final space,’ says Federica. 

The home office area was carved out 
where the original kitchen had been. The 
new extension has downstand beams 
where walls were removed so each 
functional area is a distinct space, but 
they also work together as one room. 
Fitted out on a budget, the study corner 
has an Ikea kitchen worktop fixed onto 
battens to create a desk, and white 
floating shelves on one side, partially 
concealed by a plasterboard wall.

Although not part of Clare’s original 
plan, a home office was a worthwhile 
inclusion. ‘It’s the perfect solution to 
retain an open-plan space, yet avoid 
cluttering the living room with unsightly 
cables and printers,’ says Federica.

How much did it cost? The extension cost 
around £75,000, including the kitchen.

3 CREATE A  
HOME OFFICE 

Want to include a home office?
Space planning It isn’t generally economical to build an 
extension to add a home office, because it’s the number of 
bedrooms and the condition of kitchen and living areas that 
will influence a house’s price, explains architect Federica 
Vasetti. ‘However, when extending there is sometimes the 
opportunity to carve out a study corner. An alcove provides 
wall space and screening, but if home working is a daily 
occurrence, a separate room is recommended instead.’
Costs ‘A mid-range extension with aluminium or timber 
windows, engineered timber floors and a decent ratio of 
glazing will cost from £2,000–£4,000 per square metre.’

Top tips To prevent glare, avoid unobstructed east- or-  
west-facing windows in a home office or study area.
Make sure you plan in enough electric sockets: look  
at designs that include USB chargers as well as three  
power points for a neater finish. 
Opt for dedicated task lighting that’s operated on a  
separate circuit for a home office area.
Think about whether you want an office that’s open  
to the rest of the room, or would prefer to conceal it 
behind a bi-fold door when it’s not in use.
Cut holes in a worktop for cables or choose a desk designed 
to hide them so you don’t spoil the look of your new space. 
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4 MAKE  USE OF THE 
SIDE RETURN

REAR VIEW
Above A long alley 
at the side of the 
house was unused, 
while the existing 
kitchen was long 
and narrow

‘The new dining area  
can comfortably seat  
10 people for dinner’
When Mark and Rochelle Batten 
embarked on a project to update  
and add space to their semi-detached 
family home in Wimbledon, it was the 
side return at the rear of the house that 
made all the difference to their plans. 

‘The couple already had a converted 
loft space,’ explains James Munro, of 
Granit Architects. ‘The only other option 

What to consider if  
you want to extend  
into your side return
Space planning A side return can have 
huge value when incorporated into an 
addition to a house. ‘When you extend 
into this space, you create a more useable 
area without encroaching into the garden. 
But there are planning restrictions to 
consider; for example, the height of your 
extension in relation to the party wall.’
Costs Using the side return will incur 
similar costs to other types of extension. 

‘A ballpark budget is around £2,160 to 
£2,400 per square metre,’ says James. 
‘However, much of the cost can be 
associated with reworking the existing 
rear of the house, new slabs, plastering 
and services. The design and type of 
roof can have a big impact, too.’

Top tips A repeat of a neighbour’s side 
return extension may work well for you, 
but calling on an architect (architects-
register.org.uk and ciat.org.uk) can 
allow you to maximise space and light.

would have been to convert the double 
reception room at the front of the house, 
which would have led to segregated spaces. 
So the side return was the best option.’

The extension added around 32  
square metres to the floor plan. ‘This 
allowed for a much bigger open-plan 
living space,’ says James, ‘with enough 
room to entertain and with a bright, 
contemporary kitchen.’ A new utility  
room was concealed behind a hidden 
doorway, and the couple opted for  

EXTRA WIDTH
Below and right  
By using the side 
return, an extension 
big enough for 
entertaining has 
been created

BEFORE
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5TR ANSFORM  
YOUR  GARAGE
BEFORE ORIGINAL SPACE

Left The Haynes’ 
property already 
had two parking 
spots, so the  
garage space was 
used for extra 
storage instead

‘We can let out our  
garage conversion to 
overnight guests’
Rather than downsizing as retirement 
approached, Judy and Dave Haynes 
needed more space in their semi-
detached Wiltshire home. ‘Both of our 
daughters live quite a distance from us, 
and need to stay overnight when they 
visit, and the family had grown to include 
partners and grandchildren,’ says Judy. 
The couple didn’t want to leave the place 
where they’d lived for many years, so the 
answer was to stay put and add space.

The Victorian cottage had already been 
extended to the side in the 1980s to create 
a kitchen-diner, utility room and garage, 
preserving the original property’s layout, 
and the Haynes wanted to maintain that, 
making the garage perfect for conversion 
into a bedroom. Daughter Rachel, director 
of Thread Architects, drew up the plans.

To convert the space, the garage door 
was replaced with two windows and the 
surrounding opening infilled to match the 
existing brickwork. Internally, the roof and 
walls of the garage and adjacent utility 
room were insulated. New internal walls 
create a shower room and the boiler was 
replaced and relocated in the utility room.

The conversion has surpassed the 
couple’s expectations. ‘The room is 
comfortable and private from the rest of 
the house,’ explains Judy. It’s even been a 
moneymaker. ‘We make use of it when 
the family aren’t staying by letting it out 
occasionally overnight through Airbnb.’

How much did it cost? The project cost 
around £23,000, including furniture, boiler 
and insulation to the adjoining utility room.

What to consider before  
converting your garage
Space planning ‘Size can 
sometimes be deceptive as garages 
are generally not insulated, so 
ensure that any plans allow for 
insulating the walls and roof,’ says 
architect Rachel Haynes. ‘Consider 
how the garage will link back to the 
existing house. Waterproofing and 
insulating the existing floor slab need 
to also be considered if you are trying 
to tie in to an adjacent house floor.’
Costs ‘General living space or 
bedrooms with no drainage or major 
internal fit-out may be more simple, 
but if installing a kitchen or bathroom, 
conversion costs range from £960  
to £1,800 per square metre.’

Top tips If a bathroom is part of the 
conversion, you may need to update 
the boiler to cope with the extra load.
Think about concealed storage 
to house what’s already in there.

NEW CONVERSION
Below A private 
bedroom for two 
adults with a child’s 
bed, plus en suite,  
is connected to  
the house via the 
utility room

bi-fold doors as well as rooflights to 
maximise natural light.

The completed extension makes 
good use of the extra width. ‘The new 
space is designed to be comfortable 
for entertaining,’ says James. ‘The 
dining area can seat 10 people.’

How much did it cost? The project 
cost around £160,000 for demolition, 
groundworks, construction, materials 
and finishes.

If you need a party wall 
agreement, you may be able  
to save by undertaking the 
notifications yourself; if not,  
call on a surveyor (rics.org).
Show the neighbours your plans 
early when you’re adding space,  
as this can relieve any worries  
they may have at an early stage.
Even under permitted 
development, you will need 
building regulations approval, 
so allow time to submit plans.
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‘We maximised the potential 
of our small space’ 
Eliot and Laura Darcy looked to the future 
when they decided to increase the size of 
their north London home. ‘We wanted to 
extend the lifetime of the flat because we 
planned to have children,’ explains Eliot. 
The flat had one bedroom when they 
bought it and no dining area at all, so 
creating a second bedroom as well as  
a kitchen-diner was essential.

The couple called on Simply Extend  
to help create the extra rooms, and a 
two-storey extension was proposed, taking 
advantage of the flat being over two floors.
As well as building outwards, the existing 
layout was reworked. ‘There was a small 
bathroom in the middle of the ground 
floor, and next to it a storage cupboard,’ 
says Eliot. ‘We moved the bathroom into 
it, creating space to start the new bedroom.’

Downstairs, the couple wanted bi-fold 
doors to lead from the new bedroom to 
the garden. The outside space was 
decked and a wooden canopy to shelter 
an outdoor dining table and benches 
added. On the upper floor, the extension 
turned a tiny kitchen into a kitchen-diner. 

The work took 10 weeks to complete, 
and the couple returned from their 
honeymoon to find their one-bedroom 
flat transformed into a two-bedroom. ‘It 
was amazing,’ says Eliot. ‘It has maximised 
the potential of our small space.’

How much did it cost? The build  
cost was around £35,000.

6 BUILD A TWO-  
STOREY EXTENSION

BEFORE

EXISTING SPACE
Above The flat, 
which was laid out 
over two floors, had 
only one bedroom, 
and didn’t have a 
dining area

What to consider  
before extending
Space planning A two-storey 
extension needs thoughtful design to 
work well. ‘People typically like to use  
a single-storey extension to create a 
bigger kitchen or living space,’ says 
Simply Extend director, Robert Wood.  
‘The benefit of two storeys is that you 
can do this and add a bedroom space. 
You do need to think about how it 
affects the flow of the house; normally 
you have to reconfigure the first floor  
to fit in new bedrooms or bathrooms, 
otherwise rooms can be landlocked.’
Costs Allow £1,800 per square metre, 
per floor for shell costs. However, the 
unknown variables, such as below-
ground works can up the costs, says 

Robert. ‘Sometimes poor soil or trees 
can affect the foundations, and hard-to-
access properties may increase prices.’

Top tips You’ll probably need planning 
permission for a two-storey extension as 
permitted development rights don’t 
generally cover them, so factor in both 
the extra time needed as well as cost.
Be aware that a two-storey extension 
could overlook neighbours or impede 
their light, so take this into account.
As well as creating more space, 
two-storey extensions can be good 
value because the doubling of volume 
doesn’t equal doubling of costs.
Check your builder has insurance 
and a warranty facility and make 
sure you sign a contract for the work.

EXTENDED REAR
Right A two- 
storey extension  
has transformed  
the flat, adding a 
second bedroom 
and a kitchen-diner, 
plus a new 
bathroom
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’Our son has outgrown the 
box room, so we promised 
him the loft conversion’
Although Bob and Debbie Gair’s semi-
detached home in Luton had three 
bedrooms, the third was a box room. ‘It 
was always a tight squeeze for our eldest 
son Kevin, but we promised that at some 
point in the future we would convert the 
loft and the space would be his,’ says Bob.

When the time came, the couple called 
in Econoloft and opted for a dormer 
conversion to create the head room they 
were after, together with a Juliet balcony 
and two Velux windows at the front, plus 
one over the new staircase to the room, 
so the space and access to it were light- 
filled. The conversion created a generous 
room with four distinct areas: a sleeping 
area; a storage and dressing area; a social 
and relaxation space; and a home office. 
The family also opted to include a shower 
room with a spacious enclosure.

‘The space we created is more like a flat 
than a bedroom loft conversion,’ explains 
Bob. It would have been possible to fit 
two bedrooms instead, but the couple 
preferred the idea of one large room,  
plus a high-spec bathroom. Bob reckons 
Kevin’s patience has been rewarded. ‘His 
wilderness years in the box room have 
really paid off as he probably has the  
best space in the house now.’

How much did it cost? The project cost 
£32,490, including supply and fitting of 
two of the Velux windows, electric 
sockets and lights, two radiators, shower, 
hand basin and WC, plus plumbing.

7  CONVERT 
YOUR LOFT

What to consider before  
converting your loft
Space planning To be able to increase the size of your  
home with a conversion, it needs to have sufficient height. 
‘Ideally, you need 2.3m at the highest point,’ says Rebecca 
Tibbert, director of Econoloft. ‘In order to make it a viable  
room there should be enough space to fit the staircase, 
preferably within the existing landing area, and there 
needs to be space to create a new landing area.’
Costs ‘There is no such thing as a typical loft conversion,’  
says Rebecca. ‘However, an average dormer conversion,  
which is the most popular, is around £35,000. Things that  
may hike up the price are whether you need to move the  
boiler, and the specification you want.’

BEFORE
ORIGINAL SPACE
The generous size  
of the loft meant  
it had the potential 
to add a bedroom, 
bathroom and more 
to the house

LIGHT-FILLED LOFT
Above The Gairs 
delivered on their 
promise to son 
Kevin when he 
moved from the 
smallest bedroom in 
the house to a loft 
conversion with a 
shower room as well 
as sleeping, relaxing 
and work spaces
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Top tips Most types of home are suitable for a dormer 
conversion, which will increase the volume of the loft.  
Gable to gable, hip to gable and mansard conversions  
may be possible and will likewise increase loft size. 
Think about the light as well as space. If daylight is  
not maximised, the room(s) created will feel smaller.
It’s always worth considering including a bathroom or en 
suite as part of a loft conversion. The head room available 
may mean a bath is a better option than a shower, though.
Many loft conversions can be carried out under permitted 
development – check with your local council.
If your house is terraced or semi-detached, the Party Wall 
Act is almost certain to apply, and you’ll need to notify  
your neighbours in writing of your plans.  

   FOR STOCKIST INFORMATION SEE PAGE 151

To discover how we can transform  
your home call us now, 
or visit our website…

01538 361 955
www.brookeswood.com

Brookeswood’s hardwood 
door and window products 
will transform your home into 
something of real beauty.
Designed and meticulously manufactured 
to last, using the finest timber of your 
choice, our hardwood door and window 
systems, folding sliding doors, french 
doors, lanterns, portico’s and staircases 
will add real value to your home.
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THE OWNERS 
Eileen Foxwell, an antiques  
dealer, and her husband  
Mark, a creative director

THE PROPERTY 
A two-bedroom, 1960s terrace

THE LOCATION 
Chesham, Buckinghamshire

WHAT THEY SPENT 
The couple bought the house for 
£242,500 in 2010 and have spent 
£29,500 on renovations. It has 
recently been valued at £320,000

FACT FILE

BEFORE

W hen an estate agent 
placed the details  
of a repossessed 
1960s house in front 
of Eileen Foxwell,  

she thought he hadn’t taken any notice  
of her criteria. ‘Mark and I had always 
lived in attractive Victorian houses,’ she 
explains. However, her interest in mid-20th- 
century design made her curious to view it.

An experienced antiques dealer, Eileen 
has sold pieces from many different eras, 
but her current passion is for Scandinavian  

and European mid-century furniture and 
accessories. ‘I’d been dealing in this period 
for a few years before we moved here, so 
my interest was heightened at the time of 
viewing the house. This made me more 
receptive to it than I might have otherwise 
been,’ says Eileen. ‘I was immediately 
struck by the light, the openness and the 
views from the top floor. I knew it would 
suit our style perfectly – even though it 
was the ugliest house on the street.’

Having stood empty for two years with 
old furniture left behind and filthy carpets 

HOW IT WAS
Above The house 
was in real need  
of updating when 
Eileen and Mark 
bought it, although 
its mid-century 
design and linear 
styling appealed  
to the couple

LIVING ROOM
Right Fresh white 
paint for the walls 
and a dramatic black 
update for the 
floorboards give the 
living room a smart 
new look. Eileen 
bought the Scandi- 
style leather sofas 
on Ebay and added 
colour with cushions 
from Dunelm. The 
rugs and bookcase 
are from Ikea

u

EXTERIOR VIEW
Below Laid out over three 
storeys, the 1960s terrace  
is accessed by a bridge
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Eileen and Mark Foxwell transformed a 1960s terrace with a calm, neutral 
palette to create the ideal backdrop for their antique and vintage pieces 
WORDS LOUISE O’BRYAN STYLING HELENKA MACIEJ-HILL PHOTOGRAPHS JAMIE MASON

‘We updated our mid-century 
home with retro-modern style’

1960s terraced house renovation
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throughout, the house was in a poor state. 
Fortunately for Eileen and Mark, they still 
had a month left on their rental property 
nearby, so they cleared the whole place 
before they moved in, removed the carpets 
and painted the walls white. ‘We didn’t 
have an enormous budget so we got stuck 
in,’ says Eileen. ‘We loved doing it ourselves.’

Laid out over three storeys, with the 
living room on the second floor and the 
bedrooms on the ground floor, the house 
makes the most of far-reaching views  
over the surrounding countryside and 
nearby Chilterns through large aluminium 
picture windows. In the living room, a 
marine plywood sloping ceiling creates  
a dramatic feature, and the space leads up  
to a mezzanine above. ‘Mark initially took 
some convincing about the house, but 
when he saw the mezzanine, he declared  

it his home office straight away,’ laughs 
Eileen. ‘That’s when I knew he liked it.’ 

The couple were also thrilled to discover 
that the house was still using its original 
warm-air heating system as opposed to 
central heating, meaning there was no 
need for radiators. They did, however,  
find the system difficult to understand. 
‘We needed to invest in a new boiler and 
update the entire system. It was a large 
initial outlay, however it is extremely 
efficient and cost-effective to run, so over 
time it has saved us money. It’s also been 
great not having room layouts that are 
dictated by radiators,’ says Eileen.

With a fairly small budget for the 
renovations, the couple were prepared to 
do most of the work themselves, and got 
started with the bathroom so that they 
had at least one room that was new to 

1960s terraced house renovation

HALLWAY
Above The striking 
marine ply ceiling 
and beams create  
a grand entrance, 
while the original 
aluminium front 
door keeps the 
house true to its 
1960s styling

MEZZANINE
Left Wooden 
open-tread stairs 
maximise the sense  
of space and light  
in the living room.  
The mezzanine level 
is the ideal spot for 
Mark’s home office
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make the house liveable while they did the 
rest of the work. They planned the layout, 
shopped for the products online, and  
then removed the suite themselves before 
preparing the space for their plumber. 
Eileen did the tiling herself, following a 
Reader’s Digest step-by-step guide. ‘I’d had 
some tiling experience before as we’d laid 
the kitchen floor in our previous house,  
so I decided to give it a go,’ she says. 

The kitchen was next on the couple’s  
list and, after living with it for six months, 
they knew the original 1960s electric 
cooker with iron rings had to go. Mark  
came up with the idea of relocating the 
kitchen to the dining room and turning 
the existing space into a utility room.

‘We had a specific wishlist, which 
included beautiful handleless units that 
we’d seen in a showroom, big pan drawers, 

and open wall shelves instead of wall 
cabinets,’ says Eileen. ‘But our budget was 
so tight it seemed impossible that we’d 
ever achieve our dream kitchen. Then, 
sadly my mother passed away and she  
left us some money so we were able to 
fund the project. It now makes me think 
about her every time I’m in there.’

Although relocating the kitchen was  
a disruptive job, the couple feel it’s been 
the most successful change they have made 
and it’s become a lovely, sociable hub of 
the home. ‘Friends will linger at the table 
and enjoy the view – sometimes it’s hard 
to get them to leave,’ says Eileen.

Originally the property had three 
bedrooms on the ground floor, but the 
two front ones were incredibly small. 
Fortunately the dividing wall wasn’t 
load-bearing, so Eileen asked the builder 

to knock through and open up the two 
rooms to create one large space. ‘We are  
delighted with our bedroom now, and  
so we’re glad we did all the big, dirty jobs 
in the first year we lived here. It’s good  
to get all the structural work done at the 
beginning before you get too settled,’  
she advises. ‘Otherwise you become 
complacent and never get round to it.’

Eileen has decorated the interior with  
a simple yet sophisticated palette of black, 
white and wood, and likes to add interest 
with bright accent colours through 
accessories, fabrics and artwork. ‘If I feel 
like a new look, I can easily change the 
accent colour and I often mix and match 
inexpensive high-street finds with designer 
pieces for an eclectic look,’ she says.

The original internal doors have been 
updated with earthy paint colours, such  
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RETRO STYLING
Left The living room 
is brought to life  
by the couple’s 
colourful paintings 
and accessories. A 
sloping wood ceiling 
creates a dramatic 
feature and the large 
picture window 
makes the most of 
the garden views

KITCHEN-DINER
Below An Arne 
Jacobsen dining 
table and chairs  
take pride of place 
in the space, which 
replaces the original 
dining room. Alno 
Kitchens supplied 
the black gloss 
kitchen cabinetry 
and the pendant 
lights are from Ikea

STUDIO SPACE
Right Eileen has 
turned the second 
bedroom into a 
painting studio, 
which opens onto 
the garden. She 
displays her quirky 
toy collection in 
reclaimed units 
found at a shipping 
warehouse. The 
white wicker chair  
is from Ikea and the 
grey curtains are 
from John Lewis
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THE COSTS
Kitchen relocation, 
including plumbing 

and appliances
Garden work

Warm-air heating 
system upgrade

Bathroom
Decoration

Bedroom renovation
TOTAL

£15,000
£5,500

£3,000
£2,500 
£2,000
£1,500
£29,500

as olive green and rusty orange, which 
enhance the couple’s wooden furnishings, 
and Eileen painted the fl oorboards black 
for a dramatic look. ‘Our fi rst attempt at 
painting the fl oorboards wasn’t successful 
as we chose white and it discoloured in 
the sunlight, leaving yellow patches when 
we moved furniture,’ she explains. ‘Black is 
a lot more hardwearing and is the perfect 
background for our wooden furniture.’

Outside, the rear garden has been 
transformed from a scrubby patch of 
thorns into a smart outdoor entertaining 
space – a task that took three years of hard 
work – while the front porch has been 
given a modern overhaul. ‘We considered 
replacing the original 1960s aluminium 
front door with a contemporary design, 
too, but we decided to keep it as it’s true 
to the house and era. Over time, we have 
grown to like it,’ says Eileen.

An appreciation for the authentic 
materials of the house’s era has been the 
ethos to much of this renovation, and the 
couple have lovingly reinstated elegance to 
a building that many people would ignore 

or consider to be unattractive architecture. 
‘We never expected to live in a 1960s 
property, having always preferred older 
Victorian homes, but now we wouldn’t 
ever consider anything else,’ says Eileen. 
‘The house is such a solid structure and 
it’s very effi cient to run. I’d much rather 
live in a 1960s or 1970s house with light, 
spacious rooms than a period property 
with small , dark spaces. Our mindset 
has been completely changed.’  

MASTER BEDROOM
Above A feature wall 
is painted in Tuscan 
Olive from Crown. 
The bed is an Arts 
and Crafts antique

BATHROOM
Below The suite 
is from Bathstore 
and Eileen tiled the 
space herself, using 
slate for the fl oor
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1960s terraced house renovation

   FOR STOCKIST INFORMATION SEE PAGE 151

Bathroom Bathstore
Kitchen Alno Kitchens
Carpet Yerrell Flooring
Antiques and accessories Home 
& Colonial

THE CONTACTS

THE PLANS

GROUND FLOOR AFTER

SECOND FLOOR AFTER

FIRST FLOOR AFTER

MEZZANINE AFTER

The kitchen has been moved 
to the original dining room 
and the old kitchen turned 
into a utility. Downstairs, 
the wall between two small 
bedrooms has been removed 
to create a master bedroom

Eileen Foxwell shares 
her experiences of 
updating a 1960s home

Project notes

What I’ve learnt
‘Not to get too attached to one 
piece of furniture. When we buy 
a new item, I always get rid of 
something so we don’t end up 
with a houseful, although I have 
been known to “borrow” stock 
from my shop, Home & Colonial, 
to display it here for a while.’

My top tip
‘Before any decorating job, 
do your preparation. It can be 
tedious but it will pay off and 
help the job to fl ow smoothly. 
For example, I hammered down 
every nail in the fl oorboards so 
we didn’t have any hold-ups 
when sanding, and we could 
create a really smooth fi nish.’

My best buy…
‘The Arne Jacobsen dining table 
(right) that I bought from a rival 
antiques dealer, who is also a friend. 
It’s a beautifully crafted piece and 
the warmth of the wood is so 
inviting. It has the perfect spot next 
to the large window in the kitchen.’

My favourite stores
‘Heal’s, Liberty and Conran for 
inspiration and unique fi nds. 
Habitat has also been a huge 
infl uence and, most recently, 
I’ve enjoyed using its paints 
to introduce colour into the 
house, including the door in 
our room, which is Habitat’s 
Orange matt emulsion.’

I couldn’t live without…
‘…my pictures and paintings. I 
am always moving them around 
so we don’t get bored with them. 
We fi nd that we look at a picture 
differently when it’s in a new spot.’

My favourite spot
‘It’s defi nitely the mezzanine 
level (right). I love to sit up 
there with a magazine and look 
down at the living room. The 
sloping wood ceiling looks so 
grand from up there.’ 

Home offi ce

Living room

Clks

Kitchen-diner

Utility

Boiler

B
at

h
ro

o
m

Garden

Master bedroom

Bedroom/studio
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Expert advice

�

Should you invest in a wood-burning or multi-fuel model, and is it worth 
opting for additional features? Decide what’s best for you with this guide

FOCUS ON HEATING: PART THREE

HOW TO CHOOSE A  

For wood-burners, hardwood logs are denser 
than softwood, so you’ll receive more kWh 
(kilowatt hour) per bag. The drier the wood, 
the more effectively it will burn, so the best 
option is to store as much wood as you can and 
dry it out over two to three years. Buy cheap 
bags of freshly cut logs (at around £50–70/
m3) and then let it dry out to boost its output. 
Then, you’ll enjoy costs per kWh of around 
2–3p – a fantastically cheap source of heat.

It’s also worth checking out briquettes to 
supplement your log usage. These are factory-
produced, have a stable moisture content 

and give an output of around 4.8kWh/kg. In 
addition, briquettes are easier to handle and 
produce less ash than wood – try talu.co.uk.

If you live in a town or city, check to see if 
you’re within a smoke control area; you can 
fi nd out by contacting your local authority. If 
you do fi nd yourself in one, then you’ll only be 
able to burn DEFRA-approved smokeless fuels, 
such as anthracite. Alternatively, if you want 
to burn wood or non-exempt fuels, you’ll need 
to specify a DEFRA-exempt stove; there’s a list 
available at smokecontrol.defra.gov.uk, or you 
can ask suppliers for recommended models.

WHICH FUEL?

There’s nothing quite like warming 
yourself in front of the fi re on 
a cold evening. But, given the 
ineffi ciency of open fi res, most of 
the heat produced is lost up the 

chimney (up to 90 per cent), while the room 
can feel draughty when the fi re isn’t burning.

As wood-burning and multi-fuel stoves 
offer much greater levels of effi ciency, it’s 
no wonder they have grown so much in 
popularity. From contemporary to traditional 
designs, and freestanding to insert models, 
style is a major factor in the decision-making 
process, as more often than not, the stove 
will become the focal point of a room.

Like a boiler, a stove’s heat output is measured in kW, and 
working out the required level is something to consider 
early on. If you under-estimate, the stove will be inadequate 
for your needs, but go too high and you could fi nd yourself 
constantly cutting the air supply and dampening the fl ames 
to cool the room down, which also impacts on effi ciency.

Depending on your home’s insulation levels, a large W5x
L5m room will need between 3–7kW of heat. A good rule 
of thumb is to calculate the room size in cubic metres and 
divide the fi gure by 15 (based on average insulation levels). 
So, a room measuring W4xL5xH2.5m – 50m3 – would need 
3-4kW of total heat output; you can subtract the output of 
any radiators from this fi gure. In most cases it’s best to get 
a HETAS engineer to perform a proper calculation.

FEATURE SINE FLEET

WHAT OUTPUT?

STOVE
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A stove is often only as good as the chimney or fl ue to which it is connected. Existing 
chimneys will need to be investigated to establish whether they’re fi t for purpose – 
they may need sweeping and should be lined. In homes without an existing chimney, 
there are a number of options available, such as introducing a stainless-steel twin-wall 
fl ue – these are particularly popular in open-plan and contemporary interiors.

CHIMNEYS AND FLUES

At a push, you could buy a stove for a 
couple of hundred pounds, but don’t be 
surprised if it’s ineffi cient and poorly 
made. Expect to pay anything upwards 
of £550 for a good-quality 5kW design.

The real cost, however, comes with 
installation. If you opt to install your stove 
and fl ue on a DIY basis, you’ll need to notify 
your local building control department. But 
the simplest (and safest) route is to hire a 
‘competent person’ belonging to a body 
such as HETAS, who will self-certify the 
installation. They’ll also be able to deal with 

the building regulations for you – which 
cover everything from hearth thickness 
to fl ue height and ventilation.

Costs of professional installation vary, as 
factors such as location and the complexity 
of the installation all have an impact. It 
should take two installers around a day to 
fi t, and they should also talk you through 
how to use your new stove. It can take a 
few weeks to learn and understand exactly 
how a stove behaves, so it’s important to 
buy from a supplier or manufacturer that 
offers a good after-sales service.

MODEL  COSTS AND INSTALLATION

For an alternative central heating solution, you can specify a stove with a back 
boiler, although this may not be the cheapest option. This combines a boiler 
function with the stove, to provide space heating and domestic hot water, as 
well as spot heating. These products, known also as boiler stoves, can typically 
provide between 5–20kW of water heating as well as the equivalent in output 
to the room. For instance, Charnwood’s Island IIB model (around £1,950) has 
a 4–9kW output, can heat domestic hot water and supply up to nine radiators.

A HETAS-registered installer can advise you on how to link a boiler stove 
to your system, which will likely be by plumbing it into a hot water cylinder.

STOVES WITH 
BACK BOILERS

Stoves require an air supply for 
combustion to take place, so the 
air within the room needs to be 
replenished. In older, draughty 
homes, this doesn’t tend to be 
an issue. However, in modern, 
well-insulated homes, there 
may be limited airfl ow. Room-
sealed stoves with a direct air 
supply (where the air is taken 
from outside the house) can 
be used in this instance. 

‘Clean-burn’ is another feature 
you’re likely come across, which 
uses additional air to burn the 
gases given off, preventing 
them from escaping up the fl ue 
or sooting up the glass screen.  
‘Air-wash’ also helps with the 
latter: air is blown over the inside 
surface of the glass to prevent 
combustion gases leaving soot.

FEATURES TO 
LOOK OUT FOR

You’ll need to consider how you want your stove to heat the 
room itself. Radiant stoves transmit heat through the glass 
and main body, providing a focal point to cosy up to. This type 
of stove is safest when installed within a chimney breast or 
inglenook. Soapstone is sometimes used to clad the top and 
sides, which absorbs, stores and slowly radiates heat.

Meanwhile, a convection stove features an outer shell or 
extra side panels, which clad the combustion chamber. Heat 
is transferred to the air within this shell and then distributed 
around the room. They’re a better option for freestanding 
stoves, as the sides don’t get as hot, and in open-plan spaces. 

HEATING THE ROOM

�
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Stoves

Expert advice

Create a warming focal point in  
your rooms with these new designs

Create an attractive feature 
in your living room with 
the stylish Ecoburn Plus 5 
stove in Devon Cream, 
complete with log store 
and stand. The 5kW model 
costs £898 for H55xW43x 
D36.5cm at Arada

Offering a range of 
installation options, 
including hearth-mounted, 
plinth or midline design 
with log store, the 5kW 
Vogue stove from Stovax 
features a Clearburn  
triple air-injection system 
to ensure flames fill the 
firebox and keep the 
viewing pane clear. 
H63.5xW41.5xD36cm, 
from £1,195 

PRACTICAL
SOLUTION

CLASSIC LOOK

An industrial look and 
cool curves make the 
Halo the perfect design 
for contemporary 
interiors. Halo vertical 
steel radiator in Metallic 
Silver, H180xW15.5cm, 
3,548BTU, £1,199, The 
Radiator Company

NEW LINES

VERSATILE STYLE

Ideal for a modern, open-plan space, the Nature 
built-in panoramic stove has a streamlined look,  
while still being practical. From £2,845 for a H55x 
W70xD49cm 8.5kW model at Hergom

CONTEMPORARY INSET

6 LATEST LOOKS FOR 

Finished in matt black, the 
Bellingham 8kW wood-burner 
from Dimplex would look 
great in a traditional or 
modern scheme, creating  
a stylish focal point. H61.5x 
W56.5xD37cm, it’s £1,099

MODERN TWIST
The slight curve on the corners 
of the Langbrook solid-fuel 
5kW stove from Dimplex make 
it a contemporary addition  
to a scheme. Priced at £729  
for H60xW53xD36.8cm, it is 
suitable for burning wood and 
manufactured smokeless fuels

DECORATIVE 
DESIGN
With detailed engraving,  
a curved viewing pane and 
co-ordinating log store  
and base, the Bembridge 
cast-iron and ceramic glass 
stove will add a country 
feel to a room. From £996 
for H74.5xW45.5xD29cm  
at Charnwood  
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Rory and Louise Corrigan have transformed their modern home  
with a new light-filled addition and bespoke design scheme
WORDS JUDE ROBINSON-LYTTLE PHOTOGRAPHS RORY CORRIGAN

‘A spacious sunroom  
extension has made our 
interior more sociable’

BEFOREOLD DINING AREA
Right Although the 
house was only six 
years old when Rory 
and Louise moved 
in, some rooms were 
dark and dated. The 
couple wanted to 
extend to the rear 
of the dining area 
to create a stylish, 
sociable space

MODERN KITCHEN
Far right The couple 
kept the existing 
contemporary units, 
but have updated 
the island with a 
wenge breakfast bar 
and stools – designed 
by interior designer 
Claire and made by 
Orior by Design – 
and replaced the 
flooring with light, 
large-format tiles 
from Porcellana

THE OWNERS 
Rory Corrigan, a photographer, 
and his wife Louise, a sales and 
marketing manager, live here 
with their two-and-a-half- 
year-old daughter Ava

THE PROPERTY 
A four-bedroom red-brick  
house, built in 2008

THE LOCATION 
Belfast, Northern Ireland

WHAT THEY SPENT 
The couple bought the property 
in January 2014 for £325,000 
and have spent £75,000 on 
extending and updating it. It has 
recently been valued at £385,000

FACT FILE
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Extended modern home

�

A fter several years of loft 
living in an apartment in 
Belfast, the time came for 
Rory and Louise Corrigan 
to look for their dream 

home, with a garden where they could 
enjoy time as a family. ‘Apartment living 
was fine to a point, but I really missed  
having a garden, especially over the 
summer months and with a fast-growing 
and very active toddler!’ says Rory.

Happy to stay in the Belfast area, close 
to work and the city centre, with its shops 
and restaurants, the couple spent their 
evenings scouring property websites, and 
looked round a few homes before finding 

‘the one’. ‘We always thought we’d end  
up buying a renovation project, and the 
other houses we viewed were much older 
and needed repair work and upgrading 
throughout,’ says Rory, ‘ My brothers have 
a lot of experience in the building trade, 
so the plan was to take on a fixer-upper 
and rent in the interim. That was until we 
spotted a for sale sign outside this place, 
which really threw a spanner in the works.’ 

Usually a fan of old homes with 
character, Rory was pleasantly surprised 
when he came across this modern house, 
and immediately made an appointment to 
view it. ‘The location was ideal, the interior 
was spacious and, because it was built just 

seven years ago, the structure was sound. 
It was also finished to a good spec,’ he adds.

Although this house and the one next 
door had been built in the garden of  
an existing property, both have well-
proportioned gardens with patio areas to 
the front. Rory and Louise saw from their 
first viewing how they could enhance the 
existing layout with minimal upheaval. 
‘We love open-plan interiors and, having 
had a separate kitchen in our apartment, 
wanted a large kitchen where we could 
spend most of our time,’ says Louise. 

The kitchen was already a good size.  
It had a large island but there was only 
really room for a dining table, with the 

Extended modern property
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living room on the other side of the house. 
‘We realised we could add an extension 
onto the back of the kitchen-diner to 
create a sunroom open to the adjoining 
space,’ explains Louise. ‘This idea gave  
us the best of both worlds – a house that 
was ready to live in that also offered the 
opportunity to put our own stamp on it.’

The couple chose to move in and live 
with the original layout for a few months, 
giving them time to decide on the plans 
for the extension. ‘We found ourselves 
spending most time in the kitchen and 
rarely used the living room, so this made 
our minds up – it was all systems go for  
our sunroom project,’ says Rory.

The plan was for the new room to span 
the right-hand side of the house, bringing 
natural light right through this entire 
space, with a patio leading from the 
kitchen and sunroom 
overlooking the back 
garden. Having been 
prepared to take  
on a whole-house 
renovation, Rory  
felt the extension 
would be easy to 
manage himself.

Calling upon the help and expertise  
of family and friends, the couple got  
the plans underway for the extension. 

Everything fell into place without any 
setbacks. ‘We have a family friend who is  
a retired architect, and my brothers had 
been pre-warned that we’d be needing 

them, so our team  
was in place,’ says 
Rory. ‘Relying on 
contacts, family and 
friends was a major  
help when it came to 
managing the budget.’ 

As the extension  
work was within 

permitted development, there was no need 
to apply for planning permission, and 
Rory’s family supplied all the materials 

‘We found ourselves  
spending most time in 
the kitchen and rarely 
used the living room’
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Extended modern property

OPEN-PLAN SPACE
Above The new  
extension has 
created a light, open 
layout with views to 
the garden. Glass 
pocket sliding doors 
from Haldane Fisher 
can close off the 
space from the new 
sunroom. The dining 
table and chairs 
were designed by 
Claire Hammond 
and made by Orior 
by Design. The 
feature wallpaper is 
from Elitis and the 
curtains are from 
Zimmer & Rohde 
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NEW SUNROOM
Interior designer 
Claire supplied most 
of the accessories 
for this new space, 
and also designed 
pieces and had them 
made up by Orior  
by Design, including 
the sofas, covered  
in Romo fabric. The 
textured wallpaper  
is from Elitis. For a 
similar fire, try CVO
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MYSPACE

Because everyone’s space is special
We all have different aspirations for our home. From the
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Extended modern property
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and completed the labour, building the 
sunroom in less than four months. ‘It  
was all hands on deck and I spent any  
free time I had labouring and helping  
out where I could,’ he says. 

The original patio doors in the dining 
area were replaced with a large window  
to maintain the level of natural light,  
and this space now leads into the bright 
and airy new sunroom extension, which  
can be open plan or zoned from the 
kitchen-diner, thanks to the installation  
of a sliding pocket door system.

‘Rather than have the kitchen-diner  
and sunroom fully open, we thought we’d 
give ourselves the option of closing off  
the spaces,’ says Louise. ‘We were thinking 
of years down the line when Ava would 
have friends round and need her own 
space,’ says Louise. ‘So the sliding doors 
with sandblasted glass create an extra 
room. We never close the doors, though 
– the open layout is a godsend when you 
have a toddler to keep an eye on.’

Although a recent build, the interior 
design in the house was surprisingly 

HOME OFFICE
Left The couple 
asked interior 
designer Claire  
to come up with  
a design for a 
bookcase and desk 
at one end of the 
living room, which 
was then made  
by Manor House 
Design. The tripod 
lamp and window 
blinds were also 
sourced by Claire

LIVING ROOM
Above Decorated 
with a relaxing 
colour scheme, this 
room runs the full 
depth of the house. 
Walls are painted  
in Farrow & Ball’s 
Elephant’s Breath, 
and the sofa, tub 
chairs and coffee 
table were designed 
by Claire Hammond 
and made by Orior 
by Design. The rug  
is by Calvin Klein 
and the cushions are 
from Kirkby Design
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old-fashioned when the couple first 
moved in. ‘Thankfully, the kitchen  
and bathrooms were modern, but the 
previous owners had decorated the living 
spaces with dated wallpaper and very 
traditional colour schemes, which just 
didn’t suit the house,’ says Louise. 

Once the sunroom was built, the  
couple turned their attention to these  
finer details. ‘Because we’d saved on the 
building work, we were able to justify 
spending on the interior finishes,’ Louise 
adds. ‘I’d worked with interior designer 
Claire Hammond before and really liked 
her designs, so we asked her to give us  
a quote and took it from there.’

After a few meetings and tweaks to  
get the budget right, Claire got to work  
on the room schemes. Rory and Louise 
knew what they liked and didn’t like, so 
together the trio came up with designs to 
suit each room. ‘Claire saw the house at  
its worst,’ says Rory. ‘The sunroom had 
just been built, the kitchen and bathrooms 
were fine, but apart from that, we just  
had our old furniture from the apartment, 
none of which worked here.

‘Louise and I are both very busy with 
our jobs, so it was fantastic to have Claire 
on board. Although we had a lot of input 
into the interior design, Claire took the 
hassle out of it by doing the groundwork 
and bringing designs and samples to us.’ 

Another benefit of employing Claire 
was that she designed most of the couple’s 

MASTER BEDROOM
Above A natural 
scheme was created 
by mixing natural 
wood furniture with 
Zoffany’s Quarter 
Mushroom on the

MASTER EN SUITE
Above The simple, 
elegant space  
has a large walk-in 
shower with brick- 
effect tiles from 
Porcellana and a 
modern suite from 
Beggs & Partners

CLOAKROOM
Left A tall window 
ensures that the 
downstairs WC is 
bathed in natural 
light. Wall-hung 
sanitaryware from 
Beggs & Partners 
maximises the space. 
The mosaic tiles are 
from Porcellana

Extended modern property

walls. The chair and 
headboard are by 
Claire Hammond 
Interiors, and the 
bedside tables and 
bedlinen are from 
Marks & Spencer
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THE COST
Interior décor
Building work 

Soft furnishings
Glazing

Window 
treatments

Flooring
Materials
Electrics

Plumbing
TOTAL

£45,000
£30,000
£24,500
£19,000

£11,000
£9,500
£8,000
£1,500
£1,500
£150,000

furniture and had it custom-made by a 
local trade supplier. ‘People think that 
hiring an interior designer is expensive, 
but you save in the long run because they 
can source through trade accounts and 
get you bespoke pieces that are much 
better value than anything you’re likely 
to fi nd in the shops,’ explains Louise.

Because the 
couple spend so 
much time in the 
kitchen, Claire 
suggested replacing 
the breakfast bar 
on the island. It 
had been a walnut-
effect design, but 
wasn’t great quality, 
so she designed a 
wenge upgrade, 
along with matching bar stools. 
Continuing the theme, she designed the 
dining table and chairs, which were then 
made by a local company, and, to add 
texture and interest to the walls, suggested 
some interesting wallpapers that add subtle 
pattern and detail to the neutral scheme. 

In the sunroom, a sociable feel has 
been achieved with two sofas facing one 
another and an unusual oval table in the 
centre. Leading to the garden, this bright 
and airy room is great for everyday 
lounging. ‘We spend a huge amount of 
our time in here and the kitchen,’ says 
Louise. ‘The breakfast bar is perfect for 
casual dining, then we have the dining 

GUEST BEDROOM
Left The elegant 
room combines 
neutral tones with 
wenge wood. For a 
similar bed, try the 
Oregon platform 
bed from Natural 
Bed Company. The 
bedlinen, lighting, 
throw and blinds 
are all from Laura 
Ashley and the 
picture above the 
bed is from Ikea

BATHROOM
Below A large 
walk-in shower and 
freestanding bath 
offer the best of 
both worlds. Beggs & 
Partners supplied all 
the fi ttings, including 
a dark-wood vanity 
unit, which adds a 
classic touch to the 
scheme, fi nished with 
slate-look fl oor tiles 
from Porcellana

table, which really comes into its own 
when we have friends round.’

The living room on the other side of 
the house has a different vibe. Decorated 
in a darker, more dramatic tone, this room 
has a more formal feel, yet is every bit 
as inviting. ‘When we fi rst moved in, we 
never used this room, but now that it has 

been redecorated, 
we love our 
Sundays reading 
the newspapers 
in here,’ says Rory. 
‘We purposely 
didn’t include 
a TV, so it’s 
very relaxing.’ 

For the other 
end of the room, 
Claire designed 

a space-saving bookcase with a desk to 
create a home offi ce. The built-in storage, 
chalky wall fi nish, and dark furniture 
and blinds make this room a real haven.

Upstairs is still a work in progress, 
with rooms decorated in cream tones that 
can be easily accessorised with accent 
colours. ‘Our priority was the downstairs, 
because bedrooms are much easier to style 
and change over time,’ says Louise. ‘Our 
main triumph so far has been adding 
another dimension with the sunroom 
extension and making the most of the 
other rooms with a cohesive scheme, 
which I have to say, is largely thanks to 
hiring a good interior designer!’  

‘People often think 
that hiring an interior 
designer is expensive, 

but you can save 
in the long run’
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Extended modern property

Interior design Claire Hammond 
Interiors, 028 9023 2317, 
clairehammondinteriors.com
Doors and windows Haldane Fisher
Bespoke furniture Orior by Design, 
Manor House Design
Bathroom Beggs & Partners
Tiles Porcellana

   FOR STOCKIST INFORMATION SEE PAGE 151

THE CONTACTS

THE PLANS

GROUND FLOOR AFTER

FIRST FLOOR AFTER

While the layout remains 
largely unchanged, a new 
sunroom extension, leading 
off the kitchen-diner, has 
transformed the fl ow of the 
ground fl oor, creating a 
light-fi lled, open-plan layout

GROUND FLOOR BEFORE

My top tip
‘If you’re considering an extension, 
live with your existing layout for 
a while fi rst to see how you use the 
space, so you can confi rm what’s 
needed. Our house was modern and 
had no structural issues, but in older 
properties, it’s often better to bite 
the bullet and do all of the structural 
work in one go. Contact trusted 
architects and builders with proven 
track records and ask to see 
examples of their work, or draw on 
the expertise of friends and family, 
as we did, to keep the costs down.’

My best investment
‘Getting our interior designer, 
Claire, on board. She took the 
legwork and research element 
out of the equation and saved a 
huge amount of time. All of the 
furniture, accessories and colour 
schemes were co-ordinated by 
her. We had regular progress 
meetings and the budget was 
carefully managed to avoid 
any unexpected costs.’

Bespoke designs
‘We left all the sourcing up to Claire, 
who designed and commissioned 
bespoke furniture to perfectly suit 
each room. She introduced us to 

Rory off ers his tips on building 
an extension and making the 
most of the fi nished space

Project notes

Orior by Design, a local company that 
made a lot of our furniture, including 
sofas, coffee tables (above) and dining 
furniture. It’s a trade-only company 
that does a lot of contract work, so it’s 
worth teaming up with a designer to 
make use of businesses like this.’

My favourite room
‘Our kitchen (below), with its open-
plan layout linking to the dining area 
and sunroom. The living room on 
the other side of the house (above) 
is a very restful space where I like to 
read the papers on a Sunday, but our 
kitchen is a great everyday family 
space. It’s so practical and bright 
and is great for entertaining – it’s 
essentially three rooms in one.’ 
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SKIRTING 
BOARDS

In the last of this six-part series, learn the tips and tricks of the trade for 
tackling simple home-improvement jobs that can save you thousands

Y our last port of call 
working down your  
walls from the crown 
coving will be the skirting 
boards. A decorative yet 

functional moulded trim, skirting 
boards are added to the base of a 
wall; they can be plain or elaborate 
and are secured to the wall using 
nails, screws or adhesive. Here are  
a few tips to show you how to  
repair and replace skirting boards.

CRACKS AND 
IMPERFECTIONS

TYPES OF  
SKIRTING BOARD

SCRIBING AND 
MITRING

DIY KNOW-HOW: PART 6

1 SPOTTING A FLAW It’s easy to miss 
surface imperfections on long, flat, 

painted stretches of woodwork such as 
skirting boards. Simply shine a flashlight 
at a shallow angle across the surface and 
you will easily spot lumps, bumps and  
any other small blemishes. Circle them 
with a pencil so you don’t miss them.

2 APPLYING SEALANT For a crack 
above a skirting board or around  

a window or door, squeeze a bead of 
sealant along it, ensuring that the sealant 
makes contact with both surfaces. A  
slow continuous movement will avoid 
creating ripples in the bead. When  
the gap is filled, use a wet fingertip  
to smooth the sealant out.

3 FILLING A HOLE OR DENT Mix  
up a small amount of wood filler  

and push it onto the surface using a 
flexible filling knife. Press down onto  
the damaged area then pull the knife  
towards you and away from the board. 
After the filler is dry, sand it so that it  
is level with the surrounding surface.

� These are usually made from 
softwood, with one square edge  
and one rounded or elaborately 
shaped and moulded edge, to  
reflect period-style décor.

� You can buy MDF mouldings, too. The 
advantage of these is that they are usually 
sold primed and ready for painting, and 
they don’t have imperfections such as the 
knots or grain associated with wood trim.

Fitting and repairing

Before installing new skirting boards, 
make a sketch of the room to help 
you plan how the ends will have to 
be cut and the order of installation.

4Using an offcut of skirting board, 
trace the profile on the end of a 

straight-cut piece. Use a coping saw to 
cut along the traced line. Butt the first 
straight piece into an internal corner,  
then fix the second scribed piece over it.

5Install skirting boards in the order 
shown to ensure that any joints 

made using the scribing method will 
not be too obvious. Mitre external 
corners and scribe internal corners.

 2

3 1 12 2

22

3

3

3

OTHERS SCRIBED

EXTERNAL MILTRED CORNERS

u
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This is an edited extract 
from 300 Tips, Techniques & 
Trade Secrets for Painting  
& Decorating by Alison 
Jenkins (£12.99, Apple 
Press). To order a copy at 
the special price of £10, 
including free UK p&p,  
call 01903 828503 or email 
mailorders@lbsltd.co.uk and 
quote code APG304 plus 
your name and address.

TAILORED MITRES

EXCLUSIVE OFFER

Your walls may not be truly square,  
so external mitres may require a bit  
of shaping to size using sandpaper  
and a sanding block.

You may want to replace your old 
boards, or simply move them to 
accommodate new flooring. To begin, 
run the blade of a utility knife along 
the join between the wall and the 
skirting board to break the seam of 
paper or paint. If you plan to refit  
the boards, make sure to pry out all 
of the nails and fixings first.

YOU WILL NEED
n Cold chisel
n Mallet
n Wooden wedges
n Crowbar
n Scraps of wood

6Large nails will have been used  
to fix the board to masonry. Use  

a chisel and a mallet to pry the board 
away from the wall. Starting at an 
external corner or door, place the 
chisel behind the board, and hit it 
with the mallet. Use a wedge to  
hold it away from the wall.

7 Insert a crowbar into the gap, then 
slip a scrap of wood behind it to 

protect the wall. Gently press the crowbar 
back to move the board away from the 
wall for about one metre. Repeat the 
process, moving along the board until it 
comes away from the wall completely.

REMOVING SKIRTING 
BOARDS

As well as protecting the walls 
from furniture scuffs and damage 
from vacuum cleaners, skirting 
boards also generally provide a 
decorative footnote to your walls. 
Boards can be fixed using nails  
or screws with screw anchors.

YOU WILL NEED
n  Replacement skirting board
n  Tenon saw  
n  Wood glue  
n  Hammer  
n  50mm-long oval nails
n  Stud detector (optional)
n  Nail punch  
n  Filler  
n  Filling knife

8 You will require a join for 
long walls. Make a scarf joint 

by cutting each end of the board 
with a tenon saw at a 45-degree 
angle. Apply a little wood glue  
to the joint, and fix to the wall  
at a stud point or to a wood 
block in a masonry wall.

9 Nail the boards to the walls using 
long oval nails. On drywall, drive 

the nails into the studs. If you have 
one, use a stud detector to locate 
them. For masonry walls, mark the 
location of the wood blocks. They 
will be set into the walls on the 
boards after they are cut. You can 
nail directly into the blocks.

10 Use a nail punch to drive 
each nail below the surface 

of the skirting boards. Once all the 
boards are in place, use wood filler 
to disguise the holes and to fill 
any joints and gaps in mitres.  

PERFECTLY 
INSTALLED 
SKIRTING BOARDS

6

8 9

10

7
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K ate Bingaman-Burt’s 
apartment is bursting with 
life and colour. The walls are 
busy with words and images, 
and there is inspiration to 

soak up wherever you turn. The open-plan 
space has a really high ceiling, making it 
feel bigger than it actually is, and it creates 
a unique and interesting space. When you 
walk into the interior, the character, style 
and taste of Kate and husband Clifton 
shout a big, welcoming ‘hello!’

Living in a small space has helped  
Kate to think about her possessions  
and to keep a regular check on the things 
that she has gathered. ‘I call myself a 
maximalist, while my husband is most 
definitely a minimalist,’ she says.

Kate creates layers of things that she  
is inspired by and combines this with 
colours that she likes. Her home and 
studio are her big inspirations. ‘I am a  
real homebuddy – probably the most 

Kate and Clifton Bingaman-Burt have designed their home 
with a mix of space-saving furniture, eclectic decorations and 
tokens of their time spent together to add unique personality 

Innovative design  
ideas make the 
most of our small,  
open-plan space 

introverted extrovert you’ll ever meet,’  
she explains. ‘If I have the option, I  
would rather stay home than go out.  
One of my favourite places in the world  
is behind my grandmother’s drawing  
table with my headphones on.’ Kate’s 
grandparents were both illustrators,  
and her grandmother illustrated over a 
thousand children’s books. ‘She was always 
working and drawing, from age 19 until 
she was in her mid-70s. But she always 
had time to stop and talk and show me  
her pens and tools when I went down  
to her wonderful basement studio.’ 

When her grandmother passed away  
a couple of years ago, Kate inherited her 
drawing table, and it is clearly precious  
to her. ‘I never felt like I could draw, and  
I didn’t start illustrating until eight or nine 
years ago,’ she reflects. ‘I never thought  
I’d be able to share the same career as my 
grandmother, but I feel stupidly lucky  
to be able to do that.’ Today, drawing is 
everything to her. ‘I can tell during the 
school year when I’ve been teaching  
too much, and not had enough drawing 
time – I get so cranky!’

Kate has been influenced by the 
illustrator Saul Steinberg for a long time. 
When she was growing up, her aunt and 
uncle lived in New York City, and always 
had his books lying around. ‘I just loved 
– and still do – his lines, humour and also 
sometimes his seriousness. The simple 
complexity of his work has always blown 

Illustrator and educator Kate (above in her studio) lives in  
a small but perfectly formed apartment building in Portland, 
Oregon, with her husband Clifton and their dog Mabel. The 
couple have lived here since the summer of 2008 when they  
moved to Portland from Mississippi. For the first two years,  
Kate also worked in the apartment, until her husband confessed,  
‘I feel like I’m living in your brain. We need to find you a space 
outside of the apartment!’ This was a decision that, Kate admits, 
proved to be good for both her health and mental wellbeing.

FACT FILE

‘‘
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Designer’s home

COLOURFUL 
DESIGN
The walls in this 
home are busy, yet 
full of interesting 
images and design. 
Filling a small 
apartment with so 
much could make  
it seem cluttered, 
yet Kate has created 
a space that feels 
energetic, but 
balanced, making 
you want to stop, 
look and be inspired

Designer’s home
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Designer’s home

�

me away.’ Kate is also inspired and 
influenced by design that doesn’t look  
as though it has been designed, such as 
forms, receipts and bits of paper. ‘I can 
spend hours in office supply stores and 
antiques shops. I love objects and the 
history behind them. I even met my 
husband at his yard sale!’

When Kate was at university, she 
studied art minor classes alongside her 
English major, including a graphic design 
class led by a professor who changed the 
way she thought about the subject. ‘He 
just blew my mind with what graphic 

design could be,’ she explains. ‘It was a  
big tipping point for me to discover it 
wasn’t just all about logos.’ 

After finishing her studies, Kate worked 
as a designer for a gift company, where she 
became fascinated by the things people 
buy and sell. She began to fill notebooks 
with observations and became really 
interested in why we consume. She took 
this further at graduate school and started 
her project, Obsessive Consumption, where 
she photographed everything she bought 
for 28 months and uploaded it to a website. 
The project that followed was her Daily 

Drawings, which initially started as a way 
of punishing herself for getting into credit 
card debt, but ended up as a way for her to 
clear her debts, fall in love with drawing 
and become an illustrator. Art directors 
saw her work online and commissioned 
her, and people wanted to buy her drawings. 
‘It was a weird cyclical thing,’ explains 
Kate. ‘I really enjoy the collaborations and 
opportunities that have come from my 
drawings. I love being an illustrator.’

Kate works in a shared studio in an old 
Ford factory from the early 1900s. The 
famous Model T was built here, and 
rumour has it that the elevator was 
designed to hold the vehicle to take it  
up to the roof for the paintwork to dry. 
Kate clearly loves the history and stories 
attached to the building. She shares her 
space with four others, including her 
husband, all of whom are illustrators and 
designers. ‘There’s a really nice working 
vibe here,’ says Kate, ‘and it’s so much 
better to be here than working from home.’  

BESPOKE 
STORAGE
Right The couple 
have filled their 
home with colour. 
The white shelves 
were designed by 
Clifton and built  
by one of Kate’s 
students when they 
lived in Mississippi. 
‘We love them and  
want to make more’

CREATIVE SPACE
Left If there is  
one thing you can 
say about makers,  
it is that they’re 
inventive. Every  
inch of this 
fascinating home  
is used for either 
function or display 
– sometimes both. 
So much of the 
space is handmade 
or adapted in some 
way – something  
that epitomises  
the makers’  
DIY aesthetic

KITCHEN
Left The small 
kitchen is beautifully 
designed and has 
open shelves that 
add to the spacious 
feeling of the whole 

apartment. ‘We did 
zero to the kitchen,’ 
explains Kate. ‘The 
awesome architect 
Kevin Cavenaugh 
did all the work’

DINING AREA
Below Kate and  
husband Clifton were 
attracted to the 
architecture of this 
building, particularly 
the high ceilings
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‘I call myself a maximalist, 
while my husband is most 

definitely a minimalist’

LIVING SPACE
The huge metal 
windows give  
the apartment  
an industrial feel
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Designer’s home

READER OFFER
This feature is an edited extract 
from Maker Spaces: Creative Interiors 
from the Homes and Studios of 
Inspiring Makers and Designers, 
by Emily Quinton, with photography 
by Helen Cathcart (£19.99, Ryland 
Peters & Small). Real Homes readers 
can purchase the book at the 
discounted price of £13.99, including 
postage and packaging, by phoning 
Macmillan Direct on 01256 302699 
and quoting the reference GLR CN3

‘It began when I started getting 
enquiries for freelance work after 
a few months of sharing my Daily 
Purchase drawing project. I just started 
saying yes to everything, and I feel 
like I have been playing catch-up ever 
since. Repetition is a pretty powerful 
thing, and when combined with 
consistently sharing work online (and 
in person), you identify yourself as 
someone who does that thing. The 
way my drawing project transformed 
into a business was by a cycle of 
drawing, posting and sharing online, 
and then saying yes to opportunities 
that initially really scared me. I am 
still pretty uncertain with a lot of 
business things. I think that seeking 
out a mentor (or two or three), who 
is working in a way that you want to 
be working, and then learning from 
them, is a great place to start.’  

Discover how Kate 
turned her hobby into 
a growing business

Making 
a living
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BER RY SHADES

Create an on-trend scheme 
by combining a rich, damson 
shade carpet with modular 
sofas in neutral shades.

Thames Twist carpet in Damson, 
£9.99 per m2, Carpetright 

SUMPTUOUS 
FLOORING

From deep red and plum through to rich blackberry tones, the berry colour 
trend is hot for autumn. Create a cosy feel with an all-over room scheme, or 

introduce accessories in a palette that works well from the kitchen to hallway

THE LATEST 
COLOUR
SENSATIONS

ADD WARMTH AND CHARACTER WITH

FEATURE JULES BARTON-BRECK
julessaysso.com
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Easy decorating ideas

Left Metro Plum ceramic wall 
tiles, W10xL20cm, £16 per m2, 
Tile Mountain

   Try this easy stencil idea in a large 
hallway with block colours on multiple 
walls, using different berry shades to 
create a contemporary look. You’ll 
need three or four contrasting, but 
complementary, colours – one dark, 
one mid-tone and one or two lighter 
accent shades. Use masking tape to 
work out your design, then start from 
the bottom with the darkest shade.

HIGH-GLOSS 
TILING

CONTRASTING 
COLOURWAYS

Right Left wall painted in Opening Season 
matt emulsion, £19.49 for 2.5ltrs; bottom wall 
painted in Lola Plum kitchen & bathroom matt 
emulsion, £25.49 for 2.5ltrs; top painted in Cover 
Story matt emulsion, £19.49 for 2.5ltrs; lines 
painted in Periwinkle kitchen & bathroom matt 
emulsion, £25.49 for 2.5ltrs, all Crown Paints

 Work the look in your 
kitchen or bathroom with 
stylish Metro ceramic wall 
tiles in plum. Go the modern 
route by using contrasting 
coloured grouting, such as 
grey or taupe, so that the 
tile shape really stands out.

‘Purple doesn’t have to be dark and old-
fashioned, or hot and overwhelming,’ 
says head of design at Liberty Art 
Fabrics, Emma Mawston. Deep, dark 
purples and the pinker mauve shades 
are rich, uplifting and add atmosphere, 
making them easy to live with.

DYNAMIC  FABRIC

Merton Sunfl ower linen union fabric 
in Imperial Blue, £75 per m, Liberty 
Art Fabrics – Interiors, Liberty

�

�

�
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Cosmopolitan fitted bedroom in Burgundy 
Gloss with Highland Oak frame, from 
£2,000, including design, manufacture, 
delivery and installation, Sharps

Isn’t this a great change from  
the usual neutral-colour fitted 
bedroom? It instantly creates a 
warm space. High-gloss finishes  
will reflect light so the colour  
isn’t too dark and overwhelming. 
Choose sleek door furniture for  
a streamlined, modern finish. 

LUXURIOUS 
BEDROOMS
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Easy decorating ideas

Work the look in your kitchen or 
bathroom with stylish metro wall tiles 
in plum ceramic. Go the modern route 
by using contrasting colour grouting, 
such as grey or taupe, so the tile 
shape really stands out. 

Each tile measures 200mm x 100mm and they 
are priced at £16 per sq m. from Tile Mountain

Money Animals printed cotton cushion 
in purple, with duck feather pad, 

£65, Porcupine Rocks

Aletta dining 
chair with purple 
velvet upholstery, 
H93xW48xD54cm,
£340, Not on 
the High Street Hornington medium sofa in Allure 

purple velvet, H107xW217xD110cm, 
£3,849, Spink & Edgar

3
FINISHING 
TOUCHES

    Deep shades of plum are really 
warm and inviting so work well 
in the bedroom, especially with 
bedlinen. For an easy colour update, 
pair with cushions and throws, 
contrasting different textures and 
shades of plum, before layering 
them with charcoal greys and 
silver for a rich, sumptuous look.

DECADENT 
ACCESSORIES

Left Safi a king-size duvet cover, £65; 
standard pillowcases, £25 per pair; Safi a 
throw, W100xL200cm, £90; diamante round 
cushion, Dia.35cm, £25; black glass glitter 
fl eck table lamp, H59xDia.31cm, £80, all 
Star by Julien Macdonald at Debenhams

Right 59th Street two-seat sofa in 
Gainsborough Mulberry, H67xW170x 
D81cm, £1,335; Matador armchair 
in Sutton Pink, H98xW95xD89cm, 
all Content by Terence Conran

SIMPLE
ACCENTS
    Traditional berry shades get 
a modern makeover when used 
on contemporary-style sofas and 
chairs. Keep the look clean by 
avoiding fussy cushions to allow 
the sofa shape to shine through, 
and match metal or shiny wood 
sofa legs with other furniture 
of the same material.

�

�

�
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TOP-TO-TOE COLOUR

 Whether choosing bold prints or solid colour, deep 
royal blue, rich turquoise, emerald and blue-greens 
will look fantastic teamed with metallic accessories

Amberley Twist carpet in Turquoise, 
£7.99 per m2, Carpetright

For a completely modern take on 
this palette, go all-over from fl oor to 
ceiling. Add white sofas and designer-
style lighting and furniture to create 
a striking theme that’s reminiscent of 
the bold designs of 1930s Hollywood.

PEACOCK 
COLOURS
MAKE A STATEMENT WITH
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Easy decorating ideas

Featuring rich colour and large 
graphics, this new Malachite range 
is perfect if you want to create  
a bold statement. Team with  
plenty of gold furnishings and 
accessories for full-on glamour.  
As the designer, Jonathan Adler, 
says, you can make your décor go 
from boring to fabulous in no time.

    If you opt to paint your walls in  
a strong colour, then offset them  
with pale floors and a neutral ceiling 
so the overall effect won’t look too 
overwhelming – a particularly good 
idea if used in a small room or one 
without lots of natural light.

DESIGNER 
WALLPAPER

DRAMATIC WALLS

Hand screen-printed Malachite  
wallpaper in Green, £300 per  
roll, Jonathan Adler

Above Walls painted in Creek matt  
emulsion, £49.95 for 5ltrs, Lakeland Paints

Forget the old adage that  
blue and green should never  
be seen. Combine plain shades 
and patterns of both colours  
for a truly striking scheme. 

MIX IT  UP

Sunara blind in Hotan, from  
£580 including fabric for H150x 
W100cm, QMotion

�

�

Easy decorating ideas
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If you opt to paint your walls in a 
strong colour, then offset them with 
pale floors and neutral coloured 
ceilings and the overall effect won’t 
look too overwhelming. A particularly 
good idea if it’s in a small room or 
one without lots of natural light.

DRAMATIC  WALLS

Walls painted in Creek, £41.63 (+VAT) for 5 
litres matt emulsion. Lakeland Paints

Peacock colours don’t have 
to be dark. Mixed with white 
and pale grey, they can create 
a wonderful light and airy 
feel in any room.

Right Jade Temple wallpaper, £248 
per roll; Aurelia Delft rectangular 
blue cushion, £65; Sienna Marine 
linen throw, W140xL165cm, £185, 
all Designers Guild

FRESH  VIBE
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Easy decorating ideas

Conda wool 
rug in Petrol 
Blue, W170x 

L240cm, £869, 
Bo Concept

Jonathan Charles 
shagreen and brass 
coffee table with 
two drawers, H49x
W127xD72cm, £2,806, 
Sweetpea & Willow

Deep Turquoise 
ceramic tile, 

W10.5xL10.5cm 
or W13xL13cm, 
£129.95 per m2, 
The Winchester 
Tile Company

    Choose two complementary 
shades from this palette to create 
different zones in an open living 
space. Enhance the look with dark 
wood fl ooring and accessories.

    Gold looks beautiful when 
teamed with dark blue. Create 
extra wow factor with a wall
covering that combines the two. 

TWO-TONE ZONING

STUNNING 
COMBINATION 

Below Left wall painted in Tropical Ocean 
silk emulsion, £19.49 for 2.5ltrs; wall with 
doorway painted in Genuine fashion for walls 
emulsion, £23.99 for 2.5ltrs, all Crown Paints 

Above Marrakech Palm wallpaper in 
Midnight Blue, £78 per roll, Luku Home

3
FINISHING 
TOUCHES

�

�

   FOR STOCKIST INFORMATION SEE PAGE 151
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Stylish lighting ideas 
to transform every 
room of your home

50
NEW-
LOOK 
LAMPS
FEATURE JULES BARTON-BRECK

GLAMOROUS TOUCH
Där Lighting always has a   
wide range of innovative, 
stylish solutions. This rather  
chic lamp in on-trend metallic 
gold is perfect for displaying 
on a mirrored side table.

Moira table lamp with fluted 
antique brass-effect base, H40x 
Dia.34cm, £199.99; gold faux- 
silk shade sold separately, H40x 
Dia.34cm, £35, both Där Lighting

METALLIC SLANT
A Danish design with a modern 
Scandi look, this striking lamp, 
which has a shade of layered, 
angular copper-look leaves, is 
reminiscent of the fruit after 
which it’s named – the pineapple. 
Its compact design makes it ideal 
for uplighting dark corners.

GRAPHIC DESIGN
This funky, modern table light 
draws its inspiration from two 
distinctive silhouettes: the classic 
Atollo lamp by Vico Magistretti, 
and a graphic arrow. An easy 
way to add the designer touch.

Topp table lamp with a resin base, 
available in white or yellow, and 
powder-coated spun aluminium 
shade with frosted glass diffuser, 
H50xDia.48cm, £468, Do South Shop

RETRO ACCENT
Position this stylish 
floor lamp in your 
living room right by 
the sofa, or use it in  
a corner to create an 
accent light effect.

Dyberg Larsen 
PineApple  
XS floor light  
in Copper,  
made from 
polypropylene 
and brushed 
stainless steel, 
H120xDia.18cm, 
£160, Amara

ELEGANT LINES
A clever, modern take on 
the traditional standard 
lamp from one of the 
UK’s most prestigious 
lighting designers, 
Christopher Wray’s 
Hadfield is great as a 
reading lamp and for 
creating an ambient 
mood in the living room. 

Hadfield floor lamp with 
dark brown/matt copper 
finish, shade available  
in lime green (shown) or 
pewter, H161xW67xD46cm, 
£485, Christopher Wray

Beliani Thames 
Modern floor lamp 
with tripod-style 
metal legs and  
black/yellow shade, 
H168xDia.54cm,  
£520, Furnish
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MID-CENTURY PIECE
Bert Frank’s iconic lighting 
remains faithful to mid- 
century design and the metal  
of this industrial era: brass. 
Create a focal point with this 
stunning light, which has six 
shades to create a comforting 
atmosphere in any space. 

Pugil floor lamp, made from  
brass with six ivory shades and  
L200cm fabric-covered flex with  
inline dimming switch, H147.5x 
Dia.30cm, £1,176, Bert Frank

ARTISTIC STATEMENT
For a light that doesn’t look like 
a light, go for the Copycat. Its 
designer, Michael Anastassiades, 
says: ‘Two spheres just touch 
each other. One small, in a 
precious material, placed under 
the “shadow” of the large one,  
in illuminated glass.’

Michael Anastassiades Copycat 
lamp with blown-glass diffuser and 
electroplated 24 carat gold body, 
also available in polished aluminum, 
black nickel, and copper. Dia.30cm 
(body Dia.9cm), £402, Flos

GLOBAL FUSION
Mexican-inspired interiors are a 
quick, easy way to add colour to 
your home – and they’re right on 
trend, too. This geometric lamp, 
with brightly coloured shade and 
contrasting flex, is stunning.

Bespoke Frida metal table lamp 
base with a patinated black wax 
lustre finish and leather padded 
bottom, H44xW10.5xD10.5cm, £280; 
yellow shade, handmade in the UK 
using cotton hand-embroidered  
in Mexico, H28xDia.36cm, £160, 
both Montes & Clark

DECO FLAIR
Jonathan Adler is 
renowned for his 
flamboyant, colourful 
designs as showcased 
in this Hollywood-
inspired design. 

Barcelona floor lamp 
in Emerald with 
polished brass frame, 
acrylic panels and 
fabric shade, H160x 
W12.5xD15cm, £1,095, 
Jonathan Adler

NAUTICAL FEEL
A quirky take on the natural 
elements trend, this table  
lamp would suit rooms with  
a seaside or global theme.  
The natural rope base  
comes complete with a jute 
tapered cylinder shade.

Rope Charmer table lamp, H55x 
Dia.26cm, £85, Housing Units 

SEASONAL COLOUR
Peacock shades are one of  
the biggest interior trends  
this autumn/winter. Get the 
look in an instant with this 
glass vase-style table lamp. 

Wisteria table lamp in Green  
with glass, wood and brass  
base, H34xDia.15cm, £135;  
Peacock silk drum shade, 
H45xDia.45cm, £74, Pooky

Decorating

�
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C
D

8375

me and my morsø

To me, there’s just nothing like it. 

The crackling of the fi re, 
the light dancing around the room 

and the chance to really unwind before bed. 

My Morsø doesn’t just fi nish my day 
– it sets me up for the next.
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MODERN FLORAL
What’s not to love about this 
wonderful Bloom floor lamp 
from UK designer, Tom Raffield? 
The large petals of bent wood 
mask much of the bulb, while 
cutting through the light to create 
soft shadows and a warm glow. 

Tom Raffield Bloom floor lamp, 
available in oak, ash or walnut,  
or a mix of oak and walnut. Base, 
H127xDia.70cm; shade H38xDia.67cm, 
£685, Not on the High Street

NOSTALGIC REFERENCE
‘When Alec Guinness, James Stewart 
and Fred Astaire got home in the 
evening, they would throw their hat 
onto anything within reach. So why 
not a lamp?’ says French designer 
Philippe Starck. The Chapo lamp is a 
theatrical object, with its style, character 
and shape changing depending on the 
hat that’s placed on top of it. Genius!

CREATIVE IDEA
This beautiful bespoke light  
is a work of art. It has a hand- 
polished base with a chrome 
finish and is decorated with 75 
wooden petals, which can be 
removed and written on – ideal 
for storing special messages.

Alfy Kelly Adorn lamp, made  
from chrome and wood, H42x 
Dia.38cm, £220, In-Spaces

NATURAL 
LUXURY
With a nod to the 
natural trend, this 
Twig lamp has a lovely 
antique gold finish to 
add a hint of glamour 
to the living room.

Twig floor lamp, with a 
metal base in an Antique 
Gold finish, H124x 
Dia.42cm, £345; drum 
cotton lamp shade, H29x 
Dia.50cm, £32, Oka

Philippe Starck Chapo table lamp with an 
aluminium base in a chrome finish, H40x 
W11xD11cm, £263, Flos (hat not included)

FACTORY CHIC
Industrial style is a still a huge 
trend in interior design – get  
the look in your home office  
with this distressed metal 
vintage-style desk lamp. 

Green Vintage Industrial desk lamp, 
made from metal, H95xDia.65cm, 
£119, Barker & Stonehouse

BALANCED 
DESIGN
Create wow factor 
in your living 
room with a floor 
lamp like no other. 
The designer IC 
light is all about 
balance, and its 
unique look was 
inspired by 
contact jugglers.

Michael Anastassiade 
IC F1 floor lamp 
with an opal-layered 
blown-glass diffuser 
in a brushed brass 
(shown) or chrome 
finish, H185x 
Dia.38cm, £430, Flos
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Decorating

TIMELESS PIECE
Create a vintage interior vibe  
with this stylish task lamp. The 
design inspiration is taken from 
the 1930s, but it looks just as 
good teamed with accessories 
from the 1950s and 1960s.

Shear table lamp, made from brass 
and turned steel, with a brushed 
finish on the inner shade, L200cm 
fabric-covered flex and in-line switch, 
H47xW47cm, £532, Bert Frank

ATMOSPHERIC GLOW
The fashion for show-off bulbs  
is highlighted with this 1970s- 
style smoked glass lamp. The 
all-in-one design emits an 
ambient glow, so is great for  
the hallway or landing where 
bright light isn’t a necessity.

Lyss smoked glass table lamp,  
H19xW19xD13cm, £20, Habitat
 

BOLD SHADE
Get your fix of one of this 
season’s key shades, amber, with 
this retro-modern lamp. Perk  
up a dark corner in the living 
room or highlight the glass and 
chrome effect by positioning it 
against a plain white wall.

HIGH-LUXE LIGHT
To suit a glossy look in the living 
or dining room, choose tall, 
elegant table lamps to sit each 
end of a similar-style long 
console table or sideboard.

Soleto table lamp, with a metal  
and glass finish and cotton shade, 
available in black, brown, cream, 
red or white, H90xDia.25cm,  
£650, Christopher Wray

TRADITIONAL TWIST
Cool, quirky British designers  
Young & Battaglia have created 
this wonderful modern light 
inspired by the cooking pots  
and storage jars of centuries ago.  
The curved glass lamp casts just 
the right amount of light over  
a single area, or can sit perfectly 
in a room’s corner.

Young & Battaglia Curved Cauldron 
table lamp, made from black glass, 
H27.5xDia.26.5cm, supplied with  
L200cm flex (longer flex available  
on request), £310, Mineheart

INDUSTRIAL INSPIRED
Perch this cage lamp, inspired by 
vintage boathouse lights, on a side 
table for a light industrial look. 

BESPOKE 
OPTION
This made-to-order 
tall lime-green lamp 
would add a stunning 
pop of colour to a 
white bedroom.

Zara lamp  
in orange, 
handcrafted 
with chrome 
edging and a 
solid chrome 
base, H70xW36x 
D25cm, £99, 
Living it up

Arthur floor lamp in Mint, made from 
steel, H31xDia.24cm, £39, Made.com

Bespoke Woodstock 
table lamp in Lime, 
with a glazed ceramic 
geometric base and 
drum light shade in  
a pearl glaze, H71x 
Dia.25.5cm, £280, Luku

�
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QUIRKY STATEMENT
Bring bold and fun design into 
your home with this Sitting 
Monkey holding a white flex 
and LED bulb. With Standing 
and Hanging monkeys also 
available, they look great when 
grouped together to create  
a talking-point display.

Seletti Sitting Monkey lamp, made 
from resin, H32xD30xW34cm, plus 
L450cm flex, £150, Amara

PAINTERLY SPLASHES
Voyage Maison specialises in 
watercolour-painting styles on  
its designs, and uses embroidery, 
print, woven fabrics and British 
wool to enhance the effect. Team  
this lamp with solid block colour 
and pick out the different shades 
with cushions and rugs.

Perseus tripod floor lamp base in 
Cinnamon, H126xW58xD45cm, with 
Jadu Grenadine lampshade, H35x 
Dia.56cm, £190, Voyage Maison

HANDMADE 
ELEGANCE 
Wooden accessories 
are experiencing a 
revival right now, 
and this handmade 
showpiece lamp is  
a stylish example.

INTRICATE GLASS
Elegant, exquisite and extremely 
unusual – just some of the words  
that can be used for this beautiful 
hand-blown crystal table lamp  
from The Sofa & Chair Company. 
Show it off in the hallway or sit  
it atop a coffee table. 

Quartz Nickel table lamp with a  
polished nickel frame, hand-blown  
engraved crystal lamp, and braided  
cord in black leather, H26xW25xD25cm, 
£995, The Sofa & Chair Company

CONTEMPORARY CLASSIC
Aesthetically pleasing as well  
as very functional, use this 
beautifully designed table lamp, 
from Italian designer Alessi,  
as a super-stylish desk light. 

Lady Shy table lamp by Giovanni 
Alessi Anghini with Gabriele Chiave, 
made from polycarbonate with an 
LED light, H38xDia.20cm, £125, Alessi

Copper floor lamp, made  
from metal, H183xW38cm,  
£149.95, Rigby & Mac

MODERN 
COUNTRY
Copper is very 
much the metal of 
the moment, and 
looks amazing  
on this oversized 
floor lamp. Perfect 
for creating a 
modern country 
feel – have one for 
ambient or task 
lighting, or a pair 
in the living room 
for a real statement.

Artisan Grande  
floor lamp with a 
walnut veneer plus 
silk shade, H190x 
Dia.60cm, £1,999, 
Storm Furniture
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POLISHED FINISH
Update any room with a classic 
floor lamp in a modern finish. 
This silver-plated brass stand fits 
in with modern or traditional 
interiors. Combine with a new 
shade to complement your room. 

Drop floor lamp, made from silver- 
plated brass, H132xDia.26cm, £225; 
cotton lampshade in Sand, H33x 
Dia.56cm, £35, both Lombok

TABLE-TOP CENTREPIECE
If your ceilings are too low for a 
chandelier, then this lamp is the next 
best thing. Great for a dinner party. 

Everly Necklace Candelabra table 
lamp, made from steel, glass and 
plastic, H62xDia.36cm, £200, BHS

BRITISH ICON
Peter Bowles, founder 
of Original BTC,  
was a forerunner of 
industrial style, with 
his updated classics 
and designs inspired 
by factory fittings, 
childhood toys and 
iconic 1940s pieces. 
The pleated bone 
china shade on this 
Cecil lamp is hand- 
cast and has a cherry 
wood cone base.

FLEXIBLE PENDANT
This elegant floor  
lamp incorporates a 
hanging pendant, giving 
the look of a ceiling 
design but with the 
flexibility of being 
freestanding, allowing  
it to be moved around  
to suit your mood.

White Bamboo pendant 
floor lamp, in natural and 
white-painted bamboo  
with a metal frame,  
H156xDia.21cm, £299,  
Out & Out Original

SOPHISTICATED CURVES
The mix of marble and polished 
stainless steel looks just as good 
in contemporary interiors as it 
does in classic schemes. Position 
this lamp over an occasional 
chair, sofa end or desk.

Height-adjustable Richmond floor 
lamp in a polished stainless-steel 
finish with a marble base, white 
shade and L160cm black flex, H172x 
W160xD42cm, £189, Atkin & Thyme

Cecil table  
lamp, H44x 

Dia.19cm, £229, 
Original BTC

Decorating

�

FUN FEATURE
Animal-inspired lamps continue to  
be a big trend, and this cat design, 
complete with cone shade and bell, is 
one of the best, and most humorous! 
It provides a functional light source  
as well as being a statement piece.

Modern Sitting Cat floor lamp, made  
from MDF in a wood-look finish, with  
a cone shade, collar and bell, H39x 
W17xD27cm, £35, Iconic Lights
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QUALITY CAST STONE
PIER CAPS & COPINGS

A huge variety of Pier Caps and Copings online: www.kentbalusters.co.uk
Tel: 01634 711617  -  Fax: 01634 714644

No. 1 Gravesend Road, Strood, Rochester, Kent ME2 3PH     email: info@kentbalusters.co.uk
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DESIGNER TOUCH
With its stunning double ‘C’ 
base, this Celine lamp would 
look fantastic in a pair on either 
side of the bed, or on its own  
in the centre of an Art Deco- 
inspired sideboard. 

Celine lamp with polished nickel 
silver base and white square shade, 
H60xW37xD20cm, £213, Adventino

URBAN VIBE
The stepped 
design of Mogg’s 
Tribeca lamp  
was inspired by 
the famous iron  
fire escapes of 
the New York 
district of the 
same name. The 
lower shelf even 
has a built-in 
USB port for 
charging your 
smart devices.  

Mogg Tribeca 
floor lamp in 
black, with a 
metal frame, 
cotton shade and 
fabric-covered 
flex, H170x 
W43.5cm, £740, 
Go Modern

EQUESTRIAN THEMED
This Filly floor lamp takes its 
playful inspiration from the 
form of a horse, hence the  
name. It’s fully adjustable so  
you can use it as a task lamp  
or more upright ambient light. 

Himmee Filly long-neck floor lamp, 
with an oak stand and aluminium 
shade in black or white, rough 
concrete base, and L200cm plastic 
flex with switch, H145xW17x 
D89cm, £395, Cloudberry Living

DISPLAY PIECE
The French Bedroom 
Company is the go-to  
destination for glamorous 
designs. It has mirrored the 
current trend for domed 
accessories brilliantly in  
this glass table lamp.

Glass dome table lamp  
with wooden base, H45x 
Dia.21cm, £120, The French  
Bedroom Company

LAYERED 
LOOK
John Lewis  
is an expert in 
lighting, and its 
House range has 
some spot-on 
designs including 
this Harvey lamp, 
which features  
a trendy three- 
tier shade.

CONTEMPORARY 
SHOWSTOPPER
This very cool floor lamp in 
black metal with a crane-like 
frame, designed by Danish 
company BoConcept, is  
perfect for lighting up large, 
modern open-plan spaces. 

Henrik Pedersen Crane floor 
lamp, with black metal frame  
and black fabric shade, H203x 
Dia.50cm, £669, BoConcept

HIGH-STREET PICK
With its handpainted bronze 
frame and rippled glass shade, 
you’d never guess that this 
fabulous designer-look light is 
from high-street retailer Next. 
Buy two, and position them  
on either side of the sofa for  
a stunning light display.

Islington table lamp with bronze 
frame and double glass shade, 
H34xW14xD14cm, £35, Next

House 
Harvey 
metal table 
lamp, H35x 
Dia.23cm, 
£40, John 
Lewis

Decorating
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DIFFUSED EFFECT
Ikea has long been the 
must-visit store for clever, 
modern and affordable 
lighting, and this floor 
lamp with an adjustable 
perforated shade doesn’t 
disappoint. Use a clear 
bulb to create an airy 
design and cast effects  
on the wall and ceiling. 

PS 2014 floor lamp, made 
from steel, with pull switch 
and L350cm flex, H161x 
Dia.33cm, £50, Ikea

Halifax bulb 
table lamp, made 
from metal, H12x 
Dia.11cm, £35, 
Marks & Spencer

SLENDER 
SPOTLIGHT
Combining beauty  
and practicality, this 
spotlight lamp has a  
trim, slim design that 
means it won’t look  
out of place in any  
style of décor. 

Harriet floor lamp  
in polished nickel,  
H135xDia.17cm,  
£432, Hector Finch

SUSTAINABLE MATERIALS
Pretty and impressive, this  
unique seashell lamp is more a 
work of art than a light source.  
It’s handcrafted from Indonesian 
seashells, which are all ethically 
sourced. It would look stunning 
positioned in a corner of a room 
that has wooden floors.

Mariana natural tube lamp, H80x 
Dia.28cm, £230, Raft

COPPER 
HIGHLIGHTS  
For something 
completely 
different, this  
Pom Pom floor 
lamp is inspired  
by the botanical 
study of exotic 
plant species.  
From Calligaris, 
an Italian brand 
that’s always on 
top of the modern, 
fun, kitsch look, 
it’s fabulous for 
the hallway.

Matteo Cibic Pom 
Pom floor lamp with 
metal frame, white 
acid-etched blown 
glass shades, and 
cement-resin base.
H162xW37xD16cm, 
£944, Calligaris

SCANDI 
STYLE
This quirky 
lamp oozes 
Scandinavian 
appeal, with  
its light ash 
veneer. Add it 
to a dressing, 
console or 
bedside table 
for an instant 
interior update.

PEWTER FINISH
Italian brand Natuzzi  
is renowned for its 
high-luxe furniture and 
accessories. Position 
this metallic lamp on a 
glass side table for lots 
of light reflection.  

NO-FUSS 
OPTION
If you want a 
lamp that just 
creates light, 
with no frills, 
then this retro 
design is perfect. 

House Marny table 
lamp with ash veneer, 
H37xDia.27cm,  
£40, John Lewis

Small Onda table lamp, 
with metal frame and 
lampshade in a Pewter 
finish, H40xDia.20cm, 
£510, Natuzzi Italia

   FOR STOCKIST INFORMATION SEE PAGE 151
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Some tassels can look fussy and 
dated, but don’t write off trimmings 
altogether – even plain materials will 
add definition and extra colour to 
your curtains. The most important 
thing to remember is to make sure 
the scale, weight and proportion is  
in keeping with the fabric and 
curtain style. Simple stripes call for  
a trim that’s equally pared-back,  
so try flat strips of fabric to frame 
the window and knotted lengths  
at the top to draw the eye upwards.

Curtains
In part one of this new decorating series, interiors journalist Rachel Ogden 

looks at different style options, fabrics, and shares expert design advice

Linen curtains in Grain Stripe Indigo, H250x 
W190cm, with linen/cotton mix trim in 
Campbell Union Navy, both £39.50 per m  
or £190 for complete curtains; sofa in Oxford 
Stripe Navy cotton fabric, £29.50 per m; 
armchair in Ticking 01 Navy cotton fabric, 
£24.50 per m; stools in Ticking 02 Navy cotton 
fabric, £24.50 per m; and Odeon 8 Indigo 
cotton fabric, £29.50 per m, all Ian Mankin

TRY ALL THE 
TRIMMINGS

Not only for adding colour and style to a 
window, curtains can also be used to inject 
personality into other places. They’re ideal 
for splitting adjacent rooms, separating 
the areas for a cosy feel, then drawing 
back when you want the space to work as 
one. Curtains are also more fluid than a 
static room divider, so perfect for narrow 
living spaces, and for absorbing noise. 
Choose a fabric with plenty of character, 
whether it’s drawn across or hung in waves.

SPLIT A SPACE

NEW FOCUS ON 
WINDOW TREATMENTS: 

�
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Linen curtain in Ottoman 
Flowers 225348, £52 per 
m; chair in Boho Velvet 
235272 viscose/cotton- 
mix fabric, £49 per m; 
cushions on chair in Boho 
Velvet 235274 viscose/
cotton-mix fabric, £49  
per m; Ottoman Flowers 
225348 linen, as before, 
backed with Boho Velvet 
235272, as before; sofa  
in Zagora 235328 viscose/
cotton-mix fabric, £62 per 
m; cushions on sofa in 
Boho Velvet 235272, as 
before; Ottoman Flowers 
225348, as before; 
wallpaper on back wall  
in Java 215438, £59 per 
roll, all Sanderson
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Established in 1993 A.D. Calvert Architectural Stone Supplies Ltd are based in the heart of
Wensleydale, North Yorkshire. The company comprises a large, modern and well maintained
sandstone, granite & limestone processing plant, with a showroom demonstrating the skill
of the master craftsmen and the complexities of the work undertaken.

Tel: 01969 622296 • Fax: 01969 622314 stone@calverts.co.uk • www.calverts.co.uk The Stoneyard, Wensley Road, Leyburn, North Yorkshire DL8 5ED

Heads • Cills • Walling • Fireplaces • New Builds • Cladding • Landscaping • Garden Products
Moulded Work • Laser Etching • Turned Work • Work Tops • Flooring • Multi-Fuel Stoves
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Brushed-steel hook and recessed 
rivet set, £13.10 each; curtain pole 
set including W170xDia.5cm pole 
in Suede Vole, brackets, Bobbin 
finials, pleating hooks and rivets, 
from £890, Walcot House. Lined 
and interlined linen curtains in 
Beauvallon in Pomegranate, H210x 
W180cm each, with Domette 
cotton interlining and Sateen 
cotton lining, £1,088 for pair, 
Rapture & Wright

KEEP OUT 
DRAUGHTS
Heat often escapes through 
the gaps around doors, 
letterboxes and keyholes 
when it’s chilly outside, so  
a set of curtains in front  
will help trim heating bills  
as well as look stylish. You 
may not want curtains all 
year round, so choose a 
solution that’s easy to 
replace. Pleating rivets  
push through the fabric  
and link to either a hook or 
ring that connects to the 
pole, making them simple 
to make, hang and remove.

Frills and flounce aren’t the only 
options for curtains in a period  
home. Instead, choose a treatment 
that’s still rich and decorative but  
also with a deliberate simplicity. 
Inspired by Biedermeier style, a more 
modern interpretation of French 
Empire, these curtains are made from 
sophisticated plain silk, accentuated 
with statement tiebacks and a 
delicate trim along a straight pelmet. 

UNDERSTATED 
ELEGANCE

Bespoke lined and interlined, double-width 
untrimmed curtains and straight pelmet with 
Greek key braid pelmet in Henry Bertrand 
Buckingham Shantung Coffee pure silk fabric; 
three knife pleated panels in Lelievre Virtuose 
pure silk fabric in Blonde, with jacquard braid 
and tassel fringe, £12,500 for H350xW290cm 
window, including electrically operated 
curtain track and installation, Residence 
Interior Design

�
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Made-to-measure 
cotton curtains in 
Berry Tree by Scion, 
with standard lining 
and double pinch 
pleat header, H220x 
W160cm, £331.67; 
cotton roller blind in 
Lime Lace by Scion, 
H160xW120cm, 
£66.83, both Tuiss

SUPER-SIZE YOUR WINDOWS

CHECK  
OUT WOOL

Guest bedrooms tend to be small but that doesn’t 
mean the curtains have to be. Adding an extra 35 
to 45cm to your pole length will enable you to pull 
back the curtains to see the whole window, while 
helping a narrow opening appear wider. Be sure to 
match pattern scale to room size – big prints can 
overpower and tiny ones blend into the background.

1I absolutely love texture and it’s always  
a big part of my designs. When it comes 
to curtains, rather than choose the fabric 

simply for its colour and pattern, think about 
how it feels and falls. I love curtains that pool 
on the floor, as this creates an opulent and 

luxurious feel. Curtains that just touch the ground often 
look over-tailored. Cascades of voile, lace or unlined silk 
give privacy while allowing light to flood in unhindered.

2Neutral curtains will co-ordinate with almost 
any style, as well as changing accessories and 
décor. If your curtains are easy to change, 

then I would suggest co-ordinating your curtains 
with the seasons like you do with accessorises: a 
beautiful light linen in summer, switching to an 
opulent velvet fabric curtain in winter. This change 
really freshens your interior design without being 
too expensive or time-consuming.  

3Curtains can transform a window space and the 
room as a whole. They dress up what is a very 
functional element and make the windows part of 

the room’s design. They can also control the light source, 
which is vital to good design. However, curtains should 
be one element of the entire scheme as opposed to the 
focal point. They’re a beautiful finishing touch, but it 
would be unadvisable to base your design around them. 

KELLY HOPPEN’S 
ADVICE FOR 
CHOOSING CURTAINS

Durable, with a natural crimp  
and spring that allows it to retain  
its shape when hung, wool has 
great properties for curtains, as  
it’s also fire-retardant and resistant 
to bacteria, mould and mildew. 
However, it’s the material’s insulating 
and sound-proofing properties that 
give it the most appeal for thick 
winter curtains, so use it to keep  
out pesky draughts in rooms where  
you spend a lot of time. 

Above Wool curtains in Kilnsey in  
Iolite (blurred squares); Conistone  
in Iolite (plaid), H400xW137cm each, 
both £49.95 per m or £399 for complete  
pair; chair in Threshfield wool in Jade, 
£349.65 for fabric only, all from the 
Elemental collection, Moon

�
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We stock the most Unique Crystals and Gemstone Gifts for your home, 
business and Loved ones. Like many people now, you want your gift or 
that prized piece for your home or as a gift that will truly be memorable 
then we can help you. Not only are our Crystals beautiful but also hold a 
powerful Positive energy. Why not show your love and appreciation with 
a gift as precious as your loved ones, natural crystals are a unique way to 
spread love and light to your family and friends. 

VitaJuwel - Water is its most precious form
The use of gems to vitalize and purify
water is a traditional art. Recently, this old
tradition has been rediscovered.
Gemstones have the ability to store energy. 
Each type of gem, by nature, has its unique 
kind of energetic information. The gems inside the VitaJuwel vials 
transfer their information to the water that surrounds the vial and, 
thus, improve the waters’ vitalization & purification level. An effect 
which regular water drinkers might even be able to taste!
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Replacement aluminium windows 
for period and new homes

The BenendenTM Conservation Range
• Single or dual RAL colours
• Fit into timber or direct to stone

• A rated energy effi ciency 
• UK manufactured

For expert advice call 0800 731 4294   
www.thwc.co.uk

S h ow r o o m s  a t :   S e ve n o a k s   D o r k i n g   B e a c o n s f i e l d

SEE US AT STAND D176*

*Fo r  f r ee  t i cke t s  go  to  www.homebu i ld ingshow.co .uk /he r i t age
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While not everyone has high ceilings for a 
dramatic drop, there are still plenty of ways 
to give curtains a stylish finish. Add more 
length to your dimensions – the more 
material you have pooling on the floor, 
the more it draws the eye, creating an 
atmospheric design statement. Similarly, 
luxurious fabrics are a must, so consider 
silk taffeta, rich velvets and shimmering 
satin. Silk curtains must always be lined to 
prevent fading and help them hang better.

SAY IT WITH SILK

Pinch pleat curtains made from Kasmir  
pure silk taffeta in Luxe, £73.80 per m, with 
Ottoman pure silk taffeta edging in Steel, 
£69.70 per m, H450xW300cm, both from  
the Empire collection by Prestigious Textiles, 
Kingdom Interiors

�
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THE BIGGEST BRANDS, UNMISSABLE DEALS AND NEVER TO BE REPEATED PRICES

Friday 13th November 2015
Elland Road Conference Centre
Elland Road, Leeds

Incredible offers on
Flooring, doors, tools,
paving, decking...

Friday 13th November is going 
to be a day to remember as we
bring you unbelievable prices and
offers at our 175 Trade Day Bonanza.
Taking place at the Conference
Centre, Elland Road, Leeds, it’s 
easy to get to and free to register!

Over 50 leading brands on the day!

Find out more and register now for free at www.175years.co.uk
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Curtains in Woodland Animal linen/
viscose-mix fabric in Indigo, £85  
per m, Morris & Co, trimmed with 
Deben viscose/linen-mix fabric in 
Indigo, £36 per m, Sanderson. 
Bedspread in Brecon viscose/cotton- 
mix fabric in Sea Blue/Teal, £31 per 
m, Sanderson. Cushions in Ruskin 
linen fabric in Peacock, £63 per m, 
and Wightwick Embroidery fabric  
in Ecru/Mineral Blue, £115 per m, 
piped in Ruskin linen fabric in 
Peacock, as before, all Morris & Co

PASSION FOR 
PATTERN
Too many different designs 
can create a busy, distracting 
effect, so consider what sort 
of pattern might suit a space. 
If it’s a bedroom, try pairing 
with plain walls for a more 
relaxed feel. A pleated pelmet 
with gently rounded corners 
gives an extra dose of pattern 
while concealing the curtain 
track for a cohesive look.

If you don’t have a south-facing 
dining room with plenty of daylight, 
you can brighten up a cold space with 
a smart window treatment. Curtains 
and blinds in co-ordinating yellow 
shades will inject colour into the room, 
making it feel bright and welcoming, 
as well as easy to adapt to the level 
of light throughout the year. 

MAKE YOUR 
OWN SUNSHINE

Made-to-measure curtains in Harewood 
cotton/polyester-mix fabric in Dijon, H230x 
W100cm, £297; Roman blinds in Sion cotton/
polyester-mix fabric in Mimosa, H165xW80cm, 
£274 each. From left, Feather Apple cushion, 
£44; Harrison Zest cushion, £60; Lottie Ochre 
cotton cushion, £39.50; Oasis Lime cushion, 
£39.50, all Style Studio

�
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Contrasting borders are particularly 
useful for creating different effects 
with your curtains or directing 
attention to where you’d like it.  
Deep strips of material at the top or 
bottom of drapes will draw the eye 
to the ceiling or the floor, while outer 
and inner edge borders will pick up 
on a colour in the rest of the room. 
Above all, don’t skimp on the depth 
of your border – wide lengths will 
give it an unmistakable luxe look. 

CUSTOMISE  
WITH AN EDGE

Curtains in Velona 2574-05 Trevira CS fabric, 
H350xW200cm, £186 per m, with a border in 
Avalon 2194-37 velvet Trevira fabric, £107 per 
m; chair in Grazoli 2577-05 Trevira CS fabric, 
£136.60 per m; rug in Visco T007-01 FTH-221 
ginger, W80xL250cm, £550 per m2, all from  
the Grand Hotel collection by Sahco

   FOR STOCKIST INFORMATION SEE PAGE 151
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CHESTERFIELD 3 SEATER SOFA 
WAS £1299 - NOW £889

Handcrafted in
Britain since 1981

QUALITY LEATHER SOFAS AND CHAIRS 
DIRECT FROM THE FACTORY
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Bathroom manufacturer iflo is expanding its premium 
Alamere shower enclosure range – ideal for an autumn 
update, as adding more glass fittings into your bathroom 
will help to maximise the available space by reflecting  
light beautifully, whether it’s artificial or natural. 

Alamere is available in quadrant, offset quadrant, sliding, pivot, 
and now a centre-fold door. It features a stunning semi-frameless 
design and is made using 8mm premium-quality toughened  
safety glass, so is built to last. All designs come with concealed 
fixings, crystal-clear glass-to-glass seals and a lifetime guarantee. 

If you’re renovating your whole space, why not pair an  
Alamere shower enclosure with stylish pieces from the Aliano 
furniture range? By mixing and matching colours and textures,  
you can create a dynamic bathroom that reflects your style. 

Unlike more traditional designs, Aliano offers maximum 
flexibility. With a range of exceptional quality cabinets, worktops, 
basins and handles in a variety of sizes, colours and finishes, you 
have everything you need to create the perfect bathroom. Its 
attractive design is also highly practical: clip-on backs, soft-close 
doors, generous service voids for easy plumbing access, and 
concealed fixings for easy cleaning all add up to a durable 
bathroom that installers and plumbers will love as much as you. 

iflo is available exclusively through Travis Perkins and City 
Plumbing Supplies. The team will help with everything, from design 
to choosing the right products. Visit iflo.co.uk to find your nearest 
branch and book an appointment with a showroom manager.  

With quality fittings from iflo, your 
new space will be a stylish retreat

Create a
light-filled 
bathroom

  

VISIT IFLO AT HOMEBUILDING  
& RENOVATING SHOW! 
Whether you’re thinking about remodelling your 
bathroom, or simply want inspiration, visit the iflo 
stand at one of the Homebuilding & Renovating 
Shows taking place around the country this 
autumn. You will have the opportunity to see  
iflo products, talk to bathroom experts about  
your requirements and use the company’s free, 
no-obligation bathroom design service. Visit 
homebuildingshow.co.uk for more details.

SPACE-EFFICIENT 
FURNITURE
Left Aliano two- 
door wall-hung 
vanity unit in Oak, 
from £199.99; inline 
basin, from £124.99; 
mirrored wall unit, 
£299.99; open wall 
unit in Oak, £79.99;
two-door tower unit 
in white and grey 
gloss, from £319.99; 
wall-hung WC unit 
in white and grey 
gloss, from £169.99; 
wall-hung WC and 
seat, from £259.99

MINIMALIST 
DESIGN
Below Alamere 
900mm centre-fold 
shower enclosure, 
from £699.99

Advertorial
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W
e moved from Sydney, 
Australia to Chiswick 
in west London in 
2007 and lived there 
for three years, but we 

knew we couldn’t afford to buy a house 
in the area,’ explains Kelly. ‘We wanted to 
settle down in the UK and fi nd somewhere 
that would suit us long-term.’ 

Kelly and partner Darren discovered the 
leafy borough of Ealing by accident and 
realised that it had everything they were 
looking for – it was family-friendly, with 

THE OWNERS
Kelly Ohlmus (above right) and 
her partner Darren Taylor, who 
run their own website design 
company (insideleft.co.uk), 
live here with their children 
Tomas, eight and Neasa, six

THE PROPERTY
A four-bedroom terraced 
house, built around 1911

THE LOCATION
Ealing, west London

WHAT THEY SPENT
The couple’s kitchen project 
cost around £55,000 

FACT FILE

ORIGINAL ROOM
Above The house 
had already been 
extended at the 
back, creating the 
layout of an L-shaped 
kitchen-diner, with 
a separate family 
room alongside it

NATURAL FINISHES
Right Oak fl ooring 
from Wood & Beyond 
adds a warm feel, 
echoed in the work 
surfaces and seating. 
The Vicenza matt 
units are from 
Imaggio Interiors 

BEFORE

good schools and great transport links – 
so they looked for a home in the area.

They were among the fi rst to view this 
red-brick, bay-fronted terraced house in 
a quiet residential street. ‘As soon as we 
walked in we decided to make an offer,’ 
says Kelly. ‘It was in the right price range, 
the layout inspired us, and we could see 
how to remodel the back of the house. We 
knew we could live there comfortably until 
we had the money to put our stamp on it.’

The previous owners had extended the 
back of the house three metres into the 

 ‘We transformed our 
space through clever 
planning and design’
Kelly Ohlmus and Darren Taylor 
have updated an existing extension to 
create a bright and airy kitchen-diner
WORDS SALLY SMITH PHOTOGRAPHS BRUCE HEMMING
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Family kitchen update

garden and built a basic glass roof over 
the dining area, with a single skylight 
above the kitchen. ‘We loved the idea of 
the glass roof to let the sunlight in but the 
layout didn’t give us the open-plan family 
space we wanted. It looked dated and 
desperately needed reworking,’ says Kelly.  

The couple were happy with the rest 
of the house as it already had a loft 
extension and, although it wasn’t the best 
design, it didn’t make sense to rebuild it. 
‘We’ve come up with clever ways to make 
the most of the space’ explains Kelly. 

‘Over the last fi ve years, since moving in, 
we have upgraded the bathroom and 
landscaped the front and back gardens, 
but I couldn’t wait to redesign the kitchen.’

She had already been collecting ideas in 
a scrapbook. ‘I knew I wanted an eclectic 
mix of modern and traditional styles, but 
I was struggling to visualise how it would 
all come together. I had to stick to a 
realistic budget but I just wasn’t sure it 
would be possible,’ she says.  

Kelly asked local designer Liz Biagini for 
help. Liz transformed Kelly’s ideas onto 

paper and provided detailed layouts and 
plans. ‘She was brilliant; I couldn’t have 
done it without her,’ says Kelly. ‘I had 
dreamt of having a utility room since 
leaving Australia – I didn’t think we’d have 
the space, but Liz came up with a solution.’ 

The original layout consisted of an 
L-shaped kitchen-diner with a separate 
family room. ‘To make the most of the 
original extension and create the utility 
room, the existing cloakroom had to be 
made smaller and the original doorway 
from the hallway to the kitchen blocked 
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off,’ explains Kelly. ‘We were keen not 
to change the structural elements too 
signifi cantly, to keep down costs. We 
decided not to build onto the party walls 
and to keep the drainage where it was.’ 
To create an open-plan living area, the 
supporting wall between the living 
room and kitchen had to be removed 
and a steel RSJ incorporated across the 
back of the house.

The building 
contractors, with 
project manager 
Vaidas Sabonis, 
came on board in 
January this year, 
a few months 
after the design 
was agreed. ‘The 
builders were 
booked to start in 
October 2014, but I had a call a week 
before to say that my mum was seriously 
ill,’ Kelly recalls. ‘I had no choice but to 
go back to Australia to look after her.’ 
Kelly stayed for six weeks, and thankfully 
her mum was given the all clear.  

To help keep the project on track, Kelly 
wanted to be on site to deal with suppliers 
and any problems. ‘We just couldn’t afford 
to move out, although it was the middle of 
winter and freezing. We had to resort to 
using our camping gear while the back of 

‘I’d dreamt of having a 
utility room but didn’t 

think we’d have the 
space. Our designer Liz 

came up with a solution’ 

the house was open to the elements. The 
builders had put up a false wall to block 
off a kitchen area for us to use and we 
ate our breakfast in the hallway.’ 

Part-way through the project, it became 
clear that the ceiling in the family space 
next to the kitchen would have to be 
renovated. ‘We’d thought we might be 
able to keep it, but inevitably the work 

had taken its 
toll and it was 
beyond repair. 
We discussed 
what to do 
with Vaidas and 
decided to replace 
the entire ceiling, 
but didn’t want to 
lose the cornicing,’ 
adds Kelly. In 
the end, it only 

cost an extra £600 to replace both the 
cornicing and ceiling. ‘It looks as though 
it has been there for years.’

There were no other issues with the 
renovation, but getting the measurements 
right for the double-glazed, panelled glass 
roof and fl oor-to-ceiling bi-fold doors was 
a worry for the couple. ‘The framework 
had to be in place before we could confi rm 
the measurements. I had a few sleepless 
nights,’ says Kelly, ‘but the build was fully 
glazed and sealed within three weeks.’

The new space is fl ooded with light 
from the glass roof, but as it is south-
facing, glare could have been a problem. 
‘The kitchen design had to be carefully 
planned to avoid too much refl ection 
and I knew gloss units wouldn’t work,’ 
says Kelly. Local kitchen company Imaggio 
Interiors recommended Italian matt-white 
units. A key part of the design is a three-
metre-long oak island to give Kelly the 
work space she needed. ‘It could have 
dominated the room, but the shelving 
on one side softens the look.’

Interior design agency Otta Designs 
gave extra advice. ‘We were working with 
them and they agreed to help with the 
colour scheme and lighting,’ says Kelly.

The project took three months, with 
only two weeks of down time waiting for 
the glass roof panels to be made. ‘The 
results are fantastic. Our new kitchen has 
given us a practical, open space for all the 
family to enjoy – for entertaining, working 
and playing – and even on the gloomiest 
of English days it’s bright and comfortable. 
I wouldn’t change a thing.’  

GLAZING
Above A fully 
glazed monopitch 
roof with fl oor-
to-ceiling bi-fold 
doors, all made to 
measure by Barn 

Glass, fl oods the 
room with sunlight 
and opens it up to 
the patio. For similar 
dining chairs (inside), 
try the Eames DSW 
design at Vitra  
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   FOR STOCKIST INFORMATION SEE PAGE 151

 THE COSTS
Building works
Glass roof and 

bi-fold doors
Kitchen units

Lighting, fl ooring 
and accessories

Appliances
Worktops

TOTAL

£30,000

£10,000
£6,900

£5,000
£1,600
£1,500
£55,000

Kitchen design Liz Biagini, 07958 996554
Construction Ealing Home 
Improvements, 07772 059612, 
ealinghomeimprovements.co.uk
Kitchen Imaggio Interiors, 0800 242 
5440, imaggiointeriors.co.uk
Interior design Otta Interior Design, 
07525 726650, otta-design.com
Bi-fold doors and glass roof Barn Glass
Appliances Neff, Samsung

THE CONTACTS

THE PLANS
BEFORE

AFTER

Knocking through walls 
merged the kitchen-diner 
with the separate family 
room, and part of the 
WC was used to make 
a utility space

What I’ve learnt
‘Take your time to plan every detail 
of the project, before you have even 
found your builder. We were lucky 
that we were able to live in the house 
before the remodel started. It gave us 
plenty of time to understand how a 
new layout would work. There were 
no delays during the redesign as we 
knew the look we wanted (right).’

My inspiration
‘I got all my ideas from online 
pinboard, Pinterest. I spent 
hours pinning my ideal interiors 
and stylish looks; creating a 
mood board that I could refer 
to throughout the project was 
a great way to collate my design 
ideas in a visual way. It made 
it much easier for me to get the 
exact fi nish and look I wanted.’ 
See uk.pinterest.com/kohlmus.

My top tip
‘Take advice from the specialists 
– interior designers and planners – it 
is certainly worth allowing for their 
costs in the budget. I knew I wanted 
the redesign to have the wow factor, 
but I thought it would be far too 
expensive. The professionals came 
up with the ideas to make it all 
possible; it was worth every penny.’ 

My best buy
‘I love my American-style fridge-
freezer (above right); I’ve never 
had so much space! I did a lot of 
research to get the best price, as 
all the kitchen companies said 
to source it myself. In the end I 
found that Samsung had the best 
reviews and bought the fridge-
freezer online. It fi ts in perfectly 
with the rest of the kitchen.’

My go-to shop
‘Industville has an excellent range of 
retro, vintage lighting, and it’s such 
good value. I wanted to fi nd industrial 
fi ttings to add an urban feel, but it 
was so expensive elsewhere. I went 
to the showroom and bought our 
pendant light (right) on the spot.’  

Kelly Ohlmus shares her ideas 
and tips for a successful redesign

Project notes
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With an under-utilised dining room, Kate and John 
Parkin decided to redesign their ground fl oor
WORDS KAREN WILSON PHOTOGRAPHS KATIE LEE

�

BEFORE

W
e’d viewed nearly 
40 houses before 
we found our village 
home,’ recalls Kate. 
‘Our search had taken 

us all around the Newcastle suburbs, and 
we had got as far as making an offer on a 
house in nearby Blaydon, but unfortunately 
it fell through at the last minute.’

It was then that Kate and husband 
John came across a row of period cottages 
in Ryton, one of which seemed to offer 
all the space and character they were 
looking for. Plus, as it had three bedrooms, 
John could use one as his art studio.

However, the décor was ‘a 1980s 
disaster,’ says Kate. ‘There were regal 
red carpets everywhere, pine dado rails 
and dated curtains. A previous owner 
had clearly been a smoker as there were 
yellow stains on the walls and ceiling, 
which made the house feel like a pub!’ 
The kitchen, squashed into a small 
extension off the dining room at the rear, 
featured quarry fl oor tiles and dark wood 
units, with very little storage space. 

ORIGINAL ROOM
Left The old kitchen 
was crammed into 
an extension off the 
dining room at the 
back of the house

KITCHEN SCHEME
Right White Abstrakt 
units from Ikea (see 
Ringhult units for 
similar) and replica 
Charles Eames chairs 
contrast with oak 
worktops from 
Wood & Beyond, 
solid oak fl ooring 
from Doors & 
Floors Direct and 
slate mosaic tiles 
from The Tile Shed. 
An Agnes fl at-
weave rug from 
Habitat adds colour, 
alongside other 
bright accessories

DESIGN DETAILS
Above The chimney 
breast is painted in 
Blizzard from B&Q’s 
Colours range, with 
walls in Crown 
Breatheasy Snowfall. 

‘Our new kitchen-
diner makes best 
use of the space’

The Make Art Not 
War limited-edition 
print, by Bob & 
Roberta Smith from 
Baltic Shop, is one of 
many pieces of art 
in the couple’s home

Undeterred, the couple saw the 
property’s potential, and decided to buy. 
‘We tackled the bedrooms fi rst when we 
moved in, then the living room and hall, 
leaving the trickiest job – the kitchen – 
until last,’ says Kate. ‘It was after living here 
a while that we realised we hardly ever used 
the dining room, even though it was the 
biggest space in the house. We tried to 
use it as a home offi ce, but it still ended 
up as a through-room to the kitchen.’

They decided that it made sense to 
create a new kitchen-diner incorporating 
the two rooms, and turn the former 
kitchen into a utility room. There was also 
scope to steal space from the old kitchen 
for a cloakroom/WC and a large cupboard 
for a tumble dryer and storage.

With only a small budget for the 
project, Kate and John knew it would 
be a massive challenge to radically alter 
the layout. However, as John used to 
be an electrician and his dad had retired 
from a construction and drainage 
business, they were able to tackle the 
plumbing and electrics between them. 
They hired a drill to break through the 
concrete in the back yard and connect 
new services to the drains, and John also 
fi tted the kitchen, laid the oak veneer 
fl ooring and tiled the splashbacks. ‘John’s 
a perfectionist who works fast, which is 
the perfect combination!’ says Kate.

The project got underway in November 
2011, when Kate was pregnant with 
Benjamin, but having the original kitchen 
meant it wasn’t too disruptive. ‘We 
sketched out the layout we wanted fi rst,’ 
says Kate. ‘Working around the original 
fi replace, the best option was a U shape, 
with the sink in the middle in front of the 
window. We wanted something simple 
that wouldn’t date, so we opted for 

THE OWNERS
Kate Parkin, a relationship 
manager for Arts Council 
England, and her husband 
John, an artist, live here with 
their son Benjamin, three

THE PROPERTY
A three-bedroom, mid-terraced 
house built around 1865

THE LOCATION
Ryton, Tyne and Wear

WHAT THEY SPENT
The couple’s kitchen project 
cost around £3,800 

FACT FILE
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modern white units that would contrast 
well with the period house.’

At fi rst, Kate wanted to position the 
oven and hob within the peninsular to 
create a more sociable space, with a 
pendant-style extractor above. However, 
their kitchen designer pointed out that it 
wouldn’t be practical with a baby on the 
way, as a toddler could potentially access 
the hob from 
three sides. The 
design was then 
reconfi gured so 
that the oven and 
hob are to the 
right of the sink, 
with a circular 
extractor instead.

The couple 
shopped around 
for oak worktops, which cost a fi fth of 
the price of granite, and to make their 
kitchen unique John created a shelving 
unit with a seating area from the former 
pantry door. The cupboard is accessed 
from the utility room and stretches behind 
it under the stairs, so there’s no wasted 
space. ‘This is my favourite part of the 
design,’ says Kate. ‘John reused architraves 
and a quarter of the door from the old 
cupboard so it looks as if it’s always been 
there, and we made an upholstered 
seat with storage space underneath.’

OPEN LAYOUT
Above For a better 
sense of fl ow, the 
new utility space has 
no door. John made 
the charcoal grey 
unit from part of 
the old pantry door

PLAY SPACE
Below The side of 
the peninsular is 
coated in chalkboard 
paint, providing a 
place for Benjamin 
to get creative while 
Kate prepares meals

‘After a while we realised 
we hardly ever used the 

dining room, even 
though it was the biggest 

space in the house’ 

Opting for a simple, contemporary 
kitchen with neutral walls means that 
the couple’s vintage furniture, retro 
accessories and colourful artwork 
can really stand out. ‘It’s a great space 
for John to hang his artwork to see 
how it looks,’ says Kate. ‘The pictures 
change on a regular basis.’

The project wasn’t without its 
challenges, 
however. ‘We 
noticed that 
the fl oorboards 
in the old pantry 
were creaking 
and discovered 
woodworm 
below, which 
hadn’t shown 
up in the survey,’ 

explains Kate. ‘Two of the joists had to 
be replaced and the rest treated, which 
was a very dirty job for John and his dad!’

Structural issues aside, switching the 
purpose of the rooms has transformed 
the way the family live. ‘Without the utility 
room, any dirt from outside would be 
trudged straight into the kitchen and there 
was never enough room with a pushchair,’ 
says Kate. ‘We spend most of our time in 
the kitchen now, and the fact that John’s 
done so much of the design and work 
himself makes it feel very special.’  
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   FOR STOCKIST INFORMATION SEE PAGE 151

 THE COSTS
Kitchen and 
utility units 
Appliances

Flooring
Building materials

Worktops
Tiles

Sink and taps
Lighting
TOTAL

£1,300
£1,000
£500
£250
£250
£250
£200
£60
£3,810

Kitchen units, oven and 
extractor Ikea
Worktops Wood & Beyond
Flooring Doors & Floors Direct 
Tiles The Tile Shed
Lighting Litecraft

THE CONTACTS

THE PLANS

BEFORE

AFTER

The original dining room has 
been turned into a kitchen, 
with the old kitchen now a 
utility room with a partition 
wall, creating a cloakroom/
WC and understairs cupboard 

What we’ve learned
‘Do as much of the work as you 
can to save money. I was lucky 
that John is so practical, but I 
tried my hand at tiling, too. We 
also found that by shopping 
around, you can often fi nd great 
quality fi xtures and fi ttings, 
such as our oak work surfaces 
from Wood & Beyond.’ 

My top tip
‘Don’t always buy appliances 
from the same place as your kitchen 
units. Although we had to go for 
the Ikea built-in microwave as it 
fi tted its units, we saved a fortune 
buying a secondhand dishwasher 
and fridge-freezer on Ebay.’

My best purchase
‘I love the retro G-Plan sideboard 
(bottom right), which cost £40 in 
a house clearance. It’s great for 
storing crockery and cutlery, 
plus it’s an ideal display space
for some of my favourite things.’

My go-to stores
‘I love Habitat for its quality design 
and colours – it is both retro and 
contemporary at the same time. 
I also love Barker & Stonehouse, 
RE in Corbridge, and Tynemouth 
market, which is great for picking 
up teapots, jugs and vases (right).’

If we did it all again…
‘...we’d possibly create more of 
a breakfast area to include stools, 
but there wasn’t really enough 
space this time. If we’d had the 
budget we would have knocked 
right through to the utility room 
to create a more free-fl owing, 
open-plan space. But it would 
have cost around £3,000, as it 
needed a steel beam, which was 
beyond our means.’

My favourite spot
‘Sitting at the dining table (top right) 
with the afternoon sun streaming in. 
I like to sit here reading or making 
things with Benjamin.’  

Kate Parkin shares her advice 
for creating a stylish kitchen

Project notes

Dining room

Kitchen

Pantry

Kitchen-diner

Utility 
room

WC/
cloakroom

Storage
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T 
he former owner of my 
home was a Spanish lady 
who was also an architect,’ 
recalls Kim of her six-storey 
Georgian townhouse, ‘so the 

remodelling had been structurally very 
good. However, anything aesthetic she’d 
done was at odds with the period of the 

Kim Franklin has transformed an impractical en suite into a relaxing, 
modern classic space in keeping with the character of her Georgian home
WORDS CATHERINE LAW PHOTOGRAPHS CAROLE POIROT

‘Simplicity is key to the 
success of my bathroom’

THE OWNER
Kim Franklin, a lawyer, 
lives here with her children 
Cora, 19, and Oliver, 16

THE PROPERTY
A four-bedroom Georgian 
townhouse

THE LOCATION
Marylebone, north London

WHAT WAS SPENT
Kim’s bathroom project cost 
around £25,000

FACT FILE BEFORE

ORIGINAL ROOM
Above The previous 
owner used a lot of 
stonework in the 
house. Steps up to 
the bath, where the 
taps were positioned 
in the middle, were 
awkward to use and, 
alongside a built-in 
cupboard, took up 
a lot of space

MIRROR FEATURE
Left Refl ecting light 
around the room 
and adding vintage 
character, a mirrored 
wall extending the 
length of the space 
behind the basin 
is a bespoke hand- 
silvered antiqued-
glass-panel design 
from Rough Old 
Glass. A built-in 
ledge below displays 
simple accessories

property, and it was obvious that the old 
fi ttings in my en suite would have to come 
out and I would have to start from scratch.’

Kim began the work to transform her 
home when she moved in nine years ago, 
starting with the basement and ground 
fl oor. She tasked a fi rm of architects to 
ensure the renovation included design 

ideas in keeping with her taste and 
sympathetic to the period of the house. 
But the en suite was the last room to 
be transformed. ‘The previous owner 
loved stonework and there was lots of 
it in this room. The bath was sunk into 
a raised stone platform reached by steps 
I found impractical,’ she says.

�
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NEW SCHEME
Kim chose a classic 
look for her en 
suite, using frosted 
glass on the lower 
windows and Crystal 
Grey paint by Dulux 
Trade on the walls. 
A curvaceous 
freestanding 
Barcelona bath 
with a high-gloss 
fi nish, from Victoria 
& Albert Baths, 
is the focal point 
of the scheme. It 
is set at an angle 
so that lighting 
could be fi tted 
into the fl oor joists, 
creating a relaxed, 
boutique-hotel feel

Contemporary en suite
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Kim turned to a fi rm of building 
contractors that she knew well to help 
with the project, and, after being 
recommended to her, approached interior 
designer Zoe Brewer. Kim’s initial plan was 
to have a feminine-style bathroom, with 
a chandelier and a traditional roll-top bath 
with claw feet, but Zoe talked her out of 
it. ‘I’m rather glad she did!’ says Kim.

She suggested a modern classic scheme 
instead, going for clean-lined fi ttings so 
that Kim could then add the accessories 
she wanted. Zoe also thought the room 
should have an indulgent, relaxing feel 
rather than being purely functional.

The starting point was the bath, and 
Zoe recommended a deep, double-ended 
freestanding Barcelona tub from Victoria 
& Albert Baths – the smart, minimal style 
of which became the focus of the scheme. 

When work began, scaffolding was 
erected at the back of the house as the 
builders had to take everything in and out 
of a window via a hoist, except the bath, 
which had to be brought up the stairs. 
Once the old fi ttings were removed, Kim 
and Zoe worked out a more effi cient layout, 
with the shower positioned where a 
cupboard had been, the bath under the 
window, and the WC and basin on the 
left-hand wall replacing two existing basins. 

‘I was originally keen to have my new 
basin set into an old or antique piece of 

furniture,’ says Kim. ‘I liked an Italian one 
set into its own console table but it would 
have cost thousands of pounds.’ Instead, 
she went for a contemporary style with 
space at the edges for accessories.

One of the other most striking features 
of the new scheme is the glossy dark-
wood fl ooring. ‘Zoe’s idea was to salvage 
the original fl oorboards,’ explains Kim. 
‘However, they had been damaged by the 
stone fl oor and so had to be replaced 
with new boards, 
matching them up 
with the bedroom 
fl oor to create 
a streamlined 
effect.’ Underfl oor 
heating was 
installed and a 
membrane laid, 
before the fl ooring 
was treated with 
sealant and then stained. 

While the work was ongoing, Zoe 
sent Kim pictures of a bath with lighting 
around the fl oor illuminating it from 
underneath, which Kim really liked. The 
builder advised that the joists were in 
the wrong place for this to work if the 
bath was to sit square under the window, 
so the only way around this was to position 
the bath at an angle – an asymmetrical 
touch that adds further fl air to the scheme. 

Zoe also suggested mirroring the whole 
wall. ‘I thought it would look over the 
top,’ admits Kim, ‘but she said it would 
be spectacular.’ As some of the walls in 
the Georgian home weren’t straight, the 
wall had to be built out with batons to 
take the mirrored tiles. ‘The whole thing 
was a project on its own. The fi rst time it 
was installed, it had to be redone. But, 
in the end, I was so glad I decided to 
have it.’ It did take Kim over budget 

and pushed the 
scheme into a 
fourth month, 
but she was able 
to use her son’s 
bedroom and 
bathroom during 
this time. 

With the en 
suite starting to 
take shape, Kim 

went about stamping her personality on 
the space, and keeping the look minimal 
was key. ‘I have an ever-growing collection 
of pebbles and rocks, so I simply displayed 
a few in a brandy bubble glass,’ she says. 
Kim also had a sound system installed, 
so she can enjoy music while relaxing.

Her en suite fi ts in with the sensibilities 
of simple Georgian style perfectly. ‘My 
new bathroom is a successful combination 
– stylish without being bland.’  

‘I thought that mirror-
tiling a whole wall would 
be over the top, but Zoe 

said it would look 
spectacular’

DESIGN DETAILS
Left A white gloss 
shelving unit made 
by the builders from 
spray-painted MDF, 
alongside a tray 
table from West 
Elm, are handy for 
resting and storing 
accessories. Interior 
designer Zoe’s aim 
was to create a 
space that felt like a 
room for living in, so 
avoided using tiles 
– usually associated 
with bathrooms. 
Instead, wooden 
fl oorboards sourced 
by ASAP Construction 
add warmth to the 
room scheme
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THE COSTS
Interior design and 

building work
Vanity unit and 

furniture
Bath and fi ller

Mirrored panel
Shower

 Taps
Basin

TOTAL

£11,305

£5,489
£3,400
£2,500
£1,228
£778
£300
£25,000

Interior designer Zoe Brewer, 
My Interior Stylist, 07516 
762768, myinteriorstylist.com
Construction ASAP 
Construction, 020 7267 0492, 
asap-construction.co.uk
Bath Victoria & Albert Baths
Sanitaryware CP Hart
Tiles Rough Old Glass

THE CONTACTS

What I’ve learnt
‘I’m currently doing up my little 
townhouse in Suffolk, where I plan 
to have a signature bathroom, so 
I will defi nitely be drawing on the 
experience I’ve gained. I certainly 
know which bath to choose.’ 

My best purchase
‘My wall of antiqued mirror tiles 
from Rough Old Glass (right) was 
a pain to install, but worth it in 
the end – the result is stunning.’

My top tip
‘While planning your scheme, create 
a mood board to inspire you, such as 
on Pinterest. Zoe set one up for me 
so I could build up an idea of what I 
wanted, and I would spend whole 
mornings on it deciding what I liked.’

I couldn’t live without…
‘…my shower (below right). The 
bath takes a while to fi ll up and 
I prefer showers as they are so 
fast. I confess to not having used 
the bath very much, although my 
daughter was in there in a fl ash.’

A near disaster…
‘…was when the bath (right) was 
delivered. It took four men a whole 
morning, painstakingly measuring 
the narrow staircase and easing it 
up. They said they’d never not got 
a bath in yet – and they were right.’

If I did it all again…
‘...I’d do the shower differently. 
The one I originally chose didn’t 
have doors and I soon realised 
that this was not for me. Fitting 
the doors afterwards made it 
diffi cult to get them aligned, so 
next time I’d love an L-shaped 
wet room-style shower.’

The biggest surprise…
‘…was when my new bathroom 
appeared on the Houzz website 
and received over 20,000 ‘likes’. 
It left me thinking how unexpected 
life can be when your bathroom 
becomes an internet sensation.’  

THE PLANS
BEFORE

A built-in cupboard and 
stonework steps up to the 
bath have been removed 
to create more space, 
and a new shower and 
freestanding bath installed 
in their place. A large single 
basin is now below a 
mirrored feature wall

Kim Franklin shares her tips for 
a successful bathroom renovation

Project notes

AFTER
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Sneak preview

BATHROOM
updatesLook out for the latest design 

ideas, fi xtures and fi ttings 
to transform your space
COMPILED BY PAULA WOODS

When considering a viable alternative 
to wood fl ooring in the bathroom, 
don’t dismiss luxury vinyl. Quick-Step’s 
rejuvenated Livyn range promises all 
the characteristics and colour of deeply 
milled grooved planks, with a realistic 
matt fi nish and quick, easy fi tting. 
Livyn Balance offers 16 wood looks, 
or try Livyn Ambient for tiles, stone 
or concrete. The water-resistant designs 
cost from £26.99 per square metre. 

WATERPROOF 
SURFACE

Hansgrohe’s popular Croma 
showerpipe (left) now 
features Select technology, 
making it easy to switch 
between three spray modes 
at the touch of a button. In 
addition, the Dia.18cm Croma 
Select E 180 showerhead 
(also seen) offers the latest 
Ecosmart technology for 
a satisfying shower with 
only nine litres of water per 
minute. Priced around £626.

FLEXIBLE 
FEATURES

Once upon a time, bathroom 
paints meant shiny walls and a 

limited colour selection. But now, 
Crown’s latest range of super-

tough, condensation- and steam-
resistant Kitchen and Bathroom 

paint, with MouldGuard protection,  
off ers 28 matt shades, which are 

also 99 per cent solvent-free.
Platinum, from 

£25.99 for 2.5ltrs

Paint refresh

Dragonfl y, from
£25.99 for 2.5ltrs

Olive Press, from
£25.99 for 2.5ltrs 

�

Grey Travertine 
vinyl fl ooring, 
£26.99 per m2
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Big on style, but small in size, the Solo vanity 
from Bauhaus, H48xW50xD40cm, has a deep 

drawer, gentle curves, and space-effi cient 
wall-hung design. In fi ve colours – Graphite, 
Azure, Quartz, Calico (above) or White – it 

costs £335, with inset cast-mineral basin, £175.

By Philippe Starck, and the winner of a Red Dot 
design award, Duravit’s Cape Cod washstand, 

H82xW112xD57cm, has a frame fi nished in 
chrome (shown), Vintage Oak, American Walnut, 

White Beech or European Oak, with a white 
gloss cabinet. From £1,922. Basin, £288. 

Ample storage and classic looks make this 
sturdy vanity from Burlington Bathrooms ideal 

for families. H82xW130xD55cm, in various 
confi gurations, it comes in standard or custom 

colours. Freestanding unit in Dark Olive, £1,700. 
Minerva worktop with basins, from £799.

EN SUITE SPA FAMILY

3 of the latest VANITY UNITS

‘Good bathroom lighting 
can transform the look 
and feel of a bathroom,’ 
says Chris Jordan, 
managing director at 
Christopher Wray, ‘and 
task lighting should be 
chosen to illuminate 
without causing shadows, 
such as with a single strip 
above the mirror.’ The 
Cabus linear wall light, 
in chrome white or 
copper, L134cm, L104cm 
or L74cm, costs from £345. 

LIGHT STRIP

New this year, the Edge Triple 
Slider from Simpsons is ideal 
for those looking to save space 
in style, thanks to an innovative 
three-panel sliding system 
that enables easy access to the 
enclosure without encroaching 
on valuable fl oor space. Fitted 
with 6mm toughened glass as 
standard, and in a choice of 
three widths, the reversible 
design also ensures a smart, 
seamless fi t for all spaces. 
Prices start at £415 for a 
90cm system with 43cm 
opening, and side panels 
are available from £199. 

SLIDING 
SOLUTION

Talking point
A Petrifi ed wood basin from Indigenous 
will make a unique statement in your space. 
Made using a process called permineralisation, 
which turns wood into stone, the result is a 
stunning bark exterior and a mirror-smooth 
bowl. Choose from a majestic pedestal, £3,000 
– an impressive H90xDia.50cm – or a basin, 
H15xDia.40cm, £600, for countertop use, 
and consider teaming with a matching stool.
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High-quality brassware is the cornerstone of any 
successful design-led bathroom scheme, and those 
in the know are turning to rose-gold fi nishes. CP Hart’s 
new Axor Citterio E collection teams Italian design 
with precision German engineering and includes this 
single-lever basin mixer, H24cm, priced from £327.

Modern finish

For those looking for a design 
statement, especially over larger 
areas, Lustrolite acrylic panels from 
Abacus offer the look and feel of 
glass, without the time-consuming 
installation. No templating is 
required and panels can be cut and 
drilled on site. They are available 
in nine stunning shades, including 
Forest (right). In seven sizes, the 
hygienic, scratch-resistant, easy-
clean panels cost from £127.20 
for a H76xW70cm panel.

COPPER
Bringing warmth and a sense 
of luxury, Roca’s aged copper 

fi nish adds an industrial edge to 
its Eliptico cast-iron roll-top bath, 
H42xW85xL170cm (without legs). 
An anti-slip coating also ensures 

safe bathing for all the family, 
while varying leg options allow 

for traditional and modern 
styling. From £1,766.

COPPER
TREND WATCH

Feature wall

HANDY HELPER 
A stylish, discreet solution if you 
are looking for extra support in the 
bathroom, this circular grab bar off ers 
easy grip from all angles. Dia.30cm, 
it is made from aluminium, and is 
part of John Lewis’ new Sabi Space 
accessories collection. Attached using 
easy-fi t, no-screw pegs, and in a choice 
of yellow or blue, it costs £100.

Sneak preview

�
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Designed by Mario Talin, Iconic’s Eos radiator effortlessly marries form and 
function, while the option of vertical (round, as above), H118xW50cm, and 
horizontal (oval) designs caters to a variety of spaces. The Eos has a Btu (British 
thermal unit) of 1,699 and, when calculating heat output, Marcus Orchard of 
Iconic recommends ‘an assumed temperature of between 21 and 24 degrees for 
bathrooms’. The design comes in metallic silver as standard, but also chrome, 
matt silver, black or white, and a choice of 188 RAL colours. From £1,100.

Luxury brassware specialist Crosswater 
has launched Waldorf, its fi rst complete 
sanitaryware and brassware collection. 
Tapping into the current trend for 
Art Deco-inspired interiors, statement 
pieces, such as a double metal console, 
H81.5xW136xD48cm, and fl uted 
freestanding bath, H60xL164.5x
D73cm, are teamed with stylish 
crosshead or lever taps, and are an 
ideal option for larger traditional 
spaces, where scale, proportion and 
attention to detail are key. Prices start 
from £339 for a W60cm basin and 
£305 for a deck-mounted tap.  

The ultimate bathroom must-have, 
Geberit’s new AquaClean Mera WC 
offers an automatic opening lid, 
discreet lighting for night-time visits, 
and an ergonomic seat that warms up 
before you sit. Its patented WhirlSpray 
technology provides a comfortable 
spray-clean experience, with controlled 
air-drying. TurboFlush ensures effortless 
cleaning, and automatic odour extraction 
fi lls the bathroom with fresh air for a 
pleasant environment even in rooms 
with no natural ventilation. From £4,740.

Looking for inspiration and advice? Luxury 
bathroom expert Ripples has launched a new 
monthly series on its website, ripples.ltd.uk, to 

help you with your redesign project. Packed with 
useful information, fresh ideas, insider tips and 

the latest trends, it also addresses common 
bathroom queries, and is the place to go to learn 
about successful planning, buying, and design.

WEB WATCH  

Statement heating

Design 
innovation

COHESIVE 
COLLECTION
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THE OWNERS
Sara Luter (right), who 
works in marketing, and her 
husband Mark, a banker

THE PROPERTY
A six-bedroom detached 
period house, built in 1732

THE LOCATION
Hemel Hempstead, 
Hertfordshire

WHAT THEY SPENT
The couple’s en suite project 
cost around £13,000

FACT FILE

BEFORE

BEFORE

Sara and Mark Luter updated the master en suite in their period 
home using stylish fi xtures and fi ttings and glamorous touches
WORDS AND STYLING LOUISE O’BRYAN PHOTOGRAPHS RACHAEL SMITH

‘We created our perfect 
tranquil retreat with a 
light, contemporary look’

DATED DESIGN
Above Although 
the bathroom had 
been renovated 15 
years previously 
with expensive 
fi nishes, including 
a handmade marble 
basin and Jacuzzi 
bath, it looked 
old-fashioned and 
didn’t fi t in with the 
rest of the house

LEAKY SHOWER
Left Some of the 
fi ttings were broken, 
and water was 
leaking from the 
shower into the 
utility room below 
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W
hen we bought our 
neighbour’s attached 
cottage three years 
ago, we undertook 
a huge renovation 

to convert the two separate homes into 
a single property,’ explains Sara. 

‘The main bathrooms were updated 
as part of the project, but we left our en 
suite untouched as it was usable, if old-
fashioned. It wasn’t until we started having 
issues with the fi ttings that we decided 
to look at new designs for the space.’

The bathroom had been expensively 
renovated around 15 years before the 
couple moved in, with a handmade 
marble basin and Jacuzzi bath, but it 

�

felt dated and didn’t fl ow with the rest 
of the contemporary-style interior. They 
wanted to create a space that was 
extremely practical with plenty of storage, 
subtle lighting, underfl oor heating and 
a towel rail in reaching distance of the 
shower. ‘We also wanted a beautiful 
bath that not only looked wonderful, but 
was comfortable to use, as I suffer from 
lower-back problems,’ explains Sara.

With such an extensive wishlist, the 
couple decided to enlist the expertise of 
a local bathroom designer, Trevor Yeardye 
of Yeardye Luxury Bathrooms, to create 
the perfect layout and select the right 
products from a broad range of suppliers. 
‘After meeting with Trevor to discuss the 

ideas, he went away and drew up a 
fl oorplan,’ says Sara. ‘We agreed to his 
design very quickly as it met our brief 
in terms of including everything we 
wanted, and how best to use the space.’ 

With the layout agreed, the couple 
moved onto product selection. ‘We 
discussed our budget in more detail at 
this stage, as there’s such a huge range 
in fi ttings and prices,’ says Sara. ‘Trevor 
was very responsive and helped us to 
adapt fi ttings to suit the budget; for 
example, we decided to pay a premium 
for the toilet as we loved the design, 
but we chose a less expensive bath tap.’

With everything ordered, the bathroom 
team began the messy job of stripping 

En suite makeover

CENTREPIECE BATH
The shapely Nebbia 
natural stone tub 
from Clearwater 
has a raised base 
to make bathing 
more comfortable. 
Osborne & Little’s 
Peacock wallpaper, 
with its subtle 
shimmer, creates a 
glamorous backdrop

MODERN 
ENCLOSURE
A custom-built 
shower cubicle by 
Theshowerlab was 
designed to fi t 
under the exposed 
beams; it’s fi tted 
with brassware 
by Zucchetti. The 
ceramic wall tiles, 
from Porcelanosa, 
have a subtle 
pattern that tones 
with the fl oor tiles
and wallpaper
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the room and preparing it for the new 
fi ttings. During the work, it was found 
that the original timber frames had rotted 
from a slow leak in the old plumbing, and 
the soil pipe couldn’t be moved from its 
original position. A studwork timber wall 
had to be built behind the WC to create 
new supports for the fi ttings and to cover 
the old soil pipe. ‘This was an unforeseen 
cost; however, neither 
of these problems 
could have been found 
until the old bathroom 
was dismantled,’ 
explains Sara. 

Subtle lighting was 
an important part of 
the space so Trevor 
designed recessed 
shelves to be fi tted 
next to the bath and in the shower 
enclosure, and then added LED lights. 
To support the voids, concrete lintels 
and pieces of timber were added to 
accommodate the depth of the light 
fi ttings. These were then plastered along 
with the rest of the room, and a shelf 
was added for a neat fi nish.

‘Our project manager, Cliff, and his 
team worked extremely hard and had 
strong attention to detail,’ says Sara. 
‘When we hit a problem, they thought 
around it and found a solution, and Cliff 
did a great job scheduling the different 
trades so that we didn’t lose any time.’

Sarah wanted to create a statement in 
the new space with a feature wall of tiles, 

but found it 
diffi cult to 
fi nd the right 
design. ‘I 
couldn’t fi nd 
anything that 
worked with 
the fl oor tiles 
I had chosen,’ 
she explains. 
‘However, 

we had used wallpaper in the rest of the 
house, so we decided to try it in here as 
the wall wasn’t in a splash zone. I sourced 
this heavy, well-made wallpaper with a 
beautiful peacock feather design that 
could be sponged down and would 
withstand light humidity. It’s glamorous 
and tones perfectly with the fl oor tiles.

The driftwood-style vanity unit and 
storage cupboards were also a triumph. 
‘When we spotted this beautifully calming 
driftwood fi nish we knew it was perfect 
for the relaxing ambience we were trying 
to achieve for the room,’ says Sara.

To complement the tranquil white and 
grey colour scheme, Sara fi nished the 
en suite with contemporary accessories 
and towels. ‘It has come together so well: 
the mix of products, tiles and wallpaper 
gives it a calming and restful fi nish that 
is everything we wanted,’ she says.

 ‘We have learnt that it pays to work 
with a specialist bathroom company, 
as the standard of fi nish is really high,’ 
she continues. ‘We’d had our other 
bathrooms refi tted during the rest of 
the house renovations, and while these 
were marginally cheaper, the builders 
did not have the knowledge in bathroom 
design to think through the smaller 
details, such as the siting of the shower 
valves and towel rail to make them more 
convenient for the user. These things 
have defi nitely made all the difference 
to the end result and turned a nice 
en suite into an outstanding one.’  

‘The mix of products, 
tiles and wallpaper 

gives it a calming and 
restful fi nish that is 

everything we wanted’

SPACE PLANNING
Left To minimise 
disruption, the 
en suite’s original 
layout was kept 
the same, but the 
airing cupboard 
door was relocated 
to create space for 
a towel radiator 
from Radox, and 
the cupboard itself 
was repurposed as 
bedroom storage

STORAGE RECESS
Right A coloured 
glass splashback 
from Safeguard 
Glass is fi tted into 
the recessed shelf, 
and lights up in 
the evening for an 
atmospheric look. 
The brassware is 
from Zucchetti 
and the radiator 
is from Radox
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THE COSTS
Shower and taps

Vanity unit and 
storage cupboards

Bath
Shower enclosure

Tiles 
Radiators and 

underfl oor heating
Bespoke mirror and 

glass splashbacks
WC

Lighting
TOTAL

£2,130

£2,080
£1,999
£1,845
£1,490

£1,193

£788
£664
£604
£12,793

Bathroom design and installation 
Yeardye Luxury Bathrooms, 01296 
706220, yeardyeluxurybathrooms.co.uk
Bath Clearwater
Shower enclosure Theshowerlab
Vanity unit and storage cupboards GSI
Floor and wall tiles Porcelanosa
Brassware Zucchetti 
Radiators Radox
Lighting Astro Lighting

THE CONTACTS

What I’ve learnt
‘That specifying a bespoke shower 
unit and glass splashbacks adds extra 
time to a project. The companies 
couldn’t template these until all the 
tiling had been done. However, the 
end result was worth the wait!’

Style inspiration
‘I love white and grey interiors 
and thought it would be the 
perfect palette for a fresh and 
tranquil bathroom. I didn’t want 
the space to feel too sterile so I 
chose a vanity from GSI with a 
driftwood fi nish (right) that adds 
warmth yet still feels modern.’

My favourite feature
‘The wallpaper has softened the 
whole room, helping it to fl ow into 
the bedroom so that both spaces 
seem like one. The combination of 
tiles, wallpaper, wood and glass has 
worked really well and given the 
whole room a contemporary edge.’

I couldn’t live without…
‘…the lights in the recessed 
shelving in the shower enclosure 
and next to the bath, as they 
create a calming atmosphere. 
It’s also great that you don’t 
have to use any bright lights 
in the middle of the night.’  

My top tip
‘Dedicate plenty of time to selecting 
the perfect tiles and products that 
will work in your space and that you 
won’t grow tired of. Try and picture 
the whole look and how it will all 
work together. I placed a sample of 
the tiles and glass with the wallpaper 
before ordering it to ensure all the 
tones worked together.’  

My best buy
‘I chose a beautiful freestanding 
bath (right) with a raised base 
that supports your legs and 
lower back. This is ideal for me 
as I suffer from lower-back pain 
– it’s wonderfully comfortable 
and I can lie in it for ages.’  

THE PLANS

BEFORE

AFTER

A door replaces an archway 
for privacy, and the airing 
cupboard door has been 
moved to make room for a 
towel radiator. The fi ttings 
remain in the same positions

Sara Luter shares her ideas for 
a successful bathroom update

Project notes
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T
he bathroom was the last job 
on our to-do list when we 
moved into our home. We 
could live with the dated 
emulsion and the shower 

above the bath, and I was at a loss about 
how to organise the space any better,’ 
explains William. ‘I visited bathroom stores 
and browsed magazines but I was stuck 
with how to redesign the room. The crunch 
moment came during a visit from my 

THE OWNERS
William Clayton (below, left), a 
tattoo remover, and Ronald Pritchard 
(below, right), a head teacher

THE PROPERTY
A Victorian, three-bedroom 
semi-detached house

THE LOCATION
Hoxton, east London

WHAT THEY SPENT
The couple’s bathroom project 
cost around £13,000

FACT FILE

�

OLD BATHROOM
Above William and 
Ronald were stuck 
for ideas on how 
to improve their 
small bathroom

STATEMENT LOOK
Right The Petite 
Millbrook bath from 
The Cast Iron Bath 
Company is central 
to the new space. 
Either side of the 
shower, Castellon 
basins from Bauhaus 
sit on bespoke units 
protected with 
yacht varnish for a 
waterproof fi nish

William Clayton and Ronald Pritchard’s 
elegant space features eclectic touches
WORDS ANDRÉA CHILDS PHOTOGRAPHS ANDREW BOSCHIER

‘Boutique hotel style 
was the inspiration 
for our bathroom’

BEFORE
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Redesigned bathroom
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parents, when I realised that they were 
fi nding it increasingly diffi cult to climb 
into the enormous roll-top bath we’d 
inherited from the previous owners. The 
time had come to make a change.’

A local showroom put William and his 
partner Ronald in touch with Dawn Pirie, 
an interior designer with a talent for 
bathroom makeovers. They travelled to 
Margate, where Dawn had created the 
interiors for a boutique hotel, to check 
out her work. ‘The décor at the Sands 
Hotel was stylish, warm and relaxed, 
and I loved the look of the bathrooms 
with their twin basins and luxury details,’ 
remembers William. ‘Our bathroom is 
only three-metres square, a much smaller 
project than an entire hotel, but Ronald 
and I decided to brief Dawn and see 
what she could come up with.’

The couple had two key criteria for 
their new-look bathroom. First, that it 
should incorporate a separate shower and 
bath; second, that it would include plenty 
of storage. After an initial visit in January 
2014 to measure the space, Dawn returned 
with her designs four weeks later. ‘William 
and Ronald gave me complete freedom 
with the colour scheme and organising 
the layout of the space,’ she says. ‘I soon 

realised that if I was to fi t in a separate 
shower, the solution was to move the bath 
away from the wall and into the centre of 
the room. Then it was natural to use twin 
basins, one either side of the shower, to 
give the room a sense of symmetry and the 
hotel look that William and Ronald wanted.’ 

A fl ush wet-room base and simple glass 
screen has created 
a walk-in shower 
that doesn’t 
dominate the 
space, while a 
smaller-than-
average roll-top 
bath allows space 
to walk around 
the room without 
any ‘pinch points’. 
‘Oddly enough, although the replacement 
bath is smaller, it’s more comfortable: proof 
that bigger isn’t always better,’ says William. 
‘And putting the shower behind the bath 
was a stroke of genius from Dawn.’

Work began in March 2014 and was 
completed three weeks later. Fortunately, 
the house has a downstairs WC, and both 
William and Ronald had showers at their 
workplaces, making the process easier. ‘It 
was a huge benefi t that Dawn could hire 

trusted installers who worked fast without 
compromising on quality,’ William says. 

The fi tters started by completely stripping 
out the room, installing additional joists 
to strengthen and level out the fl oor, and 
adding underfl oor heating. ‘We sold the 
cast-iron bath that had been here to a 
Polish builder, who drove it all the way to 

Poland in his van,’ 
laughs William.

It was important 
to get the right 
balance of ambient 
and functional 
lighting, so Dawn 
designated two 
separate electrical 
circuits. One is for 
the wall spotlights 

over the mirrors, as well as the central 
pendant, while the second controls the 
bowler-hat wall lights and the LED lighting 
behind the mirrors, under the vanity units 
and above the shower wall – perfect for 
a soft glow when enjoying a soak in the 
bath. ‘Lighting can make or break a room, 
especially in a space that’s both practical 
and a place to relax,’ she says. 

Dawn took inspiration from the eclectic 
style in the house. For example, she chose 

‘This room was dated 
and awkward to use. 

Now it’s glamorous and 
practical – everyone 

who sees it says “wow”’

WALK-IN SHOWER
Left With a backdrop 
of Les Sablons 
crackle tiles from 
Walls & Floors, the 
chrome shower 
fi ttings from the 
Belgravia range at 
Crosswater add a 
contemporary edge. 
The Diga shower 
enclosure is from 
Kermi and the 
shower tray is by 
Zamori. Clay Katrine 
tiles have been used 
for the splashback, 
with mosaic Tulip 
Crystal tiles on the 
countertop, all from 
Walls & Floors

MOOD LIGHTING
Right The Jeeves 
wall lights by Jake 
Phipps were chosen 
to match those in 
the hallway. The 
parquet-look 
fl ooring was actually 
created using Larice 
fl oor tiles from 
Walls & Floors 
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THE COSTS
Design and 
installation 

Basins, bath, 
taps and WC

Shower
Wall and 

countertop tiles
Chests of drawers

Lighting
Floor tiles
Towel rail

Mirrors
TOTAL

£6,500

£2,535
£1,152

£895 
£619
£609
£498
£377
£167 
£13,352

Bathroom design Dawn Pirie, 
Inara Interiors, 07970 604377, 
inara-interiors.co.uk
Construction RW Building 
Services, 01372 270573, 
rwbservices@btconnect.com

THE CONTACTS

THE PLANS

BEFORE

AFTER

Replacing the large bath 
with a smaller design and 
relocating the bath to the 
centre of the room created 
space for a walk-in shower, 
with a basin either side

wall lights for the bathroom to match the 
Jake Phipps Jeeves bowler-hat pendants 
in the hallway. The ornate mirrors above 
the basins are another motif from the 
couple’s home. She also stayed true to 
the property’s origins, selecting a Victorian-
style suite and contrasting it with the 
contemporary shower. ‘The colour scheme 
was a surprise when Ronald and I fi rst 
saw it and we wouldn’t have thought 
of wallpaper for a bathroom, but it 
looks wonderful,’ says William. ‘It works 
beautifully with the wood-effect fl oor.’

Bespoke storage was the fi nal element 
of the design. Dawn commissioned a new 

cupboard to replace the cabinet hiding 
the boiler; the fl oor-to-ceiling design 
extends behind the WC. She had planned 
to put a simple shelf beneath the basins, 
but William and Ronald wanted more 
space for toiletries. ‘So I had the builders 
make cupboards instead,’ she says. Two 
freestanding chests of drawers provide 
extra storage, and add more elegant 
detail to the scheme.

‘This room used to be dated and 
awkward to use; now it’s glamorous and 
practical,’ says William. ‘Everyone who visits 
says “wow”. Who needs to go to a hotel 
when your own bathroom is like this?’  

STORAGE 
SOLUTION
A tall cupboard, 
made to measure by 
the builders, conceals 
the boiler and cistern. 
The woodwork in 
Soft Fauna 3 by 
Dulux picks up the 
eau-de-nil tones of 
the Grandis Azure 
wallpaper by Romo 
and the Bourbon 
tallboy from Made

Redesigned bathroom
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Did you know that your normal house insurance 
doesn’t cover your property if you are altering it 
through an extension, renovation or conversion, 
including the loft and garage? Many homeowners  
assume that their insurance policy will continue  
to provide cover if they carry out a major home- 

improvement project, but often this isn’t the case as a lot of  
policies have an exclusion – meaning you aren’t protected if  
you alter the structure of your building. 

Adding an extension can be the biggest financial investment 
you’ll make after purchasing your home, so why risk it all by not 
having the right insurance in place? Ask yourself if you could  
afford to rebuild your home and extension out of your own pocket 
if something went wrong. If the answer is no, then providers such 
as Self-Build Zone and Build-Zone can help to ensure your site is 
covered for the duration of the build, and afterwards.

Self-Build Zone’s latest Home Improvement Package provides 
cover on a property while it’s being improved or extended, even  
if you aren’t initially living there, plus it covers all the new works  
and materials, right up to completion of the project.

As part of the package, tools and equipment left on site are also 
protected, while employers’ and public liability insurance mean  
that anyone working on site is covered if they suffer an injury, or if 
damage is caused to a third party or their property. What’s more, 
should anything happen to a worker or family member while on 
site during the course of the construction, the cost of defending  

If you’re planning a renovation or 
extension project, making sure you 
have the right type of insurance  
is critical for your peace of mind

Advertorial

Left and below Make 
sure you’re properly 
covered, whatever your 
renovation or extension 
project. Discover the 
latest packages at 
build-zone.com
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or pursuing a claim is covered, plus there is also an additional 
contract on offer for any tradespeople or contractors that you 
employ, to legally protect yourself from possible negligence. 

With options to have approved inspectors carry out the 
building control and technical audits throughout the build,  
which can save you time and money, Build-Zone’s comprehensive 
protection options also include the chance to take out a 10-year 
structural warranty on completion of the work, to protect you 
against defects in design, materials and workmanship. For more 
information, call 0345 230 9873 or visit build-zone.com.  

Is your home 
covered?

Buildzone_Advertor.indd   150 10/09/2015   11:43
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Do you want to reach more than 145,000* dedicated home 
improvers? Then book a classified advert with Craig Taylor  
on 01527 834431, or email craig.taylor@centaur.co.uk 
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If you’re looking to buy fittings, fixtures, furniture and appliances  
for your home, you’ll find a great selection on the next eight pages

FEATURED ADVERTISER

Call 0845 468 0577
or visit willowandhall.co.uk/realhomes to request 

free samples, a catalogue and showroom informati on

Luxury 14cm deep
mattresses on all

our sofa beds

Over 35 years
of quality British

craftsmanship

Extensive fabric
and customisation

options

Exceptional value 
compared to the

high street

W&H

Sofa Beds | Sofas | Beds

The Elmley Sofa/Sofa Bed in House Linen Oyster
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Aegean bath shown - 2 sizes available

Request your brochure on 01255 831605
or go to: www.albionbathco.com

ALBION
Handmade bathrooms directly from our factory

What makes an Albion Bath unique?
Our exclusive bath material creates a difference you can feel....

QTR Home Building & Renovating Nov '15.indd   1 20/08/2015   10:43

Bathrooms

Heating

www.omniabathrooms.co.uk

FOR QUALITY BATHROOMS FROM LEADING BRANDS
AT DISCOUNTED PRICES VISIT:

Free delivery on all orders over £100
Up to 50% discount online

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF OUR LATEST PROMOTION
5% OFF ORDERS OVER £250 (DISCOUNT CODE DISC5)

AND 10% OFF ORDERS OVER £500 (DISCOUNT CODE DISC10).

Bathrooms

AVEC COOKERS
The UK’s finest Aga reconditioning specialist

Oil, Gas & Eectric Aga Cookers from £2500

Come and see our showroon at
Mereside Farm, Chester Road, 

AltrinchamCheshire WA14 3RU

Tel. 01565 830 885  Email. info@aveccookers.co.uk

Sales        Spares       Cookware       Servicing

AVEC COOKERS
The UK’s finest Aga reconditioning specialist

Sales                         Spares                          Cookware                         Servicing

Come and see our showroom at
Mereside Farm 
Chester Road
Altrincham
Cheshire
WA14 3RU

Tel. 01565 830 885   Email. info@aveccookers.co.uk

Oil, Gas & Electric Aga Cookers 
from £2500.00

Cookers
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EventsRadiator Covers

WILLOW Tiles

Tel: 01580 236299 / 07809 847135  Email: willowtiles@webplus.net

www.willowtiles.co.uk

Our range of genuine handmade clay roof tiles and fittings have been developed
specifically to produce an aged effect. Traditional techniques and moulds guarantee
each tile is produced with natural finish and undulations necessary to add distinction
and character to your roof, be it restoration or new build.

Roof Tiles

CROXFORD’S
Joinery Manufacturers & Woodturners

Timber Fold & Slide • Tilt & Slide
Lift & Slide Patio Doors • Casement
Sliding Sash • Tilt & Turn Windows

T. 01484 850892  E. info@croxfords.co.uk
www.croxfords.co.uk

Our patio doors and windows are made to measure and feature:
Easy Maintenance • Dual Draught Seals • High Tech Specification

High Security • Expert Craftmanship • Ideal Fire Escape

Metham Joinery Works,
New Street, Metham,

Holmfirth, HD9 5NT

marked Windows & Doors
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K

Croxfords_0213.pdf   1   09/08/2013   12:01

Doors & Windows

Our inspired version captures every detail yet 
costs a fraction of the original design. You can 
pay £5242 in Heals** for this furniture classic by  
Vitra but at Wallace Sacks we’re currently offering 
ours to readers for just £599†. A saving of £1396 

on our normal online selling 
price. True to the design’s 
original proportions, our 
Eames inspired Lounge 

Chair with Ottoman is fashioned in exactly 
the same way as the very fi rst chair. 10-layer 
plywood is moulded into shape then covered with 
a rich rosewood veneer. Backrest, arms, seat and 
ottoman cushion are each encased in sumptuously 
soft genuine leather as only we know how at this 
price. Together they create a cocoon of comfort 
that fi ts your body like a glove – a baseball glove 
in fact, as that was the inspiration for the original 
chair. To add to the feeling of relaxation, the chair’s 
back is tilted at a 15 degrees angle so your weight is 
distributed across it rather than on the seat.

If you’re looking for modern classic without the 
price tag to go with it, one that’s supremely 

comfortable as well as beautiful to look 
at, then this Eames inspired Lounge 
Chair with Ottoman from Wallace 
Sacks will not disappoint. In fact 

we are so confi dent of the design and construction 
of this chair that we are offering it with a lifetime 
warranty and since we have been around for over 
35 years that isn’t an empty promise.

A TRUE DESIGN ICON OF THE 20TH CENTURY, THIS BEAUTIFUL EAMES 
INSPIRED LOUNGE CHAIR WITH MATCHING OTTOMAN IS NOW JUST

Ergonomic as well as 
beautiful, it’s the ultimate 

way to relax

Without doubt one of the world’s most desired and sought after furniture classics, the sublimely 
styled Eames Lounge Chair with Ottoman was created by Ray and Charles Eames in 1956. 
Originally a gift for their friend Billy Wilder a famous director, it achieved national then worldwide 
fame after appearing on prime time American TV in the Arlene Francis show that very same year.

on our normal online selling 
price. True to the design’s 
original proportions, our 
Eames inspired Lounge 

soft genuine leather as only we know how at this 
price. Together they create a cocoon of comfort 
that fi ts your body like a glove – a baseball glove 
in fact, as that was the inspiration for the original 
chair. To add to the feeling of relaxation, the chair’s 
back is tilted at a 15 degrees angle so your weight is 
distributed across it rather than on the seat.

If you’re looking for modern classic without the 
price tag to go with it, one that’s supremely 

comfortable as well as beautiful to look 
at, then this Eames inspired Lounge 
Chair with Ottoman from Wallace 
Sacks will not disappoint. In fact 

†Plus delivery 
*See website for details  

**Correct at time of 
going to press

I C O N I C  L E A T H E R  F U R N I T U R E  G U A R A N T E E D  F O R  L I F E *

S O F A S  •  C H A I R S  •  T A B L E S  •  O U T D O O R  •  A C C E S S O R I E S  •  E F F O R T L E S S L Y  S T Y L E D

Charles &
Ray Eames  - 
designers of the 
original Lounge Chair 
with Ottoman

£599.00
NORMALLY 
£1995

†

SAVE 
70%

The Eames inspired Lounge Chair and Ottoman 
are available in Black, Brown or White Leather 
and come complete with a lifetime warranty*. 
Just part of Wallace Sacks collection of iconic 
furniture designs, to order and claim your 
70% discount across the entire range visit 
wallacesacks.com and enter code RH25915 
at the checkout or call 0800 0114 642. 
Delivery is FREE on all orders over £1000. 
Offer ends 20th November.

Furniture
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model shown: Rustic 80

Door AccessoriesBalustrades

Create a clean, tidy and 
safe storage space in 
your loft, whilst keeping 
your  heating bills down. 
Use the award-winning 
StoreFloor by LoftZone, 
which is the easiest way 
to board your loft above 300mm of insulation. 
Don’t squash your loft insulation, as that stops it working!
Mention “Real Homes 3” when you call, for the best offers.

Tel: 01483 600304 www.loftzone.co.uk

Lofts Heating

KBB Replacement 
Doors has added 
three critical finishes 
to its Bellissimo Pisa 
range, as the perfect 
complement to the 
existing five 
woodgrains.

White, Cashmere and Cream are the on-trend solid colours. 
Pisa is made in the innovative new PVC-edged MFC with 
almost invisible laser edging. There are bespoke sizes and
a curved option.
Freephone: 0800 112 4973  www.kitchenbedroomdoors.com

Replacement Cupboard Doors
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bath  shower.com

and

3 0  Y E A R S  I N  B A T H R O O M S

selected items 
while stocks last

up to

Plus a further

10% OFF 
everything

when you use this code:
realhome10

Order by phone 0345 601 4773 or online www.bathandshower.com 28 DAY MONEY BACK
G U A R A N T E E

real homes advert 189x182 02-07-15_real homes advert 189x182 10-05-15  02/07/2015  14:20  Page 1

Bathrooms

Towel Warmers

Fold Away, Hinged 
Wet Room Screens  

&                                 
Self-Supporting        

Wet Room Tray Kits 
 

See these ranges at: 

unishower.co.uk 
Tel: 01845 577428 

Wet Rooms
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Beautiful and practical – made-to-measure 
furniture in around two weeks! 
Imagine the perfect furniture for your home, designed just for your space 
and needs. We make Jali products to your exact sizes and deliver to your 
door in around two weeks. From radiator cabinets and shutters to dressers 
and wardrobes, everything can be customised to your wishes on our website.

Jali: the quality and finish of bespoke joinery, without the high price-tag! 
Contact us to find out more...

Lighting Bedrooms

www.socketsandswitches.com  0845 812 3838  | enquiries@socketsandswitches.com

Integrated
USB Charging
2 amp tablet charger
1 amp phone charger

• Two USB Ports
• Port one rated 2.1 amp at 5V
• Port two rated 1 amp at 5V
• Max output of 3.1 amp
• 2 x 13 amp sockets - 250v rated
• CE tested and marked
• Available with white or black interiors

Our unique USB charging socket can be
integrated on most of our plate ranges and
finishes. It has a fast charge rate and is a
more attractive solution to some other
options. Total charging rate is 3 amp via a
2 amp socket and a 1 amp socket, amperage
is NOT shared between sockets. This ensures
that our Integrated USB charges specific
devices quickly and efficiently even when
two sockets are in use.

Available in most finishes

Sockets & Switches

Maintains the natural colour of the wood 
and limits the greying process

Call or visit 
the web for 
stockists.

+44 (0)1296 481 220
www.osmouk.com

>  Prolongs wood lifetime
>  Algae and fungal decay protection
>   Transparent 425 Oak fi nish and 

428 Cedar fi nish now available

Sunscreen 
for your wood

UV Protection Factor 12

Osmo UV-protection 2014 130x90.indd   1 04/03/2014   13:53

Wood Protection
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Beautiful and practical – made-to-measure 
furniture in around two weeks! 
Imagine the perfect furniture for your home, designed just for your space 
and needs. We make Jali products to your exact sizes and deliver to your 
door in around two weeks. From radiator cabinets and shutters to dressers 
and wardrobes, everything can be customised to your wishes on our website.

Jali: the quality and finish of bespoke joinery, without the high price-tag! 
Contact us to find out more...
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BUILD YOUR OWN CONSERVATORY

IN JUST 4 DAYS
Pay ONLY

£99
DEPOSIT

& NOTHING MORE
FOR A YEAR

Subject to status, ask for details

O
FF

SAVE £1000’s
ooo

30%      IN JUST 4 DAYS

& NOTHING MORE

SAVE £1000’s
We now manufacture our made-to-measure PVCu conservatories with more unique

design features making self-assembly even easier and faster than ever before

conservatoryland.com

BUILD YOUR OWN CONSERVATORY

IT’S EASIER THAN YOU THINK!

2016/17

Delivered 
to Your 
Door!

As Seenon TV!

For a FREE BROCHURE
and prices call now or go online

0800 952 8000
conservatoryland.com

ConservatoryLand is a trading name of Everseal Roofl ine Limited which is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Credit is subject to application and status. Everseal Roofl ine Ltd T/A ConservatoryLand, 
act as a credit intermediary and exclusively offers credit products from Hitachi Capital Consumer Finance with whom we have a commercial relationship. Hitachi Capital (UK) PLC is authorised and regulated by the Financial 
Conduct Authority. Registered in Cardiff no.1630491. Registered offi ce: Hitachi Capital House, Thorpe Road, Staines-upon-Thames, Surrey, TW18 3HP

SEE THE 

FULL VIDEO 

ON OUR 

WEBSITE

FREE BROCHURE
COMPLETE KIT DELIVERED TO YOUR DOOR

conservatoryland.com
DAY 1

conservatoryland.com
DAY 2

conservatoryland.com
DAY 3 DAY 4
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ORANGERIES | CONSERVATORIES | ATRIUMS | POOL HOUSES | EXTENSIONS | SUMMER HOUSES | VERANDAS

FOR A COMPLIMENTARY BROCHURE OR A DESIGN CONSULTATION CALL 0800 328 0033

w w w . a p r o p o s u k . c o m Authorised & Regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority
*subject to

terms and conditions
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Q Can you tell us about your home?
A I split my time between a modest Victorian 
fi rst-fl oor apartment in Southbourne, Dorset, 
and a 400-year-old manor house in Purbeck. 
Both have seen my boyfriend, Laurence, and 
me in overalls decorating every space. I’m 
currently painting big oak doors in different 
bright exterior colours to make a colourful 
fence for the garden. The dining room at my 
apartment is my favourite room to spend 
time in; I have a huge table that I like to work 
at as I can really spread out – it’s the perfect 
place to brainstorm and sketch ideas.
Q What’s your interior style like?
A At the fl at in Southbourne, my style is an 
eclectic mix of contemporary and modern with 
a restful colour palette as the backdrop. As I 
spend a lot of time around colour, I opted for 
a simple scheme so I can relax once I’m home. 
My bedroom is painted in Wimborne White, 
which is a great foil for the 8ft-high green 
banana-leaf print I have on the wall next to it. 
The living room is painted in soothing Dix Blue 
and I have the bolder Lotus 2051 in the hallway. 
My kitchen features Stiffkey Blue, which is 
wonderfully dramatic, while my bathroom is 
painted in Dix Blue and Pavilion Blue, with the 
addition of a giant pink fl amingo on the tiles.
Q Do you have a design hero?
A Raf Simons, creative director for Christian 
Dior, is someone I really admire. It amazes 
me how he can empathise with a brand’s 
heritage yet still move it forward, and I love 
that he shocked his fans by moving from 
ready-to-wear minimalism at Jil Sander to the 
complete opposite with Haute Couture Dior.
Q How do you like to relax? 
A I’m currently reading In Patagonia by Bruce 
Chatwin (£8.99, Vintage Classics), as I’m hoping 
to visit there later this year. My other hobbies 
include yoga and swimming in the sea. 

Face to face with...
Charlotte Cosby
The head of creative at Farrow & Ball shares her ideas 
on the latest colour trends and sources of inspiration
Q How would you describe a typical day?
A No two days are ever the same. One day 
recently, for example, I got into the offi ce in 
Wimborne, Dorset, at 7.30am, tidied up the 
paperwork on my desk and then set up for 
the fi lming of two stop-motion short fi lms. 
Then, I had a discussion with my team about 
the window displays for our 53 showrooms 
worldwide and, after lunch, painted a mounted 
trout’s head before being interviewed for a 
magazine. The rest of my afternoon involved 
meetings about product development and ideas 
for coming seasons. It’s the variety of my job 
that I love most, and the opportunity to travel.
Q Which places have inspired you the most?
A I get plenty of inspiration from different 
cultures and countries; however, I can always 
fi nd something to inspire me when I am at 
home in Dorset. I spent a lot of time in the 
countryside and by the coast over the summer 
discovering new things, and it has inspired 
the latest Dorset wallpaper collection. My next 
holiday will be to Iceland, but for work I will 
be visiting Design Week in London and Paris, 
followed by a trip to the States later this year. 
Q What are the main colour trends to 
look out for in autumn/winter 2015?
A Green is the must-have colour, so Farrow 
& Ball’s Breakfast Room Green – a vibrant, 
botanical shade that fi ts with the current trend 
for leaves and plants – will continue to be 
popular. In addition, muted pastels, such as 
Pink Ground and Light Blue, are increasingly 
being used as warmer neutrals in place of grey. 
These colours refl ect a desire to create spaces 
that offer escapism from our increasingly 
nomadic working lives, and the soft, barely-
there shades make a home feel quiet and calm.
Q What’s your proudest career moment?
A Launching the fi rst wallpaper collection I’d 
developed – the Art Deco-inspired Lotus design. FE
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Above I love to make a 
decorating statement, 
like this fl amingo tiled 
panel in my bathroom
Left A career highlight 
was seeing my Lotus 
wallpaper, £110 per 
roll, go into production

Wallpapers Feather 
Grass, £110 per roll, 
and Hornbeam (top), 
£95 per roll, are 
inspired by the 
Dorset countryside

Left I’m most 
creative while 
working at the 
dining table in 
my Southbourne 
apartment

Right My 
boyfriend 
Laurence and I 
are updating a 
period manor 
house in Purbeck

Key colours for AW15 
refl ect nature, such 
as Pink Ground and 
Breakfast Room Green 
(left), both £38 for 2.5ltrs 
of estate emulsion
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LET’S TALK LANDSCAPING

LANDSCAPING AND BUILDING PRODUCTS www.brettpaving.co.uk

Let’s talk perfect gardens & drives
When you’re creating an outdoor living space, you want style, good 
looks and longevity. We specialise in high-quality paving materials 
for patios and driveways, to suit your style and budget. 

So if you’re after elegant, eye-catching and affordable solutions, 
don’t wait for the grass to grow. Talk to us.

FLAG PAVING

PERMEABLE PAVING

BLOCK PAVING

NATURAL STONE PAVING

DECORATIVE AGGREGATES

SPECIALIST KERB SYSTEMS

Call 0845 60 80 570... and talk to us direct.
Alternatively, email us at: landscaping@brett.co.uk

To download our Gardens & Drives Brochure visit 
www.brettpaving.co.uk/brochure

 @brettpaving   

 BrettPaving

 Brett Landscaping Ltd.   

Visit us on 
stand D177 

at the
 Homebuilding & 
Renovating Show

ExCeL, London
25-27 September
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Glazing systems made with
unique features
(Just like us)
Innovation is at the heart of everything we do at IDSystems.

Each bespoke design is individually made to bring our

customer’s vision to life. And choosing IDSystems means

you’ll also benefit from the most technically advanced

features such as child safe panel catches and stacking clips –

unique innovations that you simply won’t find anywhere else.

Unique child safe panel
catch with self release
function

High
security
locking

Unique concealed
running gear

Slim sightlines
with finger safe
gaskets

Highest weather
rating and low
u-values

His daddy’s
hands

Her granny’s
nose

Super smooth running

Unique stacking clip
safely securing the
panels to one side

t 01603 408804 | e info@idsystems.co.uk | a B2 Rhombus Park, Diamond Road, Norwich NR6 6NN | www.idsystems.co.uk 

For more information and to download our
brochure find us at www.idsystems.co.uk
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